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Abstract 

Glycoside hydrolase 1 (GH1) enzymes are a ubiquitous family of enzymes that hydrolyse 

the glycosidic bond between two or more carbohydrates, or between a carbohydrate and a 

non-carbohydrate moiety. Despite their conserved catalytic domain, these enzymes have 

many different enzyme activities and/or substrate specificities as a change of only a few 

residues in the active site can alter their function. Most GH1 active site residues are 

situated in loop regions, and it is known that enzymes are more likely to develop new 

functions (broad specificity) if they possess an active site with a high proportion of loops. 

Furthermore, the GH1 active site consists of several subsites and cooperative binding 

makes the binding affinity of sites difficult to measure because the properties of one 

subsite are influenced by the binding of the other subsites. Extensive knowledge of 

protein-ligand interactions is critical to the comprehension of biology at the molecular level. 

However, the structural determinants and molecular details of GH1 ligand specificity and 

affinity are very broad, highly complex, not well understood, and therefore still need to be 

clarified. 

The aim of this study was to computationally characterise the activity of three newly solved 

GH1 crystallographic structures sent to us by our collaborators, and to provide evidence 

for their ligand-binding specificities. In addition, the differences in structural and 

biochemical contributions to enzyme specificity and/or function between different GH1 

activities/enzymes was assessed, and the sequence/structure/function relationship of 

several activities of GH1 enzymes was analysed and compared. To accomplish the 

research aims, sequence analyses involving sequence identity, phylogenetics, and motif 

discovery were performed. As protein structure is more conserved than sequence, the 

discovered motifs were mapped to 3D structures for structural analysis and comparisons. 

To obtain information on enzyme mechanism or mode of action, as well as structure-
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function relationship, computational methods such as docking, molecular dynamics, 

binding free energy calculations, and essential dynamics were implemented. These 

computational approaches can provide information on the active site, binding residues, 

protein-ligand interactions, binding affinity, conformational change, and most structural or 

dynamic elements that play a role in enzyme function. 

The three new structures received from our collaborators are the first GH1 crystallographic 

structures from Bacillus licheniformis ever determined. As phospho-glycoside compounds 

were unavailable for purchase for use in activity assays, and as the active sites of the 

structures were absent of ligand, in silico docking and MD simulations were performed to 

provide evidence for their GH1 activities and substrate specificities. First though, the 

amino acid sequences of all known characterised bacterial GH1 enzymes were retrieved 

from the CAZy database and compared to the sequences of the three new B. licheniformis 

crystallographic structures which provided evidence of the putative 6Pβ-glucosidase 

activity of enzyme BlBglH, and dual 6Pβ-glucosidase/6Pβ-galactosidase (dual-phospho) 

activity of enzymes BlBglB and BlBglC. As all three enzymes were determined to be 

putative 6Pβ-glycosidase activity enzymes, much of the thesis focused on the overall 

analysis and comparison of the 6Pβ-glucosidase, 6Pβ-galactosidase, and dual-phospho 

activities that make up the 6Pβ-glycosidases. The 6Pβ-glycosidase active site residues 

were identified through consensus of binding interactions using all known 6Pβ-glycosidase 

PDB structures complexed complete ligand substrates. 

With regards to the 6Pβ-glucosidase activity, it was found that the L8b loop is longer and 

forms extra interactions with the L8a loop likely leading to increased L8 loop rigidity which 

would prevent the displacement of residue Ala423 ensuring a steric clash with galacto-

configured ligands and may engender substrate specificity for gluco-configured ligands 

only. Also, during molecular dynamics simulations using enzyme BlBglH (6Pβ-glucosidase 
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activity), it was revealed that the favourable binding of substrate stabilises the loops that 

surround and make up the enzyme active site.  

Using the BlBglC (dual-phospho activity) enzyme structure with either galacto- (PNP6Pgal) 

or gluco-configured (PNP6Pglc) ligands, MD simulations in triplicate revealed important 

details of the broad specificity of dual-phospho activity enzymes. The ligand O4 hydroxyl 

position is the only difference between PNP6Pgal and PNP6Pgal, and it was found that 

residues Gln23 and Trp433 bind strongly to the ligand O3 hydroxyl group in the 

PNP6Pgal-enzyme complex, but to the ligand O4 hydroxyl group in the PNP6Pglc-enzyme 

complex. Also, His124 formed many hydrogen bonds with the PNP6Pgal O3 hydroxyl 

group but had none with PNP6Pglc. Alternatively, residues Tyr173, Tyr301, Gln302 and 

Thr321 formed hydrogen bonds with PNP6Pglc but not PNP6Pgal.  

Lastly, using multiple 3D structures from various GH1 activities, a large network of 

conserved interactions between active site residues (and other important residues) was 

uncovered, which most likely stabilise the loop regions that contain these residues, helping 

to retain their positions needed for binding molecules. Alternatively, there exists several 

differing residue-residue interactions when comparing each of the activities which could 

contribute towards individual activity substrate specificity by causing slightly different 

overall structure and malleability of the active site.  

Altogether, the findings in this thesis shed light on the function, mechanisms, dynamics, 

and ligand-binding of GH1 enzymes – particularly of the 6Pβ-glycosidase activities. 
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Thesis overview and structure 

The thesis is based on the role of the relationship between sequence, structure and 

function on enzyme activity and ligand specificity of bacterial Glycoside Hydrolase 1 (GH1) 

enzymes. As all three GH1 crystallographic structures received from our collaborators 

were shown to be putative 6Pβ-glycosidase activity enzymes, much of the thesis focuses 

on the overall analysis and comparison of the 6Pβ-glucosidase, 6Pβ-galactosidase, and 

dual-phospho activities that make up the 6Pβ-glycosidases. Chapters 2 and 3 utilise many 

of the same sequences for their sequence analysis sections, therefore the sequence 

analysis of Chapter 2 is far more in depth compared to Chapter 3. Although the 

methodology throughout the thesis is much the same, differences depending on the 

chapter merit a separate methodology section for each research chapter. 

In Chapter 1, literature is reviewed. The relationship between sequence, structure, and 

function is introduced, as well as the process of characterising enzymes and the 

determination of enzyme substrate specificity. Information is given on GH1 enzymes, and 

the 6Pβ-glycosidase active site residues are identified through consensus of binding 

interactions using 6Pβ-glycosidase PDB structures complexed with ligands. Then, 

background information is provided on the methods used in the thesis.  

In Chapter 2, the crystallographic structure of enzyme BlBglH is analysed. Its sequence is 

compared to characterised bacterial GH1 enzymes, and in silico docking and molecular 

dynamics simulations reveal the activity and specificity of the enzyme. The contribution of 

the L8a loop to the substrate specificity of GH1 enzymes is researched. The dynamics of 

the enzyme is also discussed. 

In Chapter 3, crystallographic structures of enzymes BlBglB and BlBglC are analysed. 

Their sequences are compared to characterised bacterial GH1 enzymes, and in silico 
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docking and molecular dynamics simulations reveal their activities and specificities. 

Important details of broad specificity are discovered and elaborated upon. 

In Chapter 4, the residues and structures of many enzymes of the 6Pβ-glucosidase, 6Pβ-

galactosidase, and dual-phospho activities are compared. Conserved differences and 

similarities between the activities in residue-residue interactions are discovered.  

In Chapter 5, the findings in the thesis are reported, and potential future work is discussed. 
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Chapter 1: Literature review 

This chapter is divided into three main parts. Part 1 provides background information 

regarding the main theme of the thesis. It describes the relationship between enzyme 

sequence, structure, and function, as well as the process of characterising enzymes and 

the determination of enzyme substrate specificity. In Part 2, relevant information is given 

surrounding the Glycoside Hydrolase 1 (GH1) enzymes obtained from the collaborators. It 

starts off with the bacterium Bacillus licheniformis, the phosphoenolpyruvate-dependent 

phosphotransferase system, carbohydrate-active enzymes, and carbohydrates. Then, 

GH1 enzymes are described in detail and the 6Pβ-glycosidase active site residues are 

identified through consensus of binding interactions using 6Pβ-glycosidase PDB structures 

complexed with ligands. Lastly, Part 3 provides extensive information concerning the 

computational methods used in the thesis.  

 

- PART 1 

 1.1  Enzymes: The relationship between sequence, structure, 

and function  

The analyses of a wide variety of proteins from different families have conclusively found 

that the amino acid sequence of a protein/enzyme determines its three-dimensional (3D) 

structure, and that the 3D structure determines its function [1,2]. In other words: function is 

derived from structure, and structure is derived from sequence.  

Generally, the higher the sequence similarity between two enzymes, the higher the 

chances are of the enzymes having similar 3D structures and therefore similar functions 

[1–3]. More related proteins have higher sequence similarity compared to less related 
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proteins due to fewer accumulated genetic mutations over evolutionary time. So, proteins 

that share a relatively recent common ancestor have similar sequences, structures, and 

functions [1–3]. Principally, a 30% sequence identity between protein sequences is likely 

to translate into similar 3D structures. However, care must be taken when assigning a 

function to a protein based only on sequence similarity as some examples exist of 

functionally unrelated proteins with similar sequences, and vice-versa. An example of this 

is the yeast Gal1 and Gal3 proteins that share 73% sequence identity but have largely 

different functions; Gal1 is a galactokinase and Gal3 is a transcriptional inducer [4]. There 

are even some instances of proteins having unrelated sequences and functions but have 

similar structures. Even so, the comparison of enzyme sequences is very valuable 

because the order of amino acids is the fundamental starting point of analysis of all 

proteins (primary structure). 

The “native state” or 3D structure of an enzyme is established when its linear chain of 

amino acids completes the spontaneous folding process, whereby mostly noncovalent 

interactions between regions in the sequence of amino acids causes the chain to fold into 

a functional enzyme [1,5,6]. The initial step in protein folding is the formation of secondary 

structure (α-helices and β-sheets), which is stabilised by hydrogen bonds. Then, tertiary 

structure arises when amino acid nonpolar side groups form hydrophobic interactions, as 

well as ionic interactions and hydrogen bonding between polar side groups and the 

polypeptide backbone. The hydrophobic core of the protein is formed as the protein folds, 

after the hydrophobic contacts promote the expulsion of water from the immediate vicinity 

of nonpolar residues. All these interactions contribute to the folding and stabilisation of the 

protein. Interestingly, the overall structures of proteins have constant but minor fluctuations 

due to the mostly weak stabilising interactions [1].  

With all this in mind, it is obvious that studying the sequence, structure, and function of 

proteins is extremely important in the field of biological science and for understanding life. 
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 1.2  Enzyme substrate specificity 

A ligand, or substrate, is the molecule to which proteins bind. To catalyse a chemical 

reaction, enzymes are first required to bind to their substrates [7]. The enzyme active site 

is composed of the substrate-binding site and the catalytic site. The substrate-binding site 

recognises and binds the substrate, whereas the catalytic site executes the chemical 

reaction [1]. 

Just like the forces that fold polypeptides and determine native protein structure, 

substrates and other molecules use noncovalent forces to bind to enzymes [8]. Enzyme 

substrate specificity is generally described as the preference of a protein to bind one 

particular molecule or a very small group of molecules, and it depends on the structure 

and chemical properties of both the substrate-binding site and the substrate itself 

(molecular complementarity) [1]. A substrate-binding site is usually found on the surface of 

an enzyme molecule in the form of a pocket or crevice that has a complementary shape to 

that of the substrate (geometric complementarity). Often the charged amino acid residues 

in the binding site, or residues around the binding site, are organized in a particular fashion 

to attract the substrate (electronic complementarity) [8]. Specificity can also be 

accomplished when the binding site has complementary hydrophilic/hydrophobic features 

to the substrate [7]. Therefore, molecules that have a slightly different geometry or 

functional group distribution from the native substrate do not bind effectively to the enzyme 

(chemoselective, regioselective and stereospecific). 

Enzyme-substrate complementarity or specificity was first proposed by Emil Fischer in 

1894 and is the foundation of the “lock-and-key” model of enzyme function [9]. This early 

model explains enzyme specificity but does not account for the stabilisation of the 

transition state that enzymes reach [10]. In 1958, Daniel Koshland proposed the “induced 

fit” model, which suggests that the substrate-binding site is flexible and changes shape in 
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order to optimize catalysis during substrate binding [1,11]. X-ray studies now confirm 

substrate-binding sites to be mostly preformed but change conformations upon substrate 

binding [8]. The structure of the substrate-binding site fluctuates until the substrate is 

optimally bound. For certain enzymes like glycosidases, the substrate also changes 

conformation when entering the substrate-binding site [12]. Because molecular recognition 

occurs in a congested biological environment filled with many molecules and potential 

substrates, the induced fit mechanism may improve enzyme-substrate specificity [13]. 

The current third and final model – the conformational selection model – draws from the 

free energy landscape (FEL) theory of protein structure and dynamics [14–17]. This model 

proposes that the native state of a protein exists as an extensive ensemble of 

conformational states/substates that coexist in equilibrium with various population 

distributions, and that the ligand binds selectively to the most suitable conformational 

state/substate, eventually shifting the equilibrium towards this state/substate [18].  

All three of these distinct conceptual models have been observed experimentally, so it is 

noteworthy that all three mechanisms can occur in both a simultaneous and sequential 

way that includes a range of binding events [19]. 

 1.2.1  Broad specificity 

As mentioned before, enzymes have a substrate preference of one particular molecule or 

a very small group of molecules. The ability of enzymes to catalyse and convert more than 

one substrate is called broad substrate specificity. Most enzymes are capable of catalysing 

the reactions of a limited number of related compounds, but at varying efficiencies [8,20–

22]. Sometimes however, they can possess a secondary enzyme activity that is unrelated 

to the primary activity that the protein evolved to perform, this is called enzyme promiscuity 

and it is a form of broad specificity [23]. Generally, enzymes have evolved to catalyse a 

single reaction or one class of reaction, and the function of the enzyme will determine the 
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degree of specificity [24]. Enzymes with broad substrate specificity can be very helpful to 

us, such as cytochrome P-450. The various possible uses of cytochrome P-450 enzymes 

involve the biocatalytic generation of drug metabolites, the breakdown of recalcitrant 

toxins, and they catalyse the hydroxylation and/or epoxidation of several classes of 

compounds, ranging from alkanes to heterocycles [24–26]. On the other hand, the 

restriction endonuclease enzymes have only one substrate. 

Broad specificity, or enzyme promiscuity, can develop by chance or can be derived from 

evolution [27,28]. The structural and molecular basis of broad substrate specificity has 

been widely researched in many fields such as drug design and in industrial applications 

[29–33]. Broad specificity provides functional benefits to the cell using several 

mechanisms like scavenging of nutrients, proofreading, removal of antimetabolites, 

balancing of metabolite pools, and establishing system redundancy [34]. Studying the 

broad substrate specificity of enzymes leads to an understanding of how enzymes evolve 

and could be a useful starting point in directed evolution research. Novel or transformed 

enzymatic activities can emerge suddenly which demonstrates the speed at which some 

enzymes can evolve, even in a natural environment [24]. For instance, enzymes are often 

the targets of antibiotics, and sometimes resistant forms of these enzymes can manifest 

within months [35,36]. Certain synthetic chemicals have existed in nature for only a limited 

period, yet enzymes have been found to utilise and degrade these chemicals. For 

example, bacterial enzymes used by the cell to break down lactones have evolved to 

utilise organophosphate pesticides [37].  

Interestingly, a computational analysis performed by Dellus-Gur et al. [38] found that 

enzymes are more likely to have multiple functions or substrates if they possess an active 

site with a high proportion of loops. In other words, enzyme folds with a high percentage of 

active site residues that are not part of the protein scaffold may be better at acquiring new 

functions. This is probably why the TIM barrel and Rossmann folds, among others, are 
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associated with multiple functions [39]. In contrast, with enzymes that have only one 

known function like dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR), the active site and scaffold co-evolve 

because they are mostly joined – this leads to greater constraints and fewer chances of 

novel function acquisition [38]. Furthermore, the mobility of active site loops makes them 

adaptable, leading to the utilisation of different substrates [34,40,41]. 

 1.3  Characterisation of enzyme activity or function 

There are many ways to characterise or predict enzyme activity or function. Although one 

can determine protein function using experimental methods, technological leaps forward in 

sequencing has dramatically increased the number of new sequences that need to be 

characterised [42]. New sequences are therefore mainly annotated by prediction using 

computational methods. 

 1.3.1  In vitro enzyme assays 

The most accurate method of protein characterisation remains the use of laboratory 

enzyme activity assays. After cloning, expression, and purification of an enzyme, activity 

assays can be performed to identify the substrates that the enzyme can utilise, as well as 

the enzyme’s rate of reaction under specific conditions. Enzyme assays are laboratory 

methods that are used to measure enzymatic activity regarding either the consumption of 

substrate or production of product over time [43,44]. Leonor Michaelis and Maud Menten 

[45] were the ones to discover that enzyme activity is influenced by certain factors such as 

temperature, pH, the nature and strength of ions, and the concentrations of the enzymes 

and substrates [46]. The reaction progression can be observed continuously (continuous 

assay) using spectroscopic [47–49] or electrochemical methods which show the full 

progress curve [50]. 

Recently, Helbert et al. [51] measured the degradation of several substrates with 564 

carbohydrate-active enzymes using colorimetric reducing assays and size exclusion 
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chromatography. This expanded the collection of biochemically characterised subfamilies 

and resulted in the discovery of new enzyme families and unknown substrate specificities. 

Today, the major impediment to biochemical functional annotation is not protein 

production, but the accessibility of substrates [51]. 

 1.3.2  Protein sequencing 

Introduced in 1967, Edman degradation [52] was the process used to sequence most 

proteins prior to the early 1990’s. During Edman degradation, several steps of chemical 

degradation are performed using a single peptide in order to determine its sequence. 

When performed correctly, the Edman process is accurate with >99% efficiency per amino 

acid. However it is rather slow, as one cycle runs for approximately an hour and is limited 

to peptides consisting of 30 residues or fewer [53–56]. Edman degradation has mostly 

been replaced by higher throughput technologies. Mass spectrometry methods are 

currently principally utilised for protein sequencing, although Edman degradation is still 

important for characterising a protein's N-terminus. 

Today, a bottom-up approach to mass spectrometry (BU-MS) is mostly used [53,57–59]. 

BU-MS entails protein enzymatic digestion, ionization of the peptide products, ion 

separation based on their mass/charge ratio, followed by ion detection. The masses of the 

“tryptic peptides” are analysed by electrospray ionization or matrix-assisted laser 

desorption/ionization (MALDI). The ions are then fragmented to acquire details about the 

peptide sequences from MS [59,60]. BU-MS is not very sensitive because it does not 

actually sequence the protein, it infers the primary structure or classifies the protein [59–

63]. 

 1.3.3  Sequence analyses to predict enzyme function  

The function prediction of the enormous amount uncharacterised proteins is crucial for 

understanding the role of enzymes and is a mammoth job for bioinformaticians. Protein 
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functions are mostly predicted from protein sequences [64–70]. This is mainly done using 

sequence similarity, searching for sequence domains, or performing multiple sequence 

alignments (MSA) to infer functions based on homologous proteins with known functions. 

Programs like BLAST [71] are probably used the most for computational function-

prediction, which is based on the assumption that two highly similar sequences most likely 

evolved from a common ancestor and therefore have similar functions. In other words, if a 

query protein shares significant sequence similarity to a protein that has a known function, 

then the function of the latter can be transferred to the former [72]. 

To obtain potential enzyme functional information, known domains within a query 

sequence can be searched for using protein domain databases like Pfam (Protein Families 

Database) [73]. And within protein domains, shorter sequence signatures called motifs are 

linked to certain functions [72]. Motif databases like PROSITE can be used to search for 

enzyme sequence motifs [74]. Even when a great difference exists between the whole 

sequences of two enzymes, they can often share important motifs (such as active site 

motifs) from which protein function can be inferred [75–77]. If the identified short, 

conserved sequence motifs are crucial to the function of the protein, this method can 

predict the function and activity with a large amount of accuracy and determine function-

related subfamilies of glycoside hydrolases [77] .  

 1.3.4  Other ways of characterising protein function 

 1.3.4.1  Structure-based  

Protein structure is known to have higher conservation as compared to protein sequence, 

therefore proteins with high structural similarity most likely have a similar function [72,78]. 

An unknown protein structure can be screened against the Protein Data Bank [79] with a 

multitude of programs like CE-ME [80], DALI [81], and FATCAT [82] to find a characterised 
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enzyme structure that most closely resembles the unknown structure, thus inferring 

function. 

 1.3.4.2  Genomic context-based 

Several novel ways of protein function prediction do not use sequence or structure 

comparisons but rely on links between unknown genes or proteins and those have been 

annotated – this is sometimes called phylogenomic profiling. The concept is that the dual 

presence or dual absence of two traits throughout many species can infer a significant 

biological association, like the participation of two different proteins in the same biological 

pathway [72,83]. Unlike homology-based methods where molecular functions of a protein 

are determined, context-based methods predict the cellular function or biological process 

in which a protein operates [42,83]. 

Automated predictions of protein function from DNA sequences by computer algorithms 

have resulted in the establishment of large databases containing protein sequences and 

their functional information such as UniProt [84]. 

 1.3.4.3  Network-based methods  

Computer algorithms can also create a functional association network for a certain cluster 

of genes or proteins [85,86]. Many nodes representing genes or proteins are linked by 

edges that represent evidence of shared function [87]. Many networks using various 

sources of data can be integrated and subsequently utilised by prediction algorithms to 

annotate unknown genes or proteins [88]. Recently, machine learning has been used to 

possibly improve these methods [64,89,90].  

 1.3.4.4  In silico substrate determination 

Assigning protein function based on sequence or structure is remarkably difficult [78,91]. 

Even if two proteins are highly homologous and have similar structures, a change of only a 
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few residues in the active site can change the functional specificity [78,91]. In addition, 

sequence similarity and/or genome/operon context can only provide indications of enzyme 

function, they do not yield information regarding substrate specificity and the catalysed 

reaction [92]. Many studies have used computational screening/docking to investigate the 

substrate specificity of enzymes [93–98]. Protein experimental 3D structures or homology 

models are used to screen putative substrates. Computational screening is much faster 

and cheaper than physical assays. Also, it is not limited to commercially available 

compounds or readily synthesized compounds, because any substrate imaginable can be 

computationally constructed and screened [92]. The in silico metabolite docking method 

has proven feasible and valuable in both retrospective and prospective tests [99]. 

However, very little testing of docking and scoring methods for enzyme-substrate 

recognition has taken place compared to the binding of drug-like molecules to drug targets 

[99]. Even so, while studying the glycolysis pathway Kalyanaraman and Jacobson [99] 

showed that computational methods are viable and can exclude a big proportion of the 

metabolome. Caution must be exercised though, as the accuracy of in silico docking is not 

perfect; in fact, new research shows that in datasets classically utilised in virtual screening 

challenges, there are accidental biases that cause overestimation of virtual screening 

accuracy [100,101]. 

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations can complement computational substrate 

screening/docking. If the docked substrate remains in the protein active site, in the correct 

orientation, throughout an MD simulation of length at least equal to the substrate-protein 

half-life, and both the substrate and protein remain stable, it is a conservative indication of 

substrate specificity. 
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 1.4  Determination of substrate interactions with active site 

and the effects of substrate binding 

Knowledge of the inner workings of enzymes can be helpful to understand and improve 

their use in industrial applications [102]. Extensive knowledge of protein-ligand interactions 

is critical to the comprehension of biology at the molecular level. Several experimental 

methods exist that can research many features of protein-ligand binding. X-ray 

crystallography, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), Laue X-ray diffraction, small-angle X-

ray scattering, and cryo-electron microscopy supply protein structures at atomic-resolution 

or near-atomic-resolution. These protein structures can be resolved with and without 

ligands, and could show differences in structure and/or dynamics between the ligand-free 

and ligand-bound proteins. These methods also provide important binding details like 

interactions with the enzyme. However, researching binding affinity using these methods 

are difficult, long, and costly [18]. Also, studying the dynamics of enzyme-substrate 

interactions is very challenging when using experimental methods alone [103]. 

In silico methods can help to resolve and predict experimental results and have become a 

sophisticated research tool to use side by side with experimental methods [104]. It is very 

important to establish theoretical methods that will help to understand existing 

experimental data, and also form the basis of new experiments. Theoretical/computational 

techniques are starting to become very useful in elaborating the function/mechanism of 

enzymes, and the future possibilities are even more exciting [18]. 

In order to obtain information on an enzyme’s mechanism or mode of action, as well as its 

structure-function relationship, computational methods such as docking, molecular 

dynamics and binding free energy calculations can be implemented [92,103,105–116]. 

These computational approaches can provide information on the active site, protein-ligand 

interactions, binding residues, binding affinity, carbohydrate processivity (dependent on 
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simulation length and system characteristics), conformational change, and many structural 

or dynamic elements that play a role in the enzyme’s function. When researching protein-

ligand binding, structure-based computational methods are beneficial to all situations. MD 

simulations show time-dependent changes in atomic coordinates of the protein and ligand, 

in bound and unbound forms – this can be used to obtain information on the 

conformational entropy change upon binding. MD simulations are used to study the non-

equilibrium effects that give rise to transient protein conformers, which have a role in the 

binding event but is difficult to observe experimentally [18]. Today, simulation times are 

matching those applicable to most biological occurrences [117], but these situations are 

still very limited; MD simulations exploring the conformational space of peptides and 

proteins can fold small proteins (less than 80 amino acids) to their native structures [118], 

and the special-purpose supercomputer Anton used all-atom MD simulation to obtain a 

millisecond time-scale [119,120]. One can conservatively identify significant/functional 

residues by running molecular dynamics simulations on an enzyme structure after having 

first computationally substituted residues [110]. The optimal enzyme functional conditions 

with regards to its environment can be determined using simulations at various pH and/or 

temperature values [121,122]. Multiple MD simulations can be run at specific pH’s, where 

the protonation of titratable residues will change depending on the pH. Recently, 

researchers have developed a method whereby the pH changes slowly during a 

consecutive series of MD simulations in a defined direction [120]. To fully encapsulate 

structural diversity, the simulations must be of sufficient length [106]. Fortunately, if a 

desired protein structure is unavailable, homology modelling, threading, or ab initio 

prediction approaches can construct a protein model for use in computational studies.  

In summary, evidence clearly suggests that MD simulations are useful for investigating 

enzyme function and mechanisms, including estimating substrate binding affinities of 
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glycosidases, and predicting the amino acid residues involved in their substrate 

recognition [105,106,116,123,124].  

 

- PART 2 

 1.5  Bacillus licheniformis 

In this thesis, the 3D structures and substrate specificity details of three GH1 enzymes 

from B. licheniformis were investigated using structural biology, structural bioinformatics, 

and wet-lab approaches. B. licheniformis is a Gram-positive mesophilic bacterium that is 

mostly found in soil but is also abundantly found on the feathers of birds. The bacterium 

generates a wide range of extracellular enzymes that have a role in cycling nutrients found 

in nature [125], including carbohydrate-active enzymes [126–128]. This bacterial species is 

well suited for use in industry because of properties such as its high yield of target 

proteins, its ease of genetic manipulation, its favourable fermentation conditions, its 

current status as generally recognized as safe (GRAS), and its probiotic attributes [129–

132]. The optimal temperatures of growth and enzyme secretion for B. licheniformis are 

50 °C and 37 °C respectively, which contributes to a low contamination risk and low 

consumption of energy for cooling the fermentation vessel [133]. 

 1.6  The phosphoenolpyruvate-dependent phosphotransferase 

system 

Glycoside hydrolases are involved in the first step the phosphoenolpyruvate 

(PEP):carbohydrate phosphotransferase system (PTS), also known as PEP group 

translocation. The system was initially discovered in the laboratory of Saul Roseman at the 

University of Michigan in 1964. The subsequent publication concerned the Horseradish 

Peroxidase (HPr) enzyme from E. coli and its function in hexose phosphorylation [134].  
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The system is utilised by a multitude of bacteria (both Gram-positive and Gram-negative 

bacteria), as well as some archaea, for the uptake of organic compounds such as sugars 

and sugar derivatives including cellobiose, lactose, sucrose, and trehalose [135–138]. PEP 

acts as a phosphoryl donor and an energy source while the PTS transport system 

catalyses the concomitant phosphorylation and translocation of these compounds through 

the cytoplasmic membrane in a single energy-coupled step [136,137,139]. Inside the cell, 

the majority of the phosphorylated compounds are used up in glycolysis; the initial and 

determinant step to enter the pathway is the cleavage of the glycosidic bond promoted by 

glycoside hydrolases such as 6-phospho-beta-glucosidases (6Pβ-glucosidases) and 6-

phospho-beta-galactosidases (6Pβ-galactosidases).  

Generally, the PTS consists of one membrane-spanning protein and four soluble proteins.  

Most microorganisms use enzymes I (EI) and HPr for the uptake of all PTS carbohydrates; 

these two enzymes are the main elements of the cytoplasmic PTS. The EIIA, EIIB, and 

EIIC enzymes, however, are mostly specific for only one substrate. EIIC is the integral 

membrane sugar permease [136,137,139,140]. A three letter code is added as superscript 

to the enzyme names that signifies their substrate specificity [141]. For instance, EIIA Glc 

would be glucose-specific, EIIB Fru is fructose-specific, and so on. Not long after the PTS 

was discovered it was shown that the PTS performs regulatory functions related to carbon 

metabolism and sugar transport, in addition to transporting and phosphorylating 

carbohydrates. 

Interestingly, as yet, there is no known eukaryote that uses the PTS and, therefore, the 

enzymes in this system could be potential targets of antimicrobial agents [142]. 

 1.7  Carbohydrate-active enzymes 

The enzymes responsible for the synthesis, degradation, and modification of 

carbohydrates are the Carbohydrate-Active enZymes (CAZymes) [143–145]. Very many 
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CAZymes exist, having many different enzyme families each with several activities 

(specificities) – this is because there are more carbohydrates on our planet than any other 

biomolecule, with extreme structural diversity. Living organisms use carbohydrates for a 

wide range of things, from cell wall structure (cellulose, chitin, starch, or glycogen) to intra- 

and intercellular recognition within one organism or between organisms. In fact, about 1-

2% of any organism’s genome codes for CAZymes [146–149]. The synthesis and 

degradation of glycosidic bonds is mostly performed by glycosyltransferases and glycoside 

hydrolases, respectively [146], and CAZymes have various industrial applications ranging 

from biofuel production to drug design [150]. Interestingly, CAZymes as well as their 

substrates are unique in that they are both particularly flexible [151]. 

 1.7.1  Carbohydrates 

Even though carbohydrates share similar chemical composition, they can be arranged in a 

huge amount of combinations [147]. Individual monosaccharide units can be assembled to 

form oligo- and polysaccharides, with a glycosidic bond between the anomeric position of 

one sugar and the hydroxyl group of another [152,153]. In nature there exists a 

combinatorially-large amount of carbohydrate structures because of the many hydroxyl 

groups on every sugar, the potential of two possible anomeric configurations of sugars, 

and the possibility of different ring sizes [154]. Also, many noncarbohydrate substituents 

can be linked to carbohydrates, resulting in a great number and range of glycoconjugates 

[147]. 

 1.7.2  The Carbohydrate-Active Enzymes database 

The classification of CAZymes and information regarding protein-sugar interactions can be 

found on databases. The databases and associated tools can be utilised to plan and 

initiate high-resolution computer simulation and modelling [147,155–157], including the 
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study of carbohydrate recognition [112]. Based on sequence, CAZymes have been 

classified into families as early as the year 1991 [158].  

Introduced in 1999, the Carbohydrate-Active Enzymes database (CAZy) provides 

continuously updated information regarding the classification of CAZymes [147], and is the 

only database that correlates the sequence, structure and molecular mechanism of 

CAZymes. A big contribution of CAZy is the establishment of a stable nomenclature for 

CAZymes; the enzymes are grouped into families and subfamilies and this classification 

has become the standard of the field [149]. In the CAZy classification system, CAZyme 

families are defined by sequences that cluster around at least one biochemically 

characterised member [147], and is based on the concept that sequence defines protein 

structure, and protein structure defines function. Sequence-based classification methods 

are quite different, but also complementary, to the Enzyme Commission classification 

scheme (EC numbers) which categorizes proteins according to the reactions that they 

catalyse. The CAZy classification (a) is based more on structural characteristics than 

substrate specificity, (b) aids in revealing the evolutionary associations amongst CAZymes 

and (c) provides a useful foundation to decipher mechanistic features [159]. 

The solution to substrate specificity prediction is to research how CAZymes realize 

selective recognition of ligands that have very subtle stereochemical differences. Although 

this is now a reality for several subfamilies, the CAZy team admit that they are still far from 

accurate automated substrate (and/or product) prediction for all CAZymes encoded by a 

genome [147]. As is the case for general protein databases, a similarity search used with 

the CAZy database mostly produces uncharacterised or unreliably named gene products, 

and therefore no reliable functional inference [51]. Following sequence-based functional 

predictions, CAZymes of differing substrate specificity frequently fall into the same enzyme 

family [158]. The outcome is broad functional categorization, like “putative glycoside 

hydrolase,” and no reliable prediction of the enzyme substrate is given. However, it has 
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been shown that dividing large multifunctional glycoside hydrolase families into subfamilies 

results in far fewer substrate specificities in each subfamily which improves functional 

prediction [160–163].  

 1.8  Glycoside Hydrolase enzymes 

Glycoside hydrolases (GHs), or glycosidases, catalyse the hydrolysis of terminal sugar 

residues from the non-reducing ends of a broad-spectrum of glycosylated compounds. 

GHs are omnipresent in all domains of life and are used for many functions [164]. There 

exists a large amount of genes that code for GHs in the genomes of most organisms. In 

fact, GHs account for approximately 44% of the enzymes on the entire CAZy database. In 

prokaryotes, they act as intracellular and extracellular enzymes that are mostly involved in 

nutrient acquisition. In higher organisms, glycoside hydrolases have a role in the 

biosynthesis and degradation of glycogen in the body, and they are found in the 

endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi apparatus where they process N-linked glycoproteins. 

GHs are the most widely studied and the best biochemically characterised CAZymes due 

to their use (current and potential) in biotechnological applications [159], including the 

degradation of biomass such as cellulose (cellulase), hemicellulose, and starch (amylase).  

Glycoside hydrolases are usually named after their substrate, for example glucosidases 

catalyse the hydrolysis of glucosides and xylanases catalyse the cleavage of xylan. Other 

examples include lactase, amylase, chitinase, sucrase, maltase, etc. The CAZy database 

holds information regarding the putative function and reaction mechanisms (activity) of all 

currently available GH sequences [165], and is a good resource for researching GH 

evolution and biology [166]. Unfortunately, it is not very easy to predict GH enzymatic 

activity based on sequence [167], so CAZy splits the GHs into 172 protein families (as of 

thesis submission) based on sequence and structural information [106,147,168,169]. 

Because of convergent evolution, most GH families consist of enzymes with various 
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functions [170]. The GH1 and GH5 families possess great plasticity and can utilise a wide 

array of substrates, meaning it is not possible to predict GH activity by assigning a protein 

to a GH family [77]. However, approximately only one third of GH families are somewhat 

specific and hydrolyse only one type of substrate [103]. 

GH classification into families does enable numerous predictions with regards to the 

catalytic machinery and molecular mechanism as these are conserved in nearly all GH 

families [171], this also includes the geometry around the glycosidic bond [168]. Although 

there are very many known GH families, they share a common catalytic mechanism: 

acid/base catalysis with either retention or inversion of the anomeric configuration. 

Exceptions are family GH97 which contain both retaining and inverting enzymes [172], and 

families GH4 and GH109 which use an NAD-dependent hydrolysis mechanism [173,174]. 

 1.9  Glycoside Hydrolase Family 1 enzymes 

CAZymes utilise β-strands in their secondary structure to form recognition motifs and 

generally shape the binding site [112]. The 3-dimensional structure of glycoside hydrolase 

1 (GH1) enzymes exist as a conserved (β/α)8-barrel core made up of consecutive (β/α) 

motifs that are joined by short loops (Figure 1.1) [175]. Despite their conserved catalytic 

domain, GH1 enzymes have many different substrate specificities or activities. Currently, 

there are 22 defined GH1 activities on the CAZy database, which include: β-glucosidase 

(EC 3.2.1.21), β-galactosidase (EC 3.2.1.23), β-mannosidase (EC 3.2.1.25), β-

glucuronidase (EC 3.2.1.31), β-xylosidase (EC 3.2.1.37), β-D-fucosidase (EC 3.2.1.38), 

phlorizin hydrolase (EC 3.2.1.62), exo-β-1,4-glucanase (EC 3.2.1.74), 6-phospho-β-

galactosidase (EC 3.2.1.85), 6-phospho-β-glucosidase (EC 3.2.1.86), strictosidine β-

glucosidase (EC 3.2.1.105), lactase (EC 3.2.1.108), amygdalin β-glucosidase (EC 

3.2.1.117), prunasin β-glucosidase (EC 3.2.1.118), vicianin hydrolase (EC 3.2.1.119), 

raucaffricine β-glucosidase (EC 3.2.1.125), thioglucosidase (EC 3.2.1.147), β-
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primeverosidase (EC 3.2.1.149), isoflavonoid 7-O-β-apiosyl-β-glucosidase (EC 3.2.1.161), 

ABA-specific β-glucosidase (EC 3.2.1.175), DIMBOA β-glucosidase (EC 3.2.1.182), and 

protodioscin 26-O-I2-D-glucosidase (EC 3.2.1.186). The multiple functions most likely exist 

because most active site residues of GH1 enzymes are located in loop regions [31], [35], 

[37], [38]. 

β-glucosidases are the most intensely studied due to their application in biofuel production 

[176]. Despite the vital importance of 6-phospho-β-glucosidases (6Pβ-glucosidases) and 

6-phospho-β-galactosidases (6Pβ-galactosidases) for bacterial energetic balance, a 

reduced number of these enzymes have been previously characterised in comparison to 

β-glucosidases. Our collaborators sent us three X-ray crystallographic structures from the 

bacterium B. licheniformis and based on initial sequence and structural comparisons they 

were all classified as putative 6Pβ-glycosidases. 
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 1.9.1  GH1 substrates 

To understand the structure, activities, and specificity of GH1 enzymes, one must have 

knowledge of the GH1 substrates. GH1 enzymes (i.e., β-glycosidases) cleave β-glycosidic 

bonds in cello-oligosaccharides and other small substrates resulting in glucose and other 

monosaccharides. One monosaccharide is removed from the nonreducing end of the 

substrate in each catalytic cycle [177]. All members of the GH1 family cleave b-glycosidic 

bonds between a pyranosyl glycon and an aglycon [178]. The glycon is the 

monosaccharide of the substrate nonreducing end, and the remaining moiety is called the 

aglycon (Figure 1.2). Additionally, substrates of the 6Pβ-glycosidase activities have a 

phosphate group attached to the glycon.  

 

Figure 1.1. 3D structure of GH1 enzymes. Conserved (β/α)8-barrel core formed by 
consecutive (β/α) motifs joined by short loops. Here, a 6Pβ-glucosidase is shown (PDB 
ID 6WGD). Adapted from Veldman et al. 2020 [103]. 
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The 21 different activities of GH1 enzymes highlight the diversity of substrates that these 

enzymes hydrolyse. Glucose, galactose, fucose, mannose, xylose, 6-phospho-glucose 

and 6-phospho-galactose are all glycones that are recognized by the GH1 family. Slight 

modifications in the glycon structure can cause considerable changes in GH1 activity. 

There is even greater diversity of aglycons, which include monosaccharides, 

oligosaccharides, and aryl or alkyl groups [177]. Some GH1 enzymes are specific for only 

one type of aglycon whereas others show broad specificity. 

As the work in this thesis mostly concerns GH1 enzymes of the β-glucosidase, 6Pβ-

glucosidase, and 6Pβ-galactosidase activities, the main reactions of these activities 

according to MetaCyc database [179] are shown in Figure 1.3. The only difference 

between galacto- and gluco-configured ligands is the position of the glycon O4 hydroxyl 

group.  The galacto epimer’s O4 hydroxyl group has an axial position, whereas the gluco 

epimer’s O4 hydroxyl group has an equatorial position. 

Figure 1.2. GH1 enzyme ligand information. (A) Phospho-glycoside showing the 
phosphate, glycon and aglycon ligand groups. (B) Atom identifiers of ligand. 
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 1.9.2  Koshland mechanism for retaining enzymes 

GH1 enzymes use a double-displacement mechanism of catalysis to hydrolyse their 

substrates by retention of configuration at the anomeric carbon atom (Figure 1.4) [180]. 

Two conserved glutamic acid catalytic residues play a major role in this mechanism – one 

residue acts as an acid/base and the other a nucleophile. In the first reaction step, the 

nucleophilic catalytic glutamic acid attacks an electrophilic anomeric carbon atom resulting 

in the formation of a covalent glycosyl-enzyme intermediate while at the same time the 

other catalytic residue acts as an acid that protonates the glycosidic oxygen atom, 

facilitating the exit of the aglycon. During the next reaction step, the now deprotonated 

acidic carboxylate catalytic residue acts as a base that deprotonates a water molecule to 

Figure 1.3. Main reactions of the activities studied in the thesis. (A) β-glucosidase, (B) 
6Pβ-glucosidase, and (C) 6Pβ-galactosidase. 
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hydrolyse the glycosyl enzyme intermediate, thereby releasing the glycon moiety and the 

free enzyme. Although GH1 members share this conserved catalytic mechanism, some 

differ in the recognition of substrates which leads to a diversity of functions. Therefore, the 

enzyme structural features causing the differences in substrate recognition need to be 

elaborated. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 1.9.3  GH1 active site and key residues 

The active site of GH1 enzymes is situated at the C-terminal side of the β-barrel and it is 

surrounded by loops that connect the α-helices to the β-strands. The active site consists of 

several subsites big enough to bind one monosaccharide unit. The subsite that binds the 

monosaccharide of the substrate nonreducing end is called subsite -1 (or glycon subsite), 

and the rest of the substrate (aglycon) binds to one or more subsites (+1, +2, +3 and so 

on) depending on the length of the oligosaccharide (Figure 1.5). The point at which the 

substrate is cleaved is between the glycon and aglycon binding regions [170]. Because of 

the mostly weak sugar-protein interactions, multiple binding sites frequently combine to 

enhance the signal. Cooperative binding makes the binding affinity of sites difficult to 

measure, as the properties of one subsite are influenced by the binding of the other 

Figure 1.4. Classical Koshland double-displacement retaining mechanism of catalysis 
for a GH1 enzyme. 
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subsites [112]. It is possible that the orientation of the aglycon in the active cleft is 

important for glycon binding/positioning [177].  

The predicted catalytic domain of a GH1 enzyme is a good indicator of its glycon 

specificities (e.g., glucosidase, galactosidase, rhamnosidase, etc.), however, glycon 

specificity is not absolute [178]. On the other hand, most GH1 enzymes have little 

specificity for the aglycon or for the bond configuration – the molecular details of aglycon 

specificity and affinity are very broad, highly complex, and are therefore far less 

understood [164]. Based on sequence or structure it is currently not possible to reliably 

predict the aglycon-specificity of a specific GH class, which is probably due to the 

functional diversity of GHs and limited experimental data [106]. Unfortunately, substrates 

needed for a broad biochemical characterisation are frequently commercially unavailable 

(e.g., phospho-glycosides) or too expensive for detailed kinetic analyses. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.5. GH1 binding site. PDB structure 2O9R (β-glucosidase) showing substrate 
with glycon and aglycon in subsites -1 and +1, respectively. 
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A diversity of amino acid residues exists in different GH1 members, yet their conserved 

active site structures guarantee that their analogous residues will have most of the same 

interactions [178]. The catalytic acid/base (Glu170) and nucleophile (Glu378) residues are 

both glutamic acids and they are located at the centre of the TIM-barrel, at the C-terminal 

ends of the β4 and β7 strands, respectively. Data from crystallographic structures have 

revealed that within each subsite, the side chain of an apolar amino acid residue (usually 

the indole ring of a tryptophan residue) forms a platform which is a support base for the 

ligand stabilised by hydrophobic stacking interactions [177,181,182]. 

 1.9.3.1  Substrate glycon interactions 

GH1 enzymes bind to the glycon group of substrates using a network of highly conserved 

residues at the −1 subsite: Gln22, His122, Asn166, Glu356, Trp402, Glu409, Trp410 (PDB 

ID 2O9T numbering – a β-glucosidase; Figure 1.6) [175,177,183–191]. These residues 

form hydrogen bonds with ligands, except for Trp402 which acts a basal platform using 

hydrophobic interactions. In addition to ligand binding, Glu356 acts as the catalytic 

nucleophile residue. The β-glucosidase Glu409 residue (replaced by serine in 6Pβ-

glycosidases) is an invariant phosphomimetic residue [175] – it differentiates between 

phosphorylated and nonphosphorylated substrates by clashing with the ligand-phosphate 

in terms of spatial position and like-charge repulsion (both the glutamate and phosphate 

are negatively-charged) (Figure 1.7). 
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Despite very high conservation of residues interacting with the glycon, several phenomena 

are still not understood. For instance, a Spodoptera frugiperda β-glycosidase hydrolyses 

fucosides 40 times more rapidly than galactosides, even though the two ligands differ in 

only their hydroxyl 6, which is missing in fucosides [192]. In another case, mostly identical 

ligands which differ in only their hydroxyl 4 position displayed vastly contrasting results 

when subjected to in silico docking and molecular dynamics simulations whereby one 

ligand exited the enzyme while the other showed strong binding affinity. Additionally, it is 

still not understood how a GH1 enzyme can primarily be a β-glucosidase or a β-

mannosidase [164]. GH1 specificity is a fascinating issue. The differential substrate 

preference, in combination with structural and mechanistic data, makes GH1 enzymes a 

suitable model to study enzymatic specificity which is a central property of biological 

systems [177]. 

 

 

 

Figure 1.6. Conserved binding residues in GH1 enzymes. PDB structure 2O9R (β-
glucosidase) is used here. The Glu409 residue is replaced by serine in 6Pβ-glycosidases. 
All residues, except for Trp328, bind to the glycon (subsite -1). 
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 1.9.3.2  Substrate aglycon interactions 

In contrast to the glycon, most GH1 enzymes have different sets of active site residues 

interacting with the aglycon [164,193] which are mostly hydrophobic interactions, and the 

way that these interactions control specificity is still unknown [177]. Therefore, researching 

aglycon specificity is crucial to understanding the function and mechanism of individual 

GH1 enzymes, and it is vital to keep hydrophobic interactions in mind when analysing the 

substrate specificity [106,194–196].  

Most of the non-covalent interactions with the aglycon are found in the aglycon enzyme-

subsite (subsite +1), which displays a variable spatial structure and amino acid 

composition. This structural variability is probably due to the high diversity of aglycons that 

are recognized by GH1 enzymes [177]. Structural data concerning the GH1 aglycon 

binding site are limited [175,181,187,190,197–201]. The only constant aglycon interaction 

is with a conserved tryptophan residue (Trp328 in PDB ID 2O9T numbering), which acts 

as a main hydrophobic platform that forms stacking interactions with the +1 sugar ring. 

The only exception is LpPgb1 from PDB ID 3QOM [175] where hydrogen bonds are 

Figure 1.7. β-glucosidase invariant phosphomimetic residue. Superposition of PDB 
structures 2O9T (green; β-glucosidase) and 4F77 (purple; 6Pβ-glucosidase). The β-
glucosidase Glu409 residue (replaced by serine in 6Pβ-glycosidases) is an invariant 
phosphomimetic residue which differentiates between phosphorylated and 
nonphosphorylated substrates by clashing with the phosphate in terms of position and 
like-charge repulsion (both the glutamate and phosphate are negatively-charged). 
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formed with the tryptophan residue instead of hydrophobic interactions. The rest of the 

residues that makeup the aglycon-binding pocket are not conserved.  

 1.9.3.3  Substrate phosphate interactions 

In GH1 enzymes that are active upon 6Pβ-glycoside ligands (6Pβ-glycosidases), the 

substrate phosphate group binds to three conserved residues that are situated in the L8a 

loop (Figure 1.8). These residues are Ser430, Lys438 and Tyr440 (PDB ID 4F79 

numbering – a 6Pβ-glucosidase). The serine residue replaces a glutamate that would bind 

to the glycon in non-phospho-glycosides, as mentioned in section 1.9.3.1. Only a handful 

of 6Pβ-glycoside PDB structures exist [105,116,175,183,199,201–203]. However, the 

phosphate interactions with the three binding residues are conserved. The serine and 

tyrosine make hydrogen bonds with the phosphate group, whereas the positively-charged 

lysine forms an attractive charge interaction with the negatively-charged phosphate. The 

charged lysine residue is thought to attract the phosphate to the L8a loop, and once there 

it will bind tightly due to the serine, lysine and tyrosine residues forming a three-point 

“anchor” [199].  

In the crystallographic structures of a dual 6Pβ-glucosidase/6Pβ-galactosidase (dual-

phospho) enzyme called Gan1D [199], the active sites of Gan1D complexed with several 

different ligands were compared. The glycon-binding residues do not move upon different-

ligand binding; however, the phosphate-binding residues change positions depending on 

the specific binding modes seen for the different ligands. This is evidence that the 

phosphate-binding site allows for some binding flexibility in the Gan1D active site. Gan1D 

is a dual-phospho GH1 enzyme though, and this observation may not be true for the other 

GH1 activities.  
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 1.9.3.4  6Pβ-glycosidases 

DiscoveryStudio was used to determine the conserved interactions among 6Pβ-

glycosidase enzymes. Only PDB structures of 6Pβ-glycosidases with ligands that have all 

three groups (phosphate, glycon, and aglycon) were compared. An exception is PDB 

4PBG which has no aglycon – this is the only existing 6Pβ-galactosidase structure with a 

ligand. The other PDB structures used were 4F79, 4GPN, 4IPN (6Pβ-glucosidase), and 

5OKE (dual-phospho). In Table 1.1 it is seen that the same 13 residue sequence positions 

interact with the ligand in all of the five PDB structures. These residues are also shown in 

the active site of the 4F79 structure in Figure 1.8. 

Table 1.1. Protein-ligand interactions of all current GH1 6Pβ-glycosidase enzyme PDB 
structures binding to ligands having all three groups (phosphate, glycon, and aglycon). 
Protein-ligand interactions were obtained using DiscoveryStudio. Residues in each column 
have the same sequence position. The PDB 4PBG ligand has no aglycon, it has been 
added because it is the only 6Pβ-galactosidase structure with a ligand. Blue residues 
indicate analogous interactions seen in all five structures. Hydrogen bonds with ligand 
atoms are indicated in red colour, in the subsequent column to the interacting residue. 
Green residues indicate analogous interactions seen in three of the five structures and 
could also have a role in enzyme function. 

4F79 
(AAN59243.1) 

Q18 O4 H130 O2/O3 F131 N175 O2 E176 O2 N179     A239 C241  Y313  

4GPN 
(AAN59243.1) Q18 O3/O4 H130 O3 F131 N175 O2 E176 O2         Y313 O5 

4IPN 
(AAK74732.1) 

Q18 O3 H125 O3 Y126 N170 O2 E171  S174 E177 L178  M227 L229   Y303  

4PBG - no 
aglycon 
(AAA25183.1) 

Q19 O3 H116 O3 F117 N159 O2 E160     K173    N297 Y299  

5OKE 
(AHL67640.1) 

Q23 O3/O4 H124 O3 W125 N169  E170G* O2 I173  F177   A226  N299 Y301  

                    

4F79 
(AAN59243.1) 

M314 W349 E375G*  W423   S430  A431 P G432 P T433 K438 Y440 P   

4GPN 
(AAN59243.1) M314 W349 E375G* O2 W423   S430 P A431 P G432 P  K438 Y440 O6/P   

4IPN 
(AAK74732.1) 

 W338 E364 O2 W415   S422  M423 P S424 P  K430 Y432    

4PBG - no 
aglycon 
(AAA25183.1) 

 W347   W421   S428 P W429 O3   N431 K435 Y437 O6/P   

5OKE 
(AHL67640.1) 

 W352 E378 O2 W425 O4 L430 S432a  W433 O3   N435 K439 Y441 P   

aNo interaction due to structure missing residue  
*Mutation 
 

The 13 active site residues are highly conserved among GH1 6Pβ-glycosidases; the 

exceptions are Phe131 and Ala431 (PDB 4F79 numbering). In GH1 enzymes, the Phe131 
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residue is sometimes replaced with tyrosine or tryptophan, meaning the residue in this 

position is always an aromatic residue with a hydrophobic side chain. This residue, 

together with Tyr313 and Trp423, surround the ligand forming hydrophobic interactions. 

The other non-conserved residue, Ala431, is sometimes replaced with methionine or 

phenylalanine in 6Pβ-glucosidases but is always a tryptophan in 6Pβ-galactosidases and 

dual-phosphate enzymes. In the 6Pβ-glucosidase activity the alanine residue forms a 

hydrogen bond with the ligand-phosphate group, whereas in the dual-phospho and 6Pβ-

galactosidase enzymes the analogous tryptophan forms a hydrogen bond with the glycon-

O3 atom (Table 1.1). More information about this residue position is discussed in 

subsequent sections. 

 

 

Figure 1.8. 6Pβ-glycosidase active site (PDB 4F79), showing residue sequence positions 
that interact with the ligand in all five 6Pβ-glycosidase PDB structures with a complete 
ligand. PDB 4PBG is an exception whose ligand has no aglycon. Cyan residues are glycon-
binding. Green residue is aglycon-binding. Blue residues are phosphate-binding. Yellow 
residue position is glycon-binding in 4PBG (6Pβ-galactosidase) and 5OKE (dual-phospho) 
but is phosphate-binding in the remaining three structures (6Pβ-glucosidase). 
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Three of the five structures show ligand interactions with the Asn179, Ala239, Gly432, and 

Thr433 residues (PDB 4F79 numbering). The residues in these positions could also have 

a role in GH1 enzyme function. All three 6Pβ-glucosidase structures form hydrogen bonds 

between the Gly432 residue and the ligand-phosphate, but this interaction is absent in the 

6Pβ-galactosidase and dual-phosphate structures; the Gly432 residue position interaction 

could be important for the specificity of the 6Pβ-glucosidase activity, helping to position 

bound substrate slightly differently in the active site compared to the other activities. The 

6Pβ-glycosidase active site residues are also shown in a multiple sequence alignment in 

Figure 1.9. 
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Figure 1.9. Multiple sequence alignment using 6Pβ-glycosidase enzymes. Identical 
residues are highlighted in red, similar residues are shown as red letters. Glycon-binding 
residues are shown with cyan stars. Aglycon-binding residue is shown with green star. 
Phosphate-binding residues are shown with blue stars. Yellow star shows residue 
position that is glycon-binding in 4PBG (6Pβ-galactosidase) and 5OKE (dual-phospho), 
but is phosphate-binding in the remaining three structures (6Pβ-glucosidase). Secondary 
structure elements derived from 4F79 are depicted. The figure was produced with 
ESPript 3.0. 
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 1.9.3.4.1  Glucose- vs galactose-configured ligands: 6Pβ-glucosidases vs 6Pβ-
galactosidases 

There is evidence that a specific residue position in loop L8a (Ala431 - 4F79 numbering) is 

responsible for, or at least has a role to play in, substrate specificity between the 6Pβ-

galactosidases and 6Pβ-glucosidases [178,183,199,201]. This residue is a conserved 

tryptophan in 6Pβ-galactosidases and an alanine, phenylalanine, or methionine in 6Pβ-

glucosidases. The one and only difference between galacto- and gluco-configured 

substrates is their O4 hydroxyl group arrangement; Michalska and coauthors [175] have 

explained that the closer O4 hydroxyl group of the galacto epimer would clash with the 

6Pβ-glucosidase residue in loop L8a (Ala431 - 4F79 numbering) and that this would 

prevent binding and catalysis (Figure 1.10).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.10. 6Pβ-glucosidase specificity-inducing Ala431 residue position (4F79 
numbering). Superposition of PDB structures 4F79 (purple; 6Pβ-glucosidase) and 4PBG 
(cyan; 6Pβ-galactosidase). 6Pβ-glucosidase residue would have a steric clash (red 
dashes) with the axial OH4 of a galactoside ligand. This would prevent galactosides from 
binding to 6Pβ-glucosidases. 
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Residue mutation followed by activity measurements provides additional evidence for the 

specificity-determination of this L8a loop residue position. In a 6Pβ-galactosidase enzyme, 

the tryptophan was mutated to alanine which shifted the substrate preference towards 

gluco-configured substrates [204]. On the other hand, in a 6Pβ-glucosidase, mutating its 

homologous Met423 to tryptophan changed its specificity to galactoside substrates [201]. 

These results provide evidence for the significance of this L8a loop residue position in the 

specificity distinction between the 6Pβ-galactosidase and 6Pβ-glucosidase activities. 

 1.9.3.4.2  Glucose- vs galactose-configured ligands: Dual 6Pβ-glucosidase/6Pβ-
galactosidase enzymes 

The Gan1D enzyme [199] is the only dual-phospho GH1 enzyme with previously published 

crystallographic structures. Gan1D shows promiscuous activity and has approximately 

equal specificity for substrates that contain either galactose6P or glucose6P as their 

glycon moiety. The researchers responsible for the Gan1D structures state that Gln23 and 

Trp433 in Gan1D are important for glycon binding and recognition and propose that the 

specific hydrogen bonding of these residues enables the change of preference toward a 

galactose or glucose sugar. They note that according to their Gan1D-galactose6P 

complex, the O4 hydroxyl prefers to interact with Trp433 whereas the Gan1D-glucose6P 

O4 hydroxyl prefers to interact with Gln23. 

The Gan1D-Trp433 residue was mutated to either alanine or methionine, followed by 

kinetic measurements using both galactose and glucose substrates [205]. Although the 

catalytic activity was reduced for both types of substrates, both mutant enzymes were 

more active toward glucose substrates compared to galactose substrates. This suggests 

that galactose binding to Gan1D depends strongly on its specific hydrogen bond with 

Trp433, and that this tryptophan residue helps discriminate between glucose- vs 

galactose-configured ligands in dual-phospho activity enzymes. 
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 1.9.3.4.3  Loops around active site 

The GH1 structures mostly differ in the loops that surround the active site (Figure 1.11). 

Difficulty has been shown in determining the coordinates of these loops in several PDB 

structures, resulting in missing residues [183,199,201,202]. The difficulty modelling the 

loops could mean that they are not important for the structure and function of the enzymes. 

However, it could also mean they have a more general and dynamic role to play [199]. The 

loops form the entrance to the active site of the enzyme which indicates a functional role. 

The 6Pβ-galactosidase activity and dual-phospho enzymes possess an additional β-

hairpin loop (L6 loop) that covers the front of the enzyme and it is thought to control 

access to the active site [183]. When this β-hairpin loop blocks the opening to the active 

site, the substrate and the glycon product cannot pass through and only the aglycon 

product can be released. 6Pβ-glucosidases do not possess the β-hairpin loop so the active 

site cavity is slightly larger [175]. Nevertheless, the 6Pβ-glucosidase L1d and L6c loops 

may potentially act as a small “gate”, also controlling access to the active site. 

Considering the conservation of the overall structures and active sites of GH1 enzymes in 

general, the differences at the +1 subsite (aglycon) and the entrance to the active site are 

likely to be contributing determinants of substrate specificity. 
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- PART 3 

 1.10  Sequence analysis 

Use of sequence comparisons to deduce protein structure and function has expanded 

substantially in recent years as the genomes and messenger RNAs of more and more 

organisms have been sequenced, permitting a vast array of protein sequences to be 

deduced [1]. Proteins that have a common ancestor are referred to as homologs. The 

main evidence for homology among proteins, and hence for their common ancestry, is 

similarity in their sequences, which is often reflected in similar structures (particularly when 

confirmed by phylogenetic analyses). We can describe homologous proteins as belonging 

Figure 1.11. Structural differences in the loops that surround the active site of GH1 
enzymes. Superposition of PDB structures 4F79 (purple), 4GPN (cyan), 4IPN (green), 
4PBG (dark blue), and 5OKS (orange). Dual-phospho 5OKS was used instead of 5OKE in 
this case because it has no missing residues in important regions.  
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to a “family” and can trace their lineage (how closely or distantly they are related to one 

another in an evolutionary sense) from comparisons of their sequences. The folded 3D 

structures of homologous proteins may be similar even if some parts of their primary 

structure show little evidence of sequence homology. It is generally thought that proteins 

with about 30 percent sequence identity are likely to have similar 3D structures; although, 

such high sequence identity is not required for proteins to share similar structures. Revised 

definitions of family and superfamily have been proposed, in which a family comprises 

proteins with a clear evolutionary relationship (>30 percent identity or additional structural 

and functional information showing common descent but <30 percent identity). 

 1.10.1  Multiple sequence alignment 

In bioinformatics, sequence alignment is commonly the initial step in revealing the 

molecular phylogeny of an unknown biological sequence [206]. During the production of 

multiple sequence alignments (MSAs), a series of algorithms are utilised to align 

evolutionarily related sequences while considering evolutionary occurrences like 

mutations, insertions, deletions, and rearrangements. This is applicable to DNA, RNA, or 

protein sequences. The function of an MSA is to align the sequences so that their 

evolutionary, functional, or structural relationship can be seen more clearly. This is 

accomplished by aligning homologous positions with each other by inserting gaps within 

the sequences. The inserted gaps represent insertions and deletions (indels) within the 

sequences that are caused by evolution from a common ancestor [207]. MSAs have 

become integral in areas of molecular biology and bioinformatics such as phylogenetic tree 

reconstruction, 3D structure prediction, conserved regions identification, and molecular 

function [208]. 

Protein sequence alignment holds more significance compared to nucleotide sequence 

alignment because proteins are vital functional biological molecules and are the source of 

structural and/or functional information [209]. Therefore, the alignment is intertwined with 
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structural biology [210]. Usually, protein alignment is utilised to locate conserved sequence 

regions that have functional importance by comparing proteins that have similar 

characteristics [211]. This works well when comparing closely related sequences, but the 

alignment of very distantly related sequences can be unreliable and challenging to 

interpret. Advanced sequence alignment methods misalign 11-19% of sequences [212], 

and is worse when comparing many divergent sequences [213]. Unfortunately, current 

MSA tools do not produce biologically perfectly accurate MSAs because the task is 1) 

biologically complex (complex relationships often exist between related sequences), 2) 

computationally intensive, and 3) difficult due to occasional lack of evolutionary history 

[214]. Consequently, there is a lot of ongoing research in this area [215,216]. Well over 

100 different MSA methods have been developed [217]. The use of a particular method is 

dependent on the type and length of the sequences and on user preferences [218]. 

Pairwise sequence alignment (PSA) and multiple sequence alignment (MSA) exists. PSA 

only utilises two sequences at once. MSA uses multiple sequences (more than two) and 

therefore produces added biological information compared to PSA. MSA is also required to 

compare genomic analyses for identification and quantification of conserved regions or 

functional motifs in a whole sequence family, assessment of evolutionary divergence, and 

for ancestral sequence profiling [219]. In MSA generation, differing scoring methods are 

used to determine the level of identity or similarity between any two sequences. Nucleotide 

scoring is a straightforward identification process whereby identical bases in both 

sequences are assigned positive scores. On the other hand, protein sequence similarity 

scores are included in addition to identity scores – sequence similarity indicates amino 

acids that have similar physicochemical properties. The substitution matrices that are used 

the most for protein sequence alignment are Point Accepted Mutation (PAM) [220] and 

BLOcked SUbstitution Matrix (BLOSUM) [221], and two methods are utilised: global 

alignment [222] and local alignment [223]. Global alignment uses the whole length of the 
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sequences to calculate sequence similarity whereas local alignment uses local shorter 

strands within the whole sequences. Many global alignment methods exist [224,225] but 

problems occur between sequences that are only homologous over local regions, when 

the lengths of the sequences are largely different, or when there are shuffled domains 

between the sequences [226]. This is when local alignment is used [214,227–229]. 

Progressive alignment is the most popular heuristic used for MSA generation [215,230]. It 

first performs pairwise alignments with methods like the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm, 

Smith-Waterman algorithm, k-tuple algorithm [231], or k-mer algorithm [232]. Next, the 

relationship between the sequences is revealed by clustering them with methods like 

mBed and k-means [233]. Distance scores are drawn from similarity scores and used to 

construct guide trees using Neighbour-Joining (NJ) [206] and Unweighted Pair Group 

Method with Arithmetic Mean UPGMA guide tree building methods [234]. Based on the 

guide tree, sequences are added to the alignment one at a time starting with the most 

similar sequences. A disadvantage of the progressive alignment heuristic is that it only 

looks at two sequences at a time, meaning that any errors that occur at the start will 

progressively become worse throughout the alignment process which cannot be fixed 

later. The progressive alignment heuristic is the basis of many alignment algorithms, 

including ClustalW [235], Clustal Omega [233], MAFFT [236], MULTAL [237], PCMA [238], 

MULTALIGN [239], Kalign [240], Probalign [241], MUSCLE [232], T-Coffee [225], and 

PROMALS [242]. 

The disadvantage of progressive alignment, mentioned above, can be solved using 

iterative alignment which continuously updates the guide tree. Dynamic programming 

repeatedly realigns the initial sequences while adding new sequences which improves 

their overall alignment quality [243]. Some iterative methods repeatedly divide the aligned 

sequences into two groups and realign the groups until the alignment process has 

converged [244,245]. Iterative alignments are limited to a few hundred sequences but are 
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5–10% more accurate [233]. Popular iterative alignment algorithms include PRRP [246], 

MUSCLE [232], Dialign [227], SAGA [247], and T-COFFEE [225]. MSA accuracy can be 

improved even more by taking protein structural information into account – this is because 

protein structure is more conserved than sequence [248]. Popular tools that incorporate 

structure include 3D-COFFEE [249], EXPRESSO [250], PRRP [244], MICAlign [251] and 

PROMALS3D [252]. 

PROfile Multiple Alignment with predicted Local Structures and 3D constraints 

(PROMALS3D) is a protein MSA tool strengthened by adding evolutionary and structural 

information from databases. Progressive alignment is initially used whereby similar 

sequences are aligned using a scoring function of weighted sum-of-pairs of BLOSUM62 

[221] scores, resulting in differing pre-aligned sequence groups. A sequence 

representative (called ‘target sequence’) from each pre-aligned group is then chosen and 

subjected to PSI-BLAST searches to obtain extra homologs from the UNIREF90 [253] 

database and to PSIPRED [254] for the prediction of secondary structure. A hidden 

Markov model (HMM) of profile–profile alignment that includes predicted secondary 

structures is implemented using pairs of the target sequences to obtain posterior 

probabilities of residue matches. A probabilistic consistency scoring function is drawn from 

sequence-based constraints that are derived from the probabilities. The target sequences 

are then progressively aligned using the consistency scoring function, and the pre-aligned 

groups are merged with the target sequence alignment [252]. In short, PROMALS3D uses 

input proteins to automatically find homologs from sequence and structure databases. It 

then derives structure-based constraints from alignments of 3D structures and merges 

them with sequence-based constraints of profile–profile alignments in a consistency-based 

framework to generate high-quality multiple sequence alignments.  
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 1.10.2  Phylogenetic analysis 

Phylogenetics has been used for more than 50 years and is now involved in almost every 

biological discipline [255]. It was developed to organize objects around a collection of 

cladistic rules but now has become the basis of evolutionary biology and a useful tool for 

research in many different fields [256], which include genomics [257], community ecology 

[258], epidemiology [259], conservation biology [260], and population dynamics [261]. In 

phylogenetic trees, the evolutionary history of groups of species are depicted as tree 

structures. The tips of the trees represent extant species, and the internal nodes represent 

speciation events. The tree model is rather simplistic, but it encapsulates the intricacy of 

the underlying phenomena [262]. 

The bioinformatics tool Molecular Evolutionary Genetics Analysis (MEGA) analyzes 

molecular sequences to construct phylogenies after determining evolutionary distances. 

From sequence alignments, MEGA draws useful information using statistical techniques to 

calculate specific physiognomies of nucleotide or proteins and predicts evolutionary 

relationships [263,264]. First, distance-based methods like UPGMA and Neighbor-Joining 

group all the taxa in a single node and separates with every repetition so that pairs of 

nodes are chosen that are grouped at iterations to minimize the overall branch length. 

Trees with the greatest likelihood are found using character-based methods like parsimony 

and probalistic methods (maximum likelihood and bayesian inference) by evaluating the 

possibility that a specific evolutionary model (e.g., BLOSSUM or PAM matrices) has 

produced the observed data [265,266]. MEGA performs bootstrapping, a statistical re-

sampling procedure, to test tree reliability by calculating the probability of branch recovery 

if the taxa were re-sampled. 
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 1.10.3  Sequence motif discovery 

Random mutagenesis occurs during evolution which alters the biological molecular 

sequences that encode proteins. Amino acids can be substituted, inserted, or deleted, 

which could adversely affect protein function if the mutation is located in an important 

region of the sequence. As a result, functionally important amino acids are conserved over 

time. However, sometimes mutations can result in a new protein function, bringing about 

new traits and even species [267]. 

Sequence motifs are highly conserved regions within the sequences of a cluster of related 

proteins and they most likely have the same function in a protein [268]. Therefore, motifs 

can help to understand gene function which could be useful for example in medicine, 

forensic DNA analysis, and agricultural biotechnology. Motifs may represent important 

segments in proteins like enzyme active sites, ligand‐binding sites, cleavage sites, post-

translational modification sites, transcription binding sites, splice junctions, or interaction 

interfaces. They exist in an exact or approximate form within a family or a subfamily of 

sequences [267]. 

Firstly, there are short functional motifs containing specific residues that have mostly 

evolved independently from the surrounding structural context (e.g., myristilation sites, 

glycosylation sites, Src homology [SH]2-binding sites). Secondly, there are short structural 

motifs that correspond to sequence-level topological constraints (e.g., N and C caps of α-

helices). Thirdly, there are functional motifs that are not based on invariant residues and 

are more constrained at the sequence level (e.g., transmembrane regions, signal 

sequences). Finally, some motifs represent unique, detectable sequence features that can 

differentiate a cluster of related proteins from all other proteins. These motifs indicate 

functional and structural constraints within the protein cluster, and therefore common 

evolutionary descent (homology) [269]. 
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Motif representation models try to provide generalizations about known functional motifs 

and are used to characterise functional sites which helps to identify them in unknown 

protein sequences. The motif representation models are split into deterministic models and 

probabilistic models. Deterministic models use consensus sequences which are generated 

simply by choosing the amino acid found most frequently at each sequence position. Since 

consensus sequences do not account for amino acid variability at each position, regular 

expressions are sometimes used. Probabilistic models go a step further and calculate the 

residue identity frequency of every sequence position. A popular probabilistic model is the 

position‐specific scoring matrix (PSSM) [270], also known as the probability weight matrix 

(PWM), which uses a matrix where each entry (i,a) is the probability of finding an amino 

acid a at the ith position in the sequence motif. Another popular probabilistic model is the 

hidden Markov model (HMM) [271].  

Already-characterised motifs can be found in some databases such as PRINTS [272], 

PROSITE [273], or ELM [274]. During motif detection, the deterministic and probabilistic 

models are used to identify known motifs in other sequences, which is called the pattern 

recognition problem. A known motif that is found in an unknown sequence provides 

evidence of protein function and family classification. Frequently, deterministic models are 

either too specific resulting in many false negative predictions, or too degenerate resulting 

in many false positives. In probability matrices or HMM‐based methods, a log‐odds score 

is used to measure the probability that a sequence is generated by a model rather than by 

a random null model [267]. 

Motif discovery is a much more complicated task [275]. There are an enormous number of 

potential combinations of the different amino acids, and motifs are often degenerate which 

complicates things even more. Generally, motif discovery algorithms use a cluster of 

related sequences to look for patterns that are unlikely to occur by chance. Motif discovery 

uses alignment‐based methods and unaligned sequence methods. There is no upper limit 
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to motif length when using alignment‐based methods, and no maximum threshold value for 

motif distance from the sequences. However, this approach is only accurate if the 

sequences are similar enough and the patterns are present in the identical order in all of 

the sequences. Consequently, motif discovery mainly uses alignment‐free methods that 

generally find patterns that are overrepresented in a cluster of sequences. This is 

complicated because of factors such as the precise start and end boundaries of the motif, 

the size variability (presence of gaps or not), or stronger or weaker motif conservation 

during evolution [267]. De novo motif discovery programs are usually based on 

enumeration, probabilistic optimization, or deterministic optimization algorithms. 

Enumeration counts all substrings of a specific length (known as words or k‐mers) and 

locates overrepresentations. It determines all instances of motifs, but the exponential 

complexity makes this computationally exhaustive and only suitable for short motifs [276]. 

Enumeration requires user input like motif length, the number of mismatches allowed, and 

the minimum number of sequences in which the motif must be present [277]. Probabilistic 

optimization is an iterative method where a random subsequence is extracted from each 

sequence to build an initial model. During each iteration, the ith sequence is removed, the 

model is recalculated, and a new motif is extracted from the ith sequence. This is repeated 

until convergence [267]. Deterministic optimization is based on the 

expectation‐maximization (EM) algorithm which involves two main steps. The first is the 

“Expectation step” that reconstructs the hidden motif structure using a set of parameters. 

The second is the “Maximization step” which utilises the motif structure to refine the 

parameters over numerous iterations. In this way, alternate sequences representing the 

motif are found and the motif model updated. 

MEME (Multiple EM for Motif Elicitation) is a popular program that is based on 

deterministic optimization, and it optimizes PWMs using the EM algorithm [229]. MEME 

locates an initial motif and uses the expectation and maximization steps to improve the 
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motif until the PWM values cease to improve or the iteration maximum is reached. MEME 

only needs a set of unaligned sequences and a motif-width parameter as input. It usually 

finds the most statistically significant (low E-value) motifs first and returns a model of each 

motif and a threshold which together can be used as a Bayes-optimal classifier for 

searching for occurrences of the motif in other databases. MEME also outputs an 

alignment of the occurrences of the motifs. To identify and omit any overlapping motifs, the 

Motif Alignment Search Tool (MAST) can be used which is part of the MEME suite [278]. 

As protein structure is more conserved than protein sequence [279], the discovered motifs 

can be mapped to 3D structures for further analysis. Important details regarding protein 

function can be revealed when performing structural analyses on a protein or when 

comparing many proteins. 

 1.11  Protein 3D structural analysis 

The analysis of protein structure or the comparison of protein structures is important for 

understanding structural, functional and evolutionary relationships of proteins, particularly 

in case of novel proteins [280]. Protein structure visualization is crucial to utilising, studying 

and understanding macromolecular structure data [281]. It is often informative to visualize 

two related structures superimposed, whereby the Cα atoms of two or more proteins are 

aligned as much as possible [282]. The behaviour of a protein can be understood or 

predicted using comparisons with members of its protein family because they have similar 

structure. The structural differences or similarities between proteins having an evolutionary 

relationship can expose many insights [283]. Several molecular graphics tools can be used 

for visualization, and some can perform automatic superposition such as PyMOL or VMD. 

And obtaining experimentally determined protein 3D structures for analyses is easy as 

they are all combined in one data repository, the Worldwide Protein Data Bank (wwPDB).  
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Structural comparisons can be characterised in certain ways, depending on the objective: 

Level of detail – The different positions of several types of structure may be compared 

such as individual atoms, residues and their side chains, position and orientation of 

secondary structural elements, and similarity of folds at the tertiary structure level. We may 

analyse the residues and geometry of binding sites, and the interactions with ligands 

[283,284]. One could also identify structural motifs and functional sites [285]. 

Physicochemical properties – The function of an enzyme is influenced by the 

physicochemical attributes of atoms such as being a hydrogen bond donor, a hydrogen 

bond acceptor, having a positive charge or a negative charge, or being hydrophobic. 

Whole residues can also be hydrophobic or hydrophilic. The property could be affiliated 

with a certain point in space or covering a part of an enzyme surface [283]. Many tools can 

generate molecular surfaces that can map a range of properties like residue conservation 

scores, depth-cue information, mean-force potentials, in addition to hydrophobicity and 

electrostatics. These coloured surfaces, also called texture mappings, display regions with 

complementary shape and physicochemical attributes to provide details like molecular 

interactions and conformational changes [284]. 

Extent of comparison – The structure comparison can be global or more local. Global 

comparisons use the whole protein, whereas local comparisons are restricted to a protein 

domain, a contiguous subsequence of amino acids, or the subset of atoms in a binding 

pocket [283]. Structures that have very good global similarity might not have good local 

similarity. For instance, frequently inadequately predicted flexible or disordered protein 

sections like long loops and/or termini can undermine the similarity between structures. 

Relative domain movements of multi-domain proteins could also affect global similarity 

scores. Therefore, targeting specific areas using local similarity can prevent these 

problems [286]. 
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Number of proteins – Structure comparisons could involve one, two, or even more 

proteins. When a single protein is used, conformational changes are usually compared or 

changes in residue side chain positions of the binding pocket caused by ligand docking. 

When two proteins are used, differences of sequence composition in relation to structure 

are compared. For instance, distant but homologous proteins can be compared to evaluate 

the level of structural similarity that has been conserved in an evolutionary descent. Or 

perhaps conformational changes could be assessed that are caused by the substitution of 

residues. Studies where several proteins are involved often use closely related proteins as 

established by sequence alignment and are usually used to determine similarities and/or 

differences in binding sites. On the other hand, structural similarity studies can be 

performed independent of sequence similarity. Very low sequence similarity but high 

structural similarity is evidence of evolutionary convergence [283]. 

Additionally, protein structure comparison algorithms can be used for searching similar 

structures in structural databases, prediction of unknown protein structures, hierarchical 

classification of proteins, evaluating sequence alignment methods, and evaluation of 

predicted 3D structure of a protein [285,287–291].  

 1.12  Homology modelling 

The experimental determination of protein structure has relied on X-ray crystallography 

and NMR spectroscopy [292]. These methods provide high-resolution atomistic detail, but 

they are costly, time consuming, and still not applicable to all types of proteins, like 

intrinsically disordered proteins [293] and some membrane proteins [294,295]. Click or tap 

here to enter text.On the other hand, there has been an explosion of protein sequencing, 

meaning that many important proteins have no structures available, and the gap between 

sequences and solved structures is ever widening [296,297]. Fortunately, we can predict 

protein structure using either homology modelling (also called comparative modelling), 
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threading, or ab initio methods [117]. Homology modelling (not applicable to intrinsically 

disordered proteins) predicts protein structure using one or more template 3D structures of 

proteins that have some sequence and structural similarity to the protein to be modelled 

while ab initio methods predict structure by simulating protein folding based primarily on 

physical chemistry principles [298,299]. Significant progress has been made with ab initio 

methods. However, homology modelling is more efficient and currently generates the most 

reliable and accurate models of protein structure [117,300–302], but a good quality 

template structure is needed that has sufficient sequence identity and covers most of the 

target sequence. 

Using its amino acid sequence, homology modelling determines the 3D structure of a 

protein (target protein) based on homologous or similar template structures. We can do 

this because all members of a protein family share the same fold with a core that is more 

conserved than sequence [303]. Although, high template sequence identity is very 

important for model accuracy and quality. Templates with over 50% sequence identity are 

considered reliable enough for most applications [304]. Templates with 30-50% similarity 

share a minimum of 80% structural similarity, so modelling errors will mostly occur in loop 

regions. Sequence identity of below 30% will lead to speculative models [305]. Also 

contributing to model quality is template structure resolution [306], phylogenetic similarity 

[307], and environmental factors such as pH, solvent type, and existence of bound ligand 

[296]. 

Before homology modelling, a sequence alignment must be generated using the target 

and template proteins. An accurate alignment is essential as an error of one residue 

causes a shift of an α-carbon, and a single residue gap in an α-helix causes a rotation of 

the other helix residues [308]. If the required sequence similarity is unattainable, more than 

one template structure is used [309]. 
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Most homology modelling algorithms have common steps with minor differences. The 

steps are usually repeated until a satisfactory model is obtained [309]. The steps include 

backbone generation, loop modelling, side chain modelling, and model 

optimization/refinement. 

 1.12.1  Backbone generation 

Backbone, or framework, building approaches are grouped into rigid body-assembly 

methods, segment matching methods, spatial restraint methods and artificial evolution 

methods. In rigid-body assembly the protein structure is divided into conserved core 

regions, loops and side chains [310]. The target backbone is constructed by averaging the 

backbone atom positions of the template structures, weighted by the target sequence 

similarity [311].  Rigid-body assembly is used by tools like 3D-JIGSAW [312] and SWISS-

MODEL [313]. 

In segment matching, the positions of a subset of atoms (usually C-alpha atoms) from the 

template structure are used as a guide to locate and construct short all-atom segments 

that correspond to the reference atoms [296]. The whole atom model is then constructed 

using the leading structure as a pillar to lay the segments. This can be done by using 

SEGMOD/ENCAD [314]. 

The spatial restraint method builds the model by satisfying constraints/restraints based on 

the spacing between atoms, bond lengths, bond angles, dihedral angles, van der Waals 

contact distances etc., seen in the template protein structures [311]. The most popular 

spatial restraint program is MODELLER [315]. Additional restraints can be used that are 

not based on homology such as analyses of hydrophobicity [316], data from NMR 

experiments [317], site-directed mutagenesis and cross-linking experiments [318], and 

fluorescence spectroscopy [319]. 
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Artificial evolution method uses rigid-body assembly with stepwise template evolutionary 

mutations until the template structure is as accurate as possible [296]. According to the 

alignment, iterative template structure alterations are performed together with energy 

minimization to offset the energy cost caused by mutation, deletion or insertion in the 

template sequence. The template structure alterations not having serious energy penalties 

are kept [320]. The NEST homology modelling program was the first to use artificial 

evolution [321]. 

 1.12.2  Loop Modelling 

Loop structure prediction is more difficult compared to strands and helices [322] as loop 

structure is not evolutionarily conserved, even in proteins without loop deletions or 

insertions. Loop modelling accuracy is very important as loops often contribute to active 

and binding sites and thus functional specificity [305]. The database search approach and 

the conformation search approach are used to model loops. The database search method 

scans all known protein structures to locate segments giving the endpoint regions of the 

protein backbone. MODELLER [315] and SWISS-MODEL [313] use database searches. 

The conformation search approach is based on ab initio fold prediction using scoring 

function optimization [302] with Monte Carlo or molecular dynamics techniques [323]. The 

scoring function accounts for conformational energy, steric hindrance, and favourable 

interactions like hydrogen bonds [311]. Usually, 4-7 residues are modelled at a time 

because the conformation variation increases as the loop length increases. In addition, 

methods exist that combine database and conformation searches [324,325]. 

Although there has been much progress in flexible loop modelling, it is still an open 

problem and is the most difficult aspect of protein modelling [326,327]. The major limitation 

for the creation of higher accuracy modelling methods is the shortage of experimental 

data. Due to low electron density, x-ray crystallography (the most widely used 

experimental method to obtain high-resolution protein structures) often cannot solve the 
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structure of flexible regions like loops. The latest methods can predict stable conformations 

of relatively short loops (less than 12 residues); however, accurately sampling, scoring, 

and representing the many numbers of loop conformations remains a challenge, especially 

for long loops. Recently, machine learning methods are looking promising in loop 

modelling and structural bioinformatics in general [328–331]. 

 1.12.3  Side Chain Modelling 

The prediction of residue side chain orientation is usually simple for conserved residues 

because they mostly have well-defined Cα-Cβ bond torsion angles and are copied straight 

from template to model [286]. Alternatively, libraries of common backbone-dependent 

rotamers taken from high-resolution X-ray structures are tested sequentially and scored 

using energy functions based on hydrogen bonds, disulphide bridges, and steric hindrance 

[311]. The hydrophobic core residues are usually predicted less accurately than the water-

exposed residues [332]. Selecting one rotamer affects the choice of neighbouring ones, 

making the procedure computationally expensive. However, position-specific rotamer 

libraries can be used when some backbone conformations favour specific rotamers 

[333,334]. 

 1.12.4  Model Optimization/Refinement 

Distortions such as clashes between atoms, steric hindrance, stretching of bond lengths, 

unfavourable bond angles and dihedral angles etc., can exist in the model before this 

stage of homology modelling. Energetically unfavourable conformations occur when atoms 

clash together. Steric hindrance causes strong repulsive forces when the van der Waals 

spheres affiliated with the residues overlap. Optimization normally starts with iterative 

energy minimization using molecular mechanics force fields [335–337] where the model 

falls into a lower energy conformation and comes closer to the native structure [311]. 

Every minimization step fixes some big errors, although, simultaneously many other small 
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errors are introduced. To decrease the accumulation of errors, atom positions can be 

restrained, the number of minimization steps can be reduced to only a few hundred, and 

more precise force fields can be used such as quantum force fields [338] and self-

parameterizing force fields. Additionally, Monte Carlo simulation and all-atom molecular 

dynamics simulations that imitate the natural folding process are sometimes used for 

model refinement [339–343].  A general rule is that more attention should be given to the 

first homology modelling steps, as model refinement usually has a disappointing return on 

investment [344]. 

 1.12.5  Model evaluation 

Model validation must be performed to determine its accuracy for further application. The 

protein models generated can have different accuracy depending on sequence similarity, 

environmental parameters, and template quality. Low-accuracy models are satisfactory for 

mutagenesis experiments whereas virtual screening in drug discovery, for instance, needs 

better accuracy [345], and very high accuracy is needed for mechanistic studies [297,346]. 

Model evaluation methods generally use a combination of stereochemical plausibility 

checks, knowledge-based statistical potentials, physics-based energy functions, or model 

consensus approaches [347–350]. Popular tools for stereochemistry evaluation are 

WHATCHECK [351], PROCHECK [352] and Molprobity [353]. The Ramachandran plot is a 

very good indicator of model quality: residues with inaccurate stereochemistry will fall out 

of the acceptable regions of a Ramachandran plot [354]. VERIFY3D [355] is a tool that 

determines the model spatial features using 3D conformations and mean force statistical 

potentials, and considers model construction environmental parameters relative to 

expected environmental conditions. Model evaluation results can be compared to the 

same evaluation performed on the template/s [309].  
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 1.12.6  The MODELLER program 

All modelling tools and servers have pros and cons [356]. MODELLER is known to be one 

of the best tools for homology modelling [357]. MODELLER predicts protein structures by 

satisfying spatial restraints. The restraints include 1) homology-derived restraints of 

distances and dihedral angles, 2) stereochemical restraints taken from the CHARMM-22 

molecular mechanics force field [358], 3) statistical preferences for dihedral angles and 

non-bonded interatomic distances [359], and 4) user-defined restraints such as from NMR 

spectroscopy, rules of secondary structure packing, cross-linking experiments, 

fluorescence spectroscopy, image reconstruction from electron microscopy, site-directed 

mutagenesis and intuition. The input is generally a sequence alignment of the target and 

template structure/s, the atomic coordinates of the template/s, as well as a small script file. 

MODELLER then automatically generates a model consisting of all non-hydrogen atoms 

[309]. 

 1.13  In silico docking 

Molecular docking is a rapid, popular, and economical computational method used to 

predict the binding modes and affinities of molecular recognition events like protein-ligand 

and protein-protein binding [360]. Protein-ligand docking is an intense research topic and 

many docking software are currently available, such as AutoDock [361], GOLD [362], 

DOCK [363], FlexX [364], and Glide [365], which use various algorithms to perform 

docking. In general, protein-ligand docking methods consist of a search algorithm and a 

scoring function. The search algorithm goes through several ligand positions and poses 

with a target protein, and the scoring function estimates the binding affinities of the various 

poses and ranks them [18]. Docking reproduces chemical potentials based on the bound 

conformation preference and the free energy of binding [366]. The sum of the van der 

Waals interactions, coulombic interactions and the formation of hydrogen bonds are 
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approximated by a docking score which is an indication of binding potential [367]. Docking 

accuracy is influenced by many things, such as protein structure quality, protein 

environment, binding site environment, etc [368]. Docking programs are usually ranked by 

ligand pose prediction and binding affinity estimation; these are two very different 

measurements, the second being dependent on the first. But good geometry does not 

imply a good estimation of affinity. 

 1.13.1  AutoDock Vina 

Autodock Vina is an easy to use, free open-source package, with parallel computing ability 

that can quickly calculate ligand-binding affinity [369,370]. In the CASF-2013 ligand-

binding affinity benchmark [371], Vina showed better accuracy compared to its parent 

software AutoDock4 and has therefore become more popular. In the year 2016, an 

extensive test of ten docking programs on a broad range of protein-ligand complexes 

showed AutoDock Vina to have the best binding affinity estimation, beating five 

commercial docking programs as well as AutoDock4 [372]. Recently however, Nguyen et 

al. 2020 [370] tested AutoDock4 against AutoDock Vina using 800 protein-ligand 

complexes having PDB structures and experimental binding affinity data. They found that 

Autodock Vina’s binding poses are more accurate, but Autodock4 does better in binding 

affinity. 

The overall functional arrangement of the conformation-dependent section of the scoring 

function that Vina uses is 

𝑐 = 𝑓 𝑟  

where the summation includes all of the atom pairs that can move relative to each other, 

usually omitting 1–4 interactions. Every atom i is given a type ti, and a symmetric set of 
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interaction functions ftitj of the interatomic distance rij should be defined. Therefore, the 

value can also be represented as a sum of intermolecular and intramolecular contributions:  

𝑐 = 𝑐 + 𝑐  

The optimization algorithm tries to locate the global minimum of c, as well as other low-

scoring conformations, and subsequently ranks them. The predicted free energy of binding 

is determined using the intermolecular section of the lowest-scoring conformation, 

designated here as 1:  

𝑠 = 𝑔(𝑐 − 𝑐 ) = 𝑔(𝑐 ) 

where the function g can be an arbitrary strictly increasing smooth possibly nonlinear 

function. 

The derivation of the Vina scoring function integrates advantages of knowledge-based 

potentials and empirical scoring functions by obtaining empirical data from conformational 

preferences of the receptor-ligand complexes and the experimental affinity measurements.  

The interaction functions are defined relative to the surface distance, where Rt is the van 

der Waals radius of atom type t. 

Interaction functions:𝑓 𝑟 ≡ ℎ 𝑑  

Surface distance:𝑑 = 𝑟 − 𝑅 − 𝑅  

In the scoring function, htitj is a weighted sum combining steric interactions (identical for all 

atom pairs), hydrophobic interactions between hydrophobic atoms, and, where applicable, 

hydrogen bonding. 

The steric terms are: 

𝑔𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑠 (𝑑) = 𝑒 .⁄ Å  
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𝑔𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑠 (𝑑) = 𝑒 Å ⁄ Å  

𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑑) =
𝑑 , 𝑖𝑓𝑑 < 0
0, 𝑖𝑓𝑑 ≥ 0

 

The hydrophobic term equals 1, when d < 0.5Å; 0, when d > 1.5Å, and is linearly 

interpolated between these values. The hydrogen bonding term equals 1, when d < −0.7Å; 

0, when d > 0, and is also linearly interpolated between the values. All interaction functions 

ftitj are cut off at rij = 8Å. 

The Vina optimization algorithm uses an Iterated Local Search global optimizer [373,374] 

with a series of steps involving a mutation and a local optimization, with step approval 

based on the Metropolis criterion [375]. For local optimization, Vina utilises an efficient 

quasi-Newton method called the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) [376] method 

which uses the scoring function gradient in addition to the scoring function value, i.e., the 

derivatives of the scoring function with respect to its arguments. The coordinates and pose 

of the ligand are the arguments, including the ligand active rotatable bond torsion values, 

as well as flexible residues. The amount of steps of a run depends on the seeming 

intricacy of the problem, and numerous runs originating from random conformations are 

carried out. 

 1.13.2  AutoDock Vina-Carb 

Most molecular docking programs are created to align rigid, drug-like compounds into the 

binding sites of macromolecules, but they often perform inadequately when docking 

flexible carbohydrate molecules. Therefore, in this thesis molecular docking was 

performed using Vina-Carb [377] which is a variant of AutoDock Vina used specifically for 

carbohydrate docking. Vina-Carb incorporates particular carbohydrate characteristics, 

such as glycosidic torsion angle preferences and intramolecular energies of glycosidic 
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linkages. In this way, it integrates the advantage of Vina’s large search space with a 

powerful intramolecular energy evaluation [103].  

Oligosaccharide glycosidic linkages are an important source of flexibility, caused primarily 

by the two or three rotatable bonds that link monosaccharides [378,379]. However, 

glycosidic linkage angles only adopt a known subset of conformations that are dictated by 

carbohydrate-specific stereo-electronic and solvent-solute interactions [380–382]. 

Carbohydrate Intrinsic (CHI) energy functions are used to quantify the glycosidic torsion 

angle preferences [383] by assigning relative energies to the torsion angles. The 

distribution of glycosidic torsion angles in protein-carbohydrate complexes taken from the 

Protein Data Bank correlate with the CHI-energy profiles. By applying the CHI energies, a 

ligand orientation with either favourable or unfavourable glycosidic torsion angles would be 

promoted or penalized, respectively. 

During the development and testing of Vina-Carb, taking into account the intramolecular 

energies of the glycosidic linkages resulted in a pose prediction success rate of 74% for 

Vina-Carb, compared to 55% for AutoDock Vina [377]. 

 1.14  Molecular dynamics simulations 

Proteins and other molecules are flexible, dynamic, and exhibit a complex network of 

interactions – this must be considered when studying their functionality and for 

understanding living systems [11,384]. The binding/recognition process is dynamic, not 

only structurally but also energetically [117]. Physics-based MD simulations use computers 

to model a physical system that predicts the movement of every atom in the system based 

on interatomic interactions, and these simulations are improving all the time, helping to 

elucidate protein function and many other natural phenomena [385,386]. MD produces 

very fine spatial and temporal resolution that is currently not possible in physical 

experiments. The simulations are able to provide details regarding a range of significant 
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biomolecular processes such as conformational change, protein folding, and ligand 

binding. They are also able to predict how biomolecules will respond to perturbations such 

as mutation, phosphorylation, protonation, or the addition or removal of a ligand [387].  

Generally, an MD user selects a starting molecular configuration, specifies the atomic 

interactions and model physics (force field), simulates the system, and then analyses the 

trajectory [388]. Before a simulation, the molecular system must be prepared by adding 

missing atoms such as hydrogen atoms which are usually not resolved in crystal structures 

(as well as any missing residues, loops, domains), and adding solvent molecules such as 

water, salt ions, and (for a membrane protein) lipids [387]. 

The planning and analysis of MD simulations should take into account certain limitations. 

For instance, although the accuracy of MD simulations and their force fields are ever 

improving, the results are still inherently approximate [389]. In addition, accurate 

simulation is usually influenced by the accuracy of the experimental protein structure or 

homology model utilised. It must be kept in mind that covalent bonds do not break or form 

during classical MD simulations and the protonation states of titratable amino acid 

residues are fixed – these should be set thoughtfully before a simulation [390]. However, 

quantum MD simulations take explicitly into account the quantum nature of the chemical 

bond using equations of quantum mechanics and therefore can elucidate additional 

biological problems such as enzymatic reactions. Quantum MD simulations are much 

more computationally expensive and currently cannot be used when simulating very large 

biomolecular systems [384]. 

During an MD simulation, forces are usually calculated using a potential energy function of 

the system. At thermal equilibrium, the populated states are the low-energy regions of the 

potential energy function and the forces acting on individual atoms are related to the 

gradient of this function, which is why these functions are called “force fields” [391]. A 

protein force field consists of terms for bonded (bond lengths, bond angles, and dihedral 
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angles) and non-bonded interactions (van der Waals and electrostatics). Force fields have 

rather straightforward mathematical formulae; however, they have a number of empirical 

parameters that affect its accuracy [392]. The uncomplicated force field representation of 

molecular properties enables rapid energy and force calculations, even for large systems: 

Springs for bond length and angles, periodic functions for bond rotations, Lennard–Jones 

potentials for van der Waals interactions, and Coulomb’s law for electrostatic interactions. 

After computing the forces that act on individual atoms, classical Newton’s laws of motion 

are utilised to determine accelerations and velocities and then the atom coordinates are 

updated. Integration of movement is performed numerically, so to prevent instability a time 

step must be used that is shorter than the fastest movements in the system; usually 

between 1 and 2 fs for atomistic simulations. Microsecond-long simulations need to iterate 

calculations 109 times! Fortunately, the performance of MD simulations has been 

strengthened by fine-tuning energy calculations, parallelization, or the use of graphical 

processing units (GPUs) [117]. 

Solvent representation is important when setting up the system, as water molecules are 

essential for protein structure and dynamics [393]. The explicit-solvent representation of 

molecules has shown to be the best and is the simplest. However, due to the bigger size 

of the simulated systems most of the computational resources are utilised calculating 

forces on water molecules [392]. Explicit-solvent captures most of the solvation effects of 

real solvent, even entropic effects such as hydrophobicity [117]. The TIP3P and TIP4P 

water models are widely used [394]. For efficiency purposes, implicit-solvent methods 

have been developed, mostly based on the Generalized Born (GB) solvation model [395–

397]. Also, a solvent-accessible surface areas (SASA) energy term is occasionally used 

for estimating non-polar contributions to solvation [395].  

The protein force fields that are used most frequently, integrate the following somewhat 

basic potential energy function: 
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𝑉(𝑟) = 𝑘 (𝑏 − 𝑏 ) + 𝑘 (𝜃 − 𝜃 ) + 𝑘 [𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑛𝜑 + 𝛿) + 1]
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𝑞 𝑞

𝑟
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𝐴

𝑟
−
𝐶
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where the first three summations represent the bonds (1-2 interactions), angles (1-3 

interactions), and torsions (1-4 interactions). The final sum, regarding pairs of atoms i and 

j, represents electrostatic interactions via Coulomb’s law that use partial charges qi on 

each atom. A Lennard-Jones 6-12 potential controls the dispersion and exchange 

repulsion forces which is sometimes referred to as the ‘‘van der Waals’’ term. This basic 

potential energy function is able to create the fundamental features of protein energy 

landscapes at atomic detail. Thus, a force field is comprised of a potential energy function 

and its parameters [391]. 

In classical MD simulations, the laws of classical mechanics define the dynamics of the 

system where atoms are represented by soft balls and bonds are represented by elastic 

springs (ball and spring representation) [384]. Using the coordinates of all the atoms that 

constitute a biomolecular system (e.g., a protein in water), the force exerted on each atom 

by all of the other atoms can be determined. Newton’s laws of motion are used to predict 

the spatial position of each atom as a function of time by repeatedly calculating the forces 

on each atom and then using those forces to update the position and velocity of each atom 

[387]. The time evolution in a system of interacting particles is followed using the solution 

of Newton’s equations of motion (EOM): 

                     𝐹 = 𝑚
( )

 

where ri(t) = (xi(t),yi(t),zi(t)) and is the position vector of the ith particle and Fi is the force 

acting on the ith particle at time t, and mi is the mass of the particle. The particles are 
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usually atoms, but they could represent any distinct entities such as specific chemical 

groups [384]. 

In the thesis, the software package Amber was used to setup the MD simulations, and the 

software package GROMACS was used to run and analyse the simulations. The term 

“Amber” sometimes also refers to the empirical force fields that are very widely used, one 

of which (ff14SB) was used in the thesis [398]. The main Amber preparation programs are 

antechamber and LeaP. Antechamber provides force fields for residues or organic 

molecules which are not in standard libraries by inputting a 3D structure and automatically 

assigning charges, atom types, and force field parameters. LEaP builds biopolymers from 

the component residues, solvates the system, and prepares lists of force field terms and 

their associated parameters. The Amber preparation produces a coordinate file (prmcrd) 

with the atom Cartesian coordinates, and a parameter-topology file (prmtop) with all the 

other information required to calculate energies and forces including atom names and 

masses, force field parameters, lists of bonds, angles, and dihedrals [398]. The main 

Amber molecular dynamics program is called sander, and the analysis program is called 

ptraj. However, GROMACS was used for running and analysing the simulations in the 

thesis. GROMACS is a very popular open-source and free software used mostly for 

dynamical simulations of biomolecules. It has a wide range of calculation types, 

preparation, and analysis tools [388].  

 1.14.1  MD analysis 

The analysis of protein MD simulations usually requires quantitative analysis and visual 

analysis [387]. In the thesis, MD trajectories were analysed using protein and ligand Root 

Mean Square Deviation (RMSD), protein radius of gyration (Rg), and residue Root Mean 

Square Fluctuation (RMSF) calculations. The overall movement of the proteins and ligands 

was visually inspected using VMD software [399]. Protein-ligand hydrogen bonding 
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information was extracted, the binding free energy between the protein-ligand complexes 

was calculated, and principal-component analysis (PCA) was performed.  

 1.14.1.1  RMSD 

Protein and ligand RMSD were calculated to determine their stability during the 

simulations. RMSD measures the deviation of a structure from a specific conformation; in 

MD simulations it is usually the initial conformation. The RMSD is the root mean squared 

Euclidean distance in 3N configuration space as function of the time step. With 

GROMACS, RMSD is computed using the gmx rms command with respect to the 

reference starting structure, using the equation:   

𝜌 (𝑡) =
1

𝑁
(𝑟 (𝑡) − 𝑟 )  

where ri(t) represents the current coordinates at time t, and riref represents the reference 

coordinates [400]. 

 1.14.1.2  Rg 

The expansion or contraction (compactness) of proteins during simulations can be 

assessed by calculating Rg. The deviation of the Rg values is normally very low unless 

there are major conformational changes of the protein. The GROMACS program gmx 

gyrate calculates Rg using the equation: 

𝑅 =
1

𝑀
𝑚 (𝑟 − 𝑅)  

where M=∑Ni=1mi is the total mass and R=N−1∑Ni=1ri is the centre of mass of the protein 

consisting of N atoms [401]. 
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 1.14.1.3  RMSF 

RMSF is a measure of the flexibility of individual residues and indicates the regions of the 

system that are the most mobile. While RMSD is normally calculated to an initial state, 

RMSF is calculated to an average structure of the simulation. RMSF is usually restricted to 

backbone or alpha-carbon atoms because they better represent conformational changes 

compared to the more flexible side chains. RMSF is the square root of the variance of the 

fluctuation around the average position and can be determined with the gmx rmsf 

command which uses the equation: 

𝜌
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐹

𝑖
= ⟨(𝑟 − ⟨𝑟 ⟩) ⟩ 

where ri is the coordinates of particle i, and ⟨ri⟩ is the ensemble average position of i [402]. 

 1.14.1.4  Hydrogen bond analysis 

Protein-ligand hydrogen bonding information was extracted using the hbond command of 

AMBER’s cpptraj program [403]. Hydrogen bonding is crucial for numerous chemical and 

biological processes, including ligand binding and enzyme catalysis [404]. The abundance 

and flexibility of hydrogen bonds make them the most essential physical interactions in 

biomolecule systems in aqueous solution. Biological macromolecules and solvating water 

consist of about 50% and 66% hydrogen atoms, respectively – therefore, in a biological 

system, hydrogen atoms (protons) exist between nearly every pair of noncovalently-

bonded heavy atoms. 

 1.14.1.5  Binding free energy 

Free energy calculations provide an estimation of protein-ligand binding affinity, as the 

calculations consider all thermodynamically relevant phenomenon such as protein 

dynamics/flexibility, explicit inclusion of the solvent, and the difference between protein-

ligand interactions in the complex and their interactions with water and counterions when 
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unbound [18]. Free energy calculations are not completely accurate. Calculating protein-

ligand binding free energies is extremely challenging as the large change in configurational 

enthalpy is difficult to assess in brute-force simulations [405]. Mikulskis et al. [406] 

estimated the relative free energies between 91 pairs of ligands from 10 different proteins 

and found that only 54% of the estimates have errors of 4 kJ/mol or less compared to 

experimental results. Although computational and experimental researchers have made 

good use of the molecular mechanics Poisson-Boltzmann surface area (MM/PBSA) 

binding free energy method, it is not as accurate as more computationally intensive 

methods. Accuracy depends on the system. Using MM/PBSA, Hou et al. [407] compared 

binding free energies with experimental values in various systems, in terms of correlation 

coefficients. They found that binding free energies between the protein avidin and its 

ligands correlate well with experimental values (correlation coefficient r = 0.92). For α-

thrombin, neuraminidase, and P450cam, MM/PBSA displayed satisfactory performance (r 

= 0.68−0.81). MM/PBSA did not perform well on cytochrome C peroxidase (r = 0.27) and 

penicillopepsin (r = 0.41). However, MM/PBSA is a fast, effective, and reproducible way of 

investigating protein-ligand binding interactions in terms of binding free energies [408–

410]. The majority of MM/PBSA experiments have been performed in high-throughput 

screening for drug discovery studies, but the MM/PBSA method was implemented in the 

thesis to obtain an approximation of ligand binding affinity for comparison between the 

different protein-ligand complexes. 

Utilising the g_mmpbsa software tool [411], the molecular mechanics Poisson-Boltzmann 

surface area (MM/PBSA) method was employed to calculate and compare the binding free 

energies of the protein-ligand complexes during MD simulations. Using g_mmpbsa, the 

total binding free energy of a protein-ligand complex can be summed up in the following 

equation: 

∆Gbinding = Gcomplex − (Gprotein + Gligand) 
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where Gbinding is an approximation of the total binding free energy between protein and 

ligand, Gcomplex is the total free energy of the protein-ligand complex, and Gprotein and Gligand 

are the total free energies of the isolated protein and isolated ligand, respectively. This 

general equation factors in van der Waals, electrostatic, polar solvation and apolar 

solvation energy constituents. The free energy of each of these variables is given by:  

Gx = ⟨EMM⟩ − TS + ⟨Gsolvation⟩ 

where ⟨EMM⟩ represents the average molecular mechanics potential energy in a vacuum. T 

and S are the temperature and entropy, respectively, and together represent the entropic 

contribution to the free energy in a vacuum. Lastly, ⟨Gsolvation⟩ is the free energy of 

solvation. 

The vacuum potential energy (EMM) consists of both the bonded and nonbonded 

interaction energies, and it is calculated using the following molecular mechanics (MM) 

force field parameters: 

EMM = Ebonded + Enonbonded = Ebonded + (EvdW + Eelec) 

where Ebonded represents bonded interactions which include bond, angle, dihedral and 

improper interactions. Enonbonded represents electrostatic and van der Waals interactions 

which are modelled using a Coulomb and Lennard-Jones potential function, respectively. 

The energy needed to transfer a solute from vacuum into the solvent is called the free 

energy of solvation and is calculated with an implicit solvent model. The solvation free 

energy is denoted as: 

Gsolvation = Gpolar + Gnonpolar 

where Gpolar and Gnonpolar are the electrostatic and non-electrostatic contributions to the 

solvation free energy, respectively. 
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 1.14.1.6  Essential dynamics and free energy landscapes 

Utilised in the majority of scientific fields, principal component analysis (PCA) is very likely 

the most popular multivariate statistical technique [412] and was used in the thesis to 

determine protein essential dynamics. PCA can systematically decrease the number of 

dimensions required to characterise protein dynamics using a decomposition procedure to 

sort observed protein motions from the largest to smallest spatial scales [412–414]. PCA is 

a linear transform that withdraws the most significant data components using a covariance 

matrix or a correlation matrix (normalized PCA) generated using the atomic coordinates 

that depict the accessible degrees of freedom (DOF) of the protein, namely the Cartesian 

coordinates that describe atomic displacements in every conformation having a trajectory 

[415]. Essential dynamics is the method of applying PCA to a protein trajectory, as the 

principle/essential motions are determined using the set of sampled conformations [416–

418]. Conformational transitions in proteins have functional significance, such as substrate 

binding. The large-scale protein motions are determined using the lowest PCA modes that 

have the largest variances [414,416] and a 2D plot can be generated. 2D projections 

provide insight into the formation of clusters and the accessible conformational space 

explored, however free energy landscapes (FELs) can also show the transition subspace 

along with conformer associated abundance [419,420]. The FEL theory of protein structure 

and dynamics proposes that the native state of a protein exists as an extensive ensemble 

of conformational states/substates that co-exist in equilibrium with various population 

distributions, and that the ligand binds selectively to the most suitable conformational 

state/substate, eventually shifting the equilibrium towards this state/substate [18]. In the 

thesis, the essential dynamics and FELs of ligand-bound and ligand-free proteins were 

analysed and compared. The covariance matrices were built and diagonalized by the 

GROMACS tool gmx covar, and the principal components and overlap was determined 

with gmx anaeig. Gibbs free energy landscapes were plotted using gmx sham [421]. 
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 1.15  Knowledge gap 

Extensive knowledge of protein-ligand interactions is critical to the comprehension of 

biology at the molecular level. Despite their conserved catalytic domain, GH1 enzymes 

have many different enzyme activities and/or substrate specificities, as a change of only a 

few residues in the active site can change the functional specificity. The structural 

determinants and molecular details of GH1 ligand specificity and affinity are very broad, 

highly complex, not well understood, and therefore still need to be clarified. 

Our collaborators sent us three X-ray crystallographic structures from the bacterium B. 

licheniformis and based on initial sequence and structural comparisons they were all 

classified as putative 6Pβ-glycosidases. Despite the vital importance of 6Pβ-glucosidases 

and 6Pβ-galactosidases for bacterial energetic balance, a reduced number of these 

enzymes have been previously characterised in comparison to β-glucosidases. 

Unfortunately, the experimental substrates needed for a broad biochemical 

characterisation are frequently commercially unavailable (e.g., phospho-glycosidases) or 

too expensive for detailed kinetic analyses.  

The GH1 active site consists of several subsites big enough to bind one monosaccharide 

unit. Because of the mostly weak sugar-protein interactions, multiple binding sites 

frequently combine to enhance the signal. Cooperative binding makes the binding affinity 

of sites difficult to measure, as the properties of one subsite are influenced by the binding 

of the other subsites. Most GH1 enzymes have little conserved specificity for the aglycon 

portion of ligands due to the variable spatial structure and amino acid composition of the 

aglycon subsite (subsite +1). Considering the conservation of the overall structures and 

active sites of GH1 enzymes in general, the differences at the +1 subsite and the entrance 

to the active site (surrounding loops) are likely to be involved in engendering substrate 

specificity to individual GH1 activities. 
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 1.16  Research aims 

The aim of this study was to classify the GH1 activity of three solved crystal structures 

from the bacterium B. licheniformis, and to provide evidence for their ligand-binding 

specificities. In addition and complimentary to this, the differences in structural and 

physicochemical contributions to enzyme specificity and/or function between different GH1 

activities/enzymes had to be assessed. As the amino acid sequence of an enzyme 

determines its 3D structure which in turn determines its function, the 

sequence/structure/function relationship of the GH1 enzymes had to be analysed. The 

knowledge generated here would contribute to the body of research seeking to improve 

GH1 enzyme biotechnological applications, such as the production of biofuel from 

biomass. 

To accomplish the research aims, sequence analyses involving sequence identity, 

phylogenetics, and motif discovery were performed. As protein structure is more 

conserved than sequence, the discovered motifs were mapped to 3D structures for 

structural analysis and comparisons. To obtain information on enzyme mechanism or 

mode of action, as well as structure-function relationship, computational methods such as 

docking, molecular dynamics, binding free energy calculations, and essential dynamics 

were implemented. These computational approaches can provide information on the active 

site, binding residues, protein-ligand interactions, binding affinity, conformational change, 

and most structural or dynamic elements that play a role in enzyme function. 
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Chapter 2: Sequence, structure, function relationship 

of enzyme BlBglH 

 2.1  Introduction 

This chapter delves into the sequence, structure, function relationship of a new GH1 

enzyme crystallographic structure from the bacterium B. licheniformis. Sequence and 

structural analyses, together with in silico docking and MD simulations were performed to 

provide evidence for the specific GH1 activity and dynamic function of the enzyme. 

Most of the work in this chapter is reproduced from the publication below. All of the work is 

my own, except for the enzyme 3D crystallographic structure determination and activity 

assays. All original writing and figure generation in this chapter is my own except for 

sections 2.2.6, 2.3.2 and 2.3.3. 

Wayde Veldman, Marcelo Liberato, Vitor Almeida, Valquiria Souza, Maira Frutuoso, 

Sandro Marana, Vuyani Moses, Özlem Tastan Bishop, and Igor Polikarpov. “X-ray 

Structure, Bioinformatics Analysis, and Substrate Specificity of a 6Pβ-glucosidase 

Glycoside Hydrolase 1 Enzyme from Bacillus licheniformis”. Journal of Chemical 

Information and Modeling. 2020. 60 (12) 6392-6407. DOI: 

10.1021/acs.jcim.0c00759. 

 2.2  Materials and Methods 

 2.2.1  Enzyme crystallographic structure from collaborators 

From our collaborators at the University of São Paulo we obtained an unpublished 

crystallographic enzyme structure in PDB format from the bacterium B. licheniformis. The 

GenBank accession of the enzyme is AAU43027.1. The enzyme will be referred to as 
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BlBglH hereafter. Enzyme BlBglH was checked for rotamers, missing atoms, and missing 

residues. The crystallographic structure did not have any ligand in the active site; 

therefore, enzyme function and specificity were unclear. The BlBglH crystallographic 

structure has now been published on the Research Collaboratory for Structural 

Bioinformatics Protein Data Bank (RCSB PDB) web server with PDB ID 6WGD. X-ray 

diffraction was used to determine the structure, and the quality metrics are as follows: 

Resolution – 2.20 Å; R-Value Free – 0.244; R-Value Work – 0.210; R-Value Observed – 

0.212; Clashscore – 2; Ramachandran outliers – 0; Sidechain outliers – 0.9%; RSRZ 

outliers – 0.6%. 

 2.2.2  Sequence data retrieval 

The CAZy database was used to retrieve protein sequences of characterised bacterial 

GH1 enzymes. The β-glucosidase (EC 3.2.1.21), 6Pβ-galactosidase (EC 3.2.1.85), 6Pβ-

glucosidase (EC 3.2.1.86) sequences, as well as the dual-phospho activity sequences, 

were downloaded via the GenBank [422] links that are found in CAZy. A total of 29 β-

glucosidase, 18 6Pβ-glucosidase, eight 6Pβ-galactosidase, and three dual-phospho 

activity sequences were retrieved (Supplementary Table 2.1). The remaining GH1 

activities on CAZy were not incorporated into the sequence dataset because the enzymes 

from those activities have different overall structure and sequence lengths as compared to 

BlBglH – these sequences are few and far between though. The BlBglH sequence 

(AAU43027.1) was then added to the retrieved sequences, making a total of 59 sequences 

in the final dataset. 

 2.2.3  Multiple sequence alignment 

The PROfile Multiple Alignment with predicted Local Structures and 3D constraints 

(PROMALS3D) alignment tool, along with the GH1 enzyme sequence dataset, were used 

to generate a multiple sequence alignment (MSA). Alignment accuracy is promoted when 
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crystallographic secondary structure information is added to PROMALS3D, therefore 

crystallographic structures (if any) of the enzymes in the dataset were uploaded with its full 

GenBank enzyme sequence. The PDB files of the crystallographic structures were first 

checked for residue rotamers to prevent sequence residue duplicity. Once the MSA was 

generated, the alignment was inspected and fine-tuned using Jalview alignment viewer 

[423]. Lastly, the sequences in the alignment that were from the crystallographic structures 

were removed. 

 2.2.4  Phylogenetic analysis 

The MSA was used with Molecular Evolutionary Genetic Analysis (MEGA) v7.0.26 [424] 

software to construct phylogenetic trees. The evolutionary models with the three lowest 

Bayesian information criterion (BIC) scores were chosen, and for each model three 

different gap deletions (90, 95 and 100%) were used. A strong branch swap filter was 

utilised with each tree, with 1000 bootstrap replicates. The best models for all three gap 

deletions were determined to be the Whelan and Goldman model [425] with Gama 

distribution and Invariant sites (WAG+G+I), the Le and Gascuel model [426] with Gama 

distribution (LG+G) and the Le and Gascuel model with Gama distribution and Invariant 

sites (LG+G+I). Three models at three different gap deletions meant that a total of nine 

maximum likelihood phylogenetic trees were constructed. In order to identify the best tree 

overall, the branching pattern and branch support of the nine trees were compared to their 

corresponding bootstrap consensus trees. The phylogenetic tree constructed employing 

the WAG+G+I model with 100% gap deletion was selected as the most accurate tree. 

 2.2.5  Motif analysis and structure mapping 

The discovery of conserved motifs within the 59 enzyme sequences was achieved using 

Multiple Expectation Maximization for Motif Elicitation (MEME) v4.9.1 [427] software. A 

motif width of between five and ten residues was set. To identify and omit any overlapping 
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motifs, the Motif Alignment Search Tool (MAST) was utilised, resulting in 70 significant 

motifs (Supplementary Table 2.2). By parsing the MEME log file, a motif heatmap was 

generated that shows the conservation of motifs between the different GH1 enzyme 

activities and sequences – this was done using a Python script previously written by Faya 

et al., [428]. Motifs that were present in the majority of sequences in each respective 

activity were then mapped to representative enzyme crystallographic structures.  

 2.2.6  Activity assays 

The enzyme activity assays were performed by our collaborators at the University of São 

Paulo using the substrate p-nitrophenyl β-glucopyranoside (PNPβglc), from Sigma-Merck, 

prepared in 100 mM MES (2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid) pH 6 buffer containing 

either 50 mM NaCl or 50 mM sodium phosphate. Reactions were interrupted by adding 

0.5 M NaCO3 and the product (p-nitrophenolate) detected by absorbance at 415 nm. Initial 

rates of substrate hydrolysis (v0) and substrate concentration data were analysed using 

the Lineweaver-Burk plot. In order to describe the mechanism of enzyme activation by 

phosphate, a kinetic equation relating the v0 to the substrate and phosphate concentration 

was deduced assuming rapid equilibrium conditions following standard procedures 

previously described [19]. 

 2.2.7  Homology modelling 

Several enzymes from the 6Pβ-galactosidase activity had to be modelled since only one 

crystallised GH1 enzyme from the 6Pβ-galactosidase activity has been published [183] 

and its 3D structures (PDB IDs 1PBG, 2PBG, 3PBG and 4PBG) deposited in the Protein 

Data Bank (PDB). More than one 6Pβ-galactosidase activity enzyme structure was 

required for a part of this study, therefore three target 6Pβ-galactosidase enzymes with 

GenBank accessions AAA16450.1, AAD15134.1, and BAA07122.1 were structurally 

modelled. HHpred [429] and PRotein Interactive MOdeling (PRIMO) [430] webservers 
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aided in identifying the best suited template structures. A PDB structure from a β-

glucosidase enzyme (PDB ID 3W53), and two different structures from the same 6Pβ-

galactosidase enzyme (PDB IDs 1PBG and 4PBG), all chain A, were used as templates 

with MODELLER version 9.23 [315] to generate 100 models per target enzyme. The top 

three models per target enzyme, ranked by normalised z-DOPE (Discrete Optimized 

Protein Energy) score [315], were further evaluated using PROCHECK [352], Qualitative 

Model Energy Analysis (QMEAN) [431] and Verify3D [355] tools. Supported by a 

consensus using all three model quality evaluations, the top model of each target protein 

was selected. The templates were of exceptional quality, which produced great-quality 

models (Supplementary Table 2.3). 

 2.2.8  In silico docking 

 2.2.8.1  Docking validation 

The program AutoDock Vina-Carb [377] was employed to validate the docking procedure 

using the 6Pβ-glucosidase crystallographic structure of Streptococcus mutans UA150 

(PDB ID 4GPN, chain A), containing a gentiobiose-6-phosphate ligand. The gentiobiose-6-

phosphate ligand was first removed from the protein and then re-docked into the protein, 

utilising blind docking. A grid box search space of dimension size: x = 75.0 Å, y = 75.0 Å, z 

= 75.0 Å was defined, the ligands were centred at x = 0.27, y = 6.16, z = 28.41, and a 

search exhaustiveness value of 300 was applied. The RMSD between the original ligand 

and the docked ligand was 0.43 Å, computed with the GROMACS RMSD command gmx 

rms. Both the original crystallised ligand and the docked ligand exhibited the same pose, 

and they both interacted with a great majority of the same enzyme residues 

(Supplementary Figure 2.1). Ultimately, the docking procedure was considered reliable. 
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 2.2.8.2  Ligand docking 

To provide evidence of enzyme activity, blind docking of a positive- and a negative-control 

ligand to the BlBglH enzyme was executed. p-Nitrophenyl-beta-D-galactoside-6-phosphate 

(PNP6Pgal) and p-Nitrophenyl-beta-D-glucoside-6-phosphate (PNP6Pglc) were the 

positive- and negative-control ligands used, respectively. One difference exists between 

the ligands: the C4 atom configuration. The ligand O4 hydroxyl group is in an equatorial 

position in the gluco epimer, but an axial position in the galacto epimer (Supplementary 

Figure 2.2). Prior to the docking calculations, the acid/base catalytic glutamate (Glu175) of 

the BlBglH structure was protonated (Glh175) which is in agreement with the retention of 

configuration catalysis mechanism of GH1 enzymes [146,432]. For the docking, AutoDock 

Vina-Carb and chain B of the BlBglH crystallographic structure were used. A grid box 

search space of dimension size: x = 75.0 Å, y = 75.0 Å, z = 75.0 Å was defined, the 

ligands were centred at z = -40.7, y = -29.6, z = 41.6, and a search exhaustiveness value 

of 300 was applied. 

 2.2.9  Molecular dynamics 

Ligand partial atomic charges were assigned to a fully protonated ligand based on the 

AM1-BCC method of the AmberTools17 [433] antechamber program. The generated 

ligand mol2 file was converted to a PDB file using DiscoveryStudio [434]. On the other 

hand, the protein was protonated using the H++ webserver [435] at a pH of 6. H++ outputs 

the finished structure in AMBER inpcrd/prmtop format, which was then converted to a PDB 

file using the AmberTools17 ambpdb program. The ligand and protein PDB files were 

concatenated to produce a protein-ligand complex PDB file. AMBER topology files were 

then generated with programs parmchk2 and tleap of the AmberTools17 package. At this 

step, solvent in the form of water molecules was added to a cubic periodic box with a 

minimum distance of 10 Å from the protein edge and modelled with the TIP3P water 
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model. Using 0.15 M NaCl, the systems were then neutralised. The general amber force 

field 2 (GAFF2) was utilised for the van der Waals and bonded parameters. ACPYPE 

(AnteChamber PYthon Parser interfacE), also of the AmberTools17 package, converted 

these topology files to GROMACS format.  

Before the MD production runs, all molecular systems were energy minimized using a 

conjugate-gradient, being energy relaxed with a force tolerance of 1000 kJ/mol/nm and 

capped at a maximum of 50,000 steps. The temperature of the systems was then 

equilibrated at 303.15 K over a period of 100 ps, utilising the velocity rescale thermostat 

(modified Berendsen thermostat) [436]. The pressure was equilibrated using the 

Parrinello-Rahman barostat [437] to maintain the system pressure at 1 bar. Production 

runs used the all-atom AMBER ff14SB force field [438] with GROMACS 2016.4 [388] on 

240 cores (CPU: Intel® Xeon®) at the Centre for High Performance Computing (Cape 

Town, South Africa). Each simulation was run at a temperature of 303.15 K (30 °C) and a 

pH of 6 – these match the conditions that were used during the in vitro activity assay. The 

simulations were run for a period of 400 ns with 2 fs time steps, and the coordinates were 

written every 2 ps. To correct for rotational bond lengthening, the Linear Constraint Solver 

(LINCS) algorithm [439] was employed during the simulations. Using a Fourier grid 

spacing of 0.16 nm, long-distance electrostatic interactions were calculated with the 

Particle-Mesh Ewald (PME) algorithm. Coulombic and van der Waals short-range cut-offs 

were set to 1.0 nm. To promote the credibility of the results, duplicate MD simulations of 

200 ns were executed. 

 2.2.10  Analysis of MD trajectories 

After the completion of the MD runs, the trajectories were corrected for periodic boundary 

conditions, any jumps across boundaries were removed, and the protein was centred 

inside the simulation box. The RMSD, RMSF and Rg were computed with the GROMACS 

tools gmx rms, gmx rmsf and gmx gyrate, respectively. Using the backbone atoms, protein 
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RMSD was calculated after least square fitting along the backbone atoms. On the other 

hand, ligand RMSD was calculated by least square fitting to the ligand itself – this was 

done to visualize the stability of the ligand graphically. RMSF calculations were computed 

in order to observe the individual residue motion during the simulation. The Rg was 

calculated which indicates protein expansion or contraction during the course of the 

simulation. In addition, protein motion and dynamics were visually examined with the aid of 

the visual molecular dynamic (VMD) software tool [399]. The protein-ligand hydrogen 

bonding data was extracted using the hbond command from AMBER’s cpptraj [403] 

program, with standard/default geometric criteria/definitions. Molecular interactions other 

than hydrogen bonds, and including hydrogen bonds, were monitored via DiscoveryStudio. 

 2.2.11  Binding free energy calculations 

The strength of a biomolecular interaction, such as catalysis or recognition, can be 

quantified using binding free energy calculations [411]. The molecular mechanics Poisson-

Boltzmann surface area (MM/PBSA) method [440] was executed with the g_mmpbsa 

software tool [411] to determine the binding free energies of the protein-ligand complexes.  

The final 15 ns of the 400 ns MD trajectories were used for the binding free energy 

calculations, sampled at 10 ps time intervals. The g_mmpbsa MmPbSaStat.py Python 

script was used to provide an overview of the final energies. 

 2.3  Results and discussion 

 2.3.1  Sequence analysis 

 2.3.1.1  Sequence identity 

A multiple sequence alignment was generated using the BlBglH sequence (AAU43027.1) 

and 58 retrieved GH1 sequences (Supplementary Figure 2.3). The MSA was then used to 

create a sequence identity heatmap (Figure 2.1). A high correlation between sequence 
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identity and GH1 activity exists, which was expected. However, certain exceptions were 

observed.  

 

Figure 2.1. Sequence identity heatmap showing the pairwise percentage identity between 
all 59 sequences used in Chapter 2. The X and Y axes indicate the 59 different GH1 
enzymes. Identity scores are shown as a colour-coded matrix, calculated by comparing 
every sequence to each other (every sequence vs every sequence). Sequence identity 
increases from blue to red. 29 β-glucosidases (*), 18 6Pβ-glucosidases (#), 8 6Pβ-
galactosidases ($) and 3 dual activity ($#) enzymes are labelled. Adapted from Veldman et 
al. 2020 [103]. 

 

The top 22 β-glucosidases in the heatmap share a higher sequence identity than the 

bottom seven β-glucosidases. The lower sequence identity seen in the bottom seven β-

glucosidases could point to a different phylogenetic lineage. Sequence ABL14155.1 

(Pectobacterium carotovorum) is an odd β-glucosidase enzyme, as it shares its highest 

percentage identity (66%) with an enzyme characterised by CAZy as having dual activity: 

BAD76141.1 (Geobacillus kaustophilus). Further, ABL14155.1 shares its second highest 

percentage identity (47%) with AAK34377.1 (Streptococcus pyogenes), which has 6Pβ-
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glucosidase activity. The three sequences named above are unique among the all the 

sequences in the dataset; they form a group in the phylogenetic tree and motif heatmap 

that do not fall into a defined enzyme activity, as will be seen later in the study. 

All of the 6Pβ-glucosidase sequences share a high sequence identity, except for 

CAB12135.1 (Bacillus subtilis) and AAK34377.1. Interestingly, CAB12135.1 shares its 

highest sequence identity by far (70%) with two of the three dual activity enzymes. 

Because of this high sequence identity, CAB12135.1 could be a dual activity enzyme and 

not just a 6Pβ-glucosidase enzyme as described on CAZy. The 6Pβ-galactosidase activity 

seems to be the most conserved: a higher shared sequence identity exists between the 

sequences of this activity as compared to the other activities – with a minimum of 53% 

shared identity, and the first four sequences sharing at least 77% identity. Curiously, the 

dual phospho-activity enzymes share a higher sequence identity with the β-glucosidases 

rather than the 6Pβ-glucosidases or 6Pβ-galactosidases, which is seen by looking at the 

bottom-left and top-right corners of the sequence identity heatmap in Figure 2.1. With 

regards to enzyme BlBglH, it shares its highest average sequence identity with the 

enzymes of the 6Pβ-glucosidase activity (53%) as compared to the β-glucosidases (31%), 

6Pβ-galactosidases (33%) and the enzymes with dual-phospho activity (39%). 

 2.3.1.2  Phylogenetic analysis 

A phylogenetic tree was generated using the entire sequence dataset (Figure 2.2). It was 

seen that there were distinct phylogenetic clusters which correspond exactly to the 

sequence identity heatmap. The majority of the enzymes exhibited successful clustering 

based on their activity, however, unique sequences ABL14155.1 (Pectobacterium 

carotovorum), CAB12135.1 (Bacillus subtilis) and AAK34377.1 (Streptococcus pyogenes) 

were found to deviate from this observation and did not fall into an activity cluster. These 

three enzymes, along with the dual activity enzymes, were seen forming two distinct 

phylogenetic clusters. In one of these “unique” clusters, dual-phospho activity enzymes 
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BAD77499.1 and AHL67640.1 group with 6Pβ-glucosidase enzyme CAB12135.1. In the 

other unique cluster, dual-phospho activity enzyme BAD76141.1 groups with β-

glucosidase enzyme ABL14155.1 and 6Pβ-glucosidase enzyme AAK34377.1.  

The β-glucosidase activity is split into five smaller sub-clusters in the phylogenetic tree 

which means this activity has greater diversity as compared to the other activities. The 

6Pβ-glucosidase activity is split into two sub-clusters, and the 6Pβ-galactosidase activity has 

only one major cluster. Enzyme BlBglH was found to group into the 6Pβ-glucosidase 

activity with a strong bootstrap confidence. 
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Figure 2.2. Maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree consisting of all 59 sequences used in 
Chapter 2, generated using MEGA v7.0.26 program. Branch numbers indicate bootstrap 
values. Colour code: β-glucosidases – Blue. 6Pβ-glucosidases – Green. 6Pβ-
galactosidases – Red. Unique clusters – Yellow. Adapted from Veldman et al. 2020 [103]. 

 

 2.3.1.3  Motif discovery 

The motif searching software MEME v4.9.1 was used to locate sequence regions that are 

shared amongst the GH1 sequences. A motif heatmap was then generated showing the 

conservation of the shared sequence motifs (Figure 2.3). The groupings of the enzyme 
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activities were once again consistent with the previous analyses: the motif-separated 

groups in the motif heatmap match the groups seen in the phylogenetic tree. The β-

glucosidases clustered into two major motif-separated groups, whereas the 6Pβ-

glucosidases and 6Pβ-galactosidases formed one motif group each. The β-glucosidase 

activity enzymes have far fewer motifs compared to the other activities, especially the 

smaller β-glucosidase group, which is additional evidence of the greater diversity of this 

activity. In the motif heatmap, BlBglH fell into the 6Pβ-glucosidase activity and was found 

to possess motifs that were only exhibited in the sequences of this activity. Motifs 29 and 

34 are significant motifs as they are found only in the 6Pβ-glucosidase activity, and they   

are totally conserved in this activity. These and other motifs will be explored in a later 

section of this chapter, where they will be mapped to enzyme 3D structures. In total, the 

various sequence analyses point to enzyme BlBglH having 6Pβ-glucosidase activity. 
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 2.3.2  Enzyme production and activity assay 

To substantiate the predictions of the sequence analyses, our collaborators at the 

University of São Paulo expressed and purified enzyme BlBglH, and its activity was 

verified. Seeing that 6-phospho-cellooligosaccharides and PNP-6-phospho-

monosaccharides were unavailable for purchase, enzyme activity was deduced utilising 

non-phosphorylated substrates. On account of this, inclusion of 50 mM phosphate was 

Figure 2.3. Heatmap representing the 70 MEME discovered motifs in the 59 GH1 
enzyme sequences used in Chapter 2. The colours show the motif conservation 
amongst all sequences, which increases from blue to red. White shows absence of 
motifs. Divisions are shown as dotted lines to indicate the sub-groups that are formed by 
similar sequences in terms of shared motifs. Adapted from Veldman et al. 2020 [103]. 
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required to detect BlBglH catalytic activity against PNPβglc – this is an indicator of the ion 

acting as an essential activator. Additionally, Lineweaver-Burk plots (1/v0versus 

1/[PNPβglc]) in the presence of 2 to 50 mM phosphate showed that both slope and 

intercept of those lines decrease as a function of increasing concentrations of phosphate 

(Figure 2.4).  

 

Figure 2.4. Effect of the substrate PNPβglc and phosphate concentration on the activity of 
the enzyme BlBglH. (A) Lineweaver-Burk plots for the enzyme activity in the presence of 
different phosphate concentrations. (B) Plot of the slope and intercept of the lines 
observed in the Lineweaver-Burk analysis for different phosphate concentrations. 
Reproduced with permission from Veldman et al. 2020 [103]. 

 

Based on the above, we studied various activation mechanisms in pursuit of one that 

would act accordingly, converging to a model in which only the enzyme-substrate-

phosphate complex (ESA) would be productive. Furthermore, the model shows that 

phosphate can bind to the enzyme which would increase the affinity for the substrate, an 

effect reflected in the dissociation constant Ks assuming < 1. Likewise, the binding of 

substrate may also enhance the enzyme affinity for phosphate, as seen by the dissociation 
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constant KA. Therefore is a factor that quantitatively describes the mutual contribution 

of phosphate and PNPβglc to improve their affinities for the enzyme. PNPβgal was used 

with the same assay, but no activity was seen. 

In agreement, the kinetic equation deduced from this model (Supplementary Figure 2.4) 

predicted that the presence of increasing concentrations of phosphate would decrease 

both the slope and intercept of lines of a Lineweaver-Burk plot (1/v0versus 1/[PNPβglc]), 

which was observed. In addition, the kinetic equation revealed that the slope and intercept 

of those lines are both a linear function of the phosphate concentration. As a result, based 

on secondary plots of slope versus 1/[phosphate] and intercept versus 1/[phosphate], the 

complete set of parameters describing the activation mechanism were determined, i.e., KS 

= 66 mM, KA = 21 mM, kcat = 3.2 s-1 and = 0.4. 

Intriguingly, the parameter  indicates that the BlBglH affinity for the substrate PNPβglc 

increased 2.5 times when phosphate was added. The substrate produced the same 

increment in the affinity for the phosphate. Also, phosphate is needed to form an active 

enzyme-substrate complex. This is an indication that the phosphate interactions within the 

active site have a significant role in stabilising the substrate binding in the ES and ES‡ 

complexes, which improves both the substrate affinity and the catalysis. This would be 

expected if BlBglH’s natural substrate is a “phospho-glucoside”, as seen in 6Pβ-

glucosidases. The activity assays performed here support the evidence of 6Pβ-

glucosidase activity of enzyme BlBglH. 

 2.3.3  BlBglH crystallographic structure 

The general protein folding of BlBglH is a (β/α)8-barrel, which is a conserved structure that 

is seen in all the families affiliated with Clan-A of glycoside hydrolase enzymes, and this 

includes GH1 [159]. In a barrel shape, eight β-strands are encompassed by eight or more 

α-helices (Figure 2.5 A). The N-terminal portion of the loops connecting the secondary 
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structures at the C-terminal ends of the β-strands form a pocket where the substrate fits for 

catalysis (Figure 2.5 B), and the entrance of the binding site is shaped by loops L1, L4, L6 

and L8. The DALI server [441] was used to search for proteins with similar structure to 

BlBglH which resulted in a large number of GH1 enzymes with high similarity. The RMSD 

values between BlBglH and the numerous GH1 enzymes were between 0.9 Å to 1.35 Å, 

substantiating the conserved folding in the GH1 family. Further, the BlBglH structure is 

most similar to the 6Pβ-glucosidase activity. The lowest RMSD of 0.9 Å was seen with the 

6Pβ-glucosidase enzyme BglA-2 from Streptococcus pneumoniae, which contains the 

ligand thiocellobiose-6P (PDB ID 4IPN). Like chain A and C of BlBglH’s structure, the loop 

L6 from BglA-2 was partially absent due to high flexibility (Figure 2.5 C). 
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Figure 2.5. Crystallographic structure of BlBglH (PDB ID 6WGD). (A) Cartoon 
representation of BlBglH coloured in rainbow gradient from dark blue (N-terminal end) to 
dark red (C-terminal end). BlBglH has a (β/α)8-barrel fold that is conserved in all families 
from Clan-A, including GH1. The main α-helixes, β-strands and loops are labelled 
following the colours. (B) Surface representation of BlBglH with the same colour pattern 
used in A. Here, the substrate binding-pocket is shown with the entrance composed of 
loops L1, L4, L6 and L8. (C) Superposition of BlBglH and BglA-2 complexed with 
thiocellobiose-6P. The structures are highly similar with small differences in loops 
indicated by black arrows. Loop L6 from BglA-2 is partially absent due to high flexibility. 
Reproduced with permission from Veldman et al. 2020 [103]. 

 

The BlBglH and BglA-2 structures were superimposed, and it is seen that both enzymes 

are generally largely similar (Figure 2.6 A). Despite the amino acid sequence identity of 

59.6%, the superposition shows that the residues interacting with thiocellobiose-6P are 

completely conserved between the structures. The phosphate group of the ligand is 

coordinated by hydrogen bonds with main chain nitrogens from Ala423 and Ser424, and 
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with side chain oxygens from Ser424 and Tyr432. Whereas the thiocellobiose is 

coordinated by hydrogen bonds with Gln22, His129, Tyr130, Asn174, Glu175, Glu368 and 

Trp415. Only one difference in the binding site is noted: BglA-2’s M423 is substituted by 

Ala423 in BlBglH. 

Another binding site comparison was performed by superposing the BlBglH structure with 

that of PGALaseE375C (Figure 2.6 B), a 6Pβ-galactosidase from Lactococcus lactis (PDB ID 

4PBG) complexed with the ligand β-galactose-6-phosphate (6Pgal). Although PGALase has 

6Pβ-galactosidase activity, the RMSD between the two structures is 1.25 Å and the majority 

of the residues are conserved. However, a few discrepancies at the side chains of 

conserved amino acids are noticed, most likely because of the absence of a ligand in the 

BlBglH crystal (Figure 2.6 B – blue arrows). The binding sites do differ with regards to four 

amino acids though (Figure 2.6 B – red arrows): 1) PGALaseE375C has a tryptophan at 

position 429 as opposed to Ala423 and Met423 from BlBglH and BglA-2, respectively. A 

hydrogen bond is formed between Trp429 and 6Pgal, while Ala423 and Met423 may not be 

able to accommodate 6Pgal; 2) PGALaseE375C has its native catalytic Glu375 mutated to 

cysteine; 3) PGALaseE375C has an asparagine (Asp297) interacting with 6Pgal at O1. This 

interaction seems to exist only in the mutated form of PGALase, as the Asn297 residue is 

more easily accommodated due to the mutation opening up additional space for the ligand; 

4) PGALaseE375C has a phenylalanine at position 117 in contrast to tyrosines (Tyr130) from 

BlBglH and BglA-2, which forms hydrogen bond with the ligand at +1 subsite. 
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Figure 2.6. Details of BlBglH ligand-binding site (PDB ID 6WGD – green residues) in 
comparison with: (A) BglA-2 (PDB ID 4IPN – magenta residues) complexed with 
thiocellobiose-6P (cyan). The structures have the same amino acids in each position, with 
exception of A423 from BlBglH that superposes with M423 from BglA-2 (red arrows). 
Discrepancies in side chain position are indicated with blue arrows; (B) PGALaseE375C 
(PDB ID 4PBG – grey residues) complexed with 6Pgal (yellow). Most of the amino acids 
from the binding site is conserved and have the same positioning with some differences 
likely caused by the presence of the ligand (blue arrows). The significant differences are 
indicated with red arrows. Reproduced with permission from Veldman et al. 2020 [103]. 
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 2.3.4  Conserved motifs mapped to enzyme structures 

To link the GH1 sequence motifs to structural function, the motifs were mapped to a 

respective crystallographic enzyme structure from each GH1 activity (Figure 2.7). Only the 

motifs that were present in 1 or 2 (but not all 3) of the GH1 activities were mapped. The 

next requirement was that the motifs had to be present in most of the sequences in their 

activity. 

 2.3.4.1  6Pβ-galactosidase activity 

Motif 39 is totally conserved in the 6Pβ-galactosidase activity, and absent in the other 

activities. The motif consists of a beta-hairpin loop that covers the front of the enzyme and 

is known to control access to the active site in the 6Pβ-galactosidase activity. When this 

beta-hairpin loop blocks the opening to the active site, the substrate and the glycon 

product cannot pass through – only the aglycon product can be released. Motif 44, unique 

to the 6Pβ-galactosidase activity, forms part of this beta-hairpin loop also.  

Motif 42 is located nearer to the N-terminal of the sequence and forms an α-helix; the 

residues in this motif were checked for possible significance. Residue Trp34 is totally 

conserved in the 6Pβ-galactosidase and β-glucosidase activities but is absent in the 6Pβ-

glucosidase activity (Supplementary Figure 2.3). With DiscoveryStudio, the Trp34 

interactions were analysed using crystallographic structure PDB IDs 1PBG (ligand-free) 

and 4PBG (ligand-bound) from Lactococcus lactis; this is the only 6Pβ-galactosidase 

enzyme with known PDB structures. It was seen that in the ligand-free form, Trp34 makes 

four different pi-pi stacked interactions with residue Trp429 simultaneously; however, in 

the ligand-bound form no interactions between these two residues were seen. Residue 

Trp429, and its sequence position in the L8a loop, is known to be important for substrate 

specificity within GH1 enzymes [175,183,199,201,204]. Trp34 in motif 42 may therefore be 

responsible for keeping residue Trp429 in place until it binds to a substrate. Furthermore, 
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ligand or not, Trp34 interacts with different protein regions (Tyr18, Phe117, Pro175), 

keeping the area surrounding the active site in place.  

Motif 63 contains residues Asp231 and Ala234 that are totally conserved only within the 

6Pβ-galactosidase activity; these residues bind to motif 44 (Met304 and Ala306), 

presumably providing the very long loop (L6 loop) with some support and could even be 

involved in the dynamics of the beta-hairpin loop that controls access to the active site. 

Motif 58 most likely is also involved in supporting loop L6, as Ile266 (totally conserved in 

6Pβ-galactosidase) forms interactions with the loop (Val331) and with motif 63 (Leu237). 

 2.3.4.2  6Pβ-glucosidase activity 

There were two motifs in the 6Pβ-glucosidase activity that were specific to this activity and 

were totally conserved in this activity – they were deemed highly significant for these 

reasons. On the enzyme structure, these motifs form the L8a and L8b loops (motifs 29 and 

34, respectively). From Figure 2.7 A it is seen that the secondary structure of the 6Pβ-

glucosidase L8 loop differs from the other activities. The L8 loop has known importance as 

it is home to residue Ala423 (BlBglH numbering) – this particular residue position is 

considered to have a role in substrate specificity in 6Pβ-glucosidase enzymes [175], where 

Ala423 sterically clashes with galacto-configured ligands thereby ensuring the binding of 

only gluco-configured ligands. We go into detail about the L8 loop and its importance in 

section  2.3.5 . 

Motif 31 consists of the C-terminal portion of loop L6. The conserved residues in motif 31 

were analysed for possible significance. It seems the conserved residues are responsible 

for binding to other parts of the same loop, perhaps for stability and 3D positional reasons. 

The other activities do not have a motif in the same structural region as motif 31. However, 

the residues in the loop also bind to each other just like the 6Pβ-glucosidase activity. The 

residues within the motif are just slightly more conserved within this particular activity. The 
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same can be said of motifs 33 and 40. Regardless of activity, it seems these regions are 

also responsible for maintaining general tertiary structure by linking secondary structural 

elements. The important GH1 conserved tryptophan residue, Trp342 (BlBglH numbering), 

that acts as a main hydrophobic platform that forms stacking interactions with the +1 sugar 

ring, is only three residues down the sequence from motif 31. 

 2.3.4.3  β-glucosidase activity 

Although not conserved in all β-glucosidase enzymes, motif 21 is conserved within the first 

group of 22 β-glucosidases and is not present in the other activities. This motif forms an α-

helix and is in the same protein region as motif 42 from the 6Pβ-galactosidase activity. In 

addition, the motif 21 region makes many connections with the surrounding regions, linking 

secondary structural elements. The remaining motifs 28, 32, and 37 do not seem to have 

any large significance. The conserved residues in these motifs bind to surrounding areas 

and probably maintain the tertiary structure of the enzyme. 
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 2.3.5  Analysis of loop L8 

Motifs 29 and 34 are thought to be important because they are unique to the 6Pβ-

glucosidase activity, and they are totally conserved within the activity. Motifs 29 and 34 

were discovered in the L8 loop sequence region and make up loop L8a and loop L8b, 

respectively. There is evidence that a specific residue position in loop L8a (Ala423; BlBglH 

numbering) has a role to play in substrate specificity 6Pβ-glycosidases [175]. The one and 

only difference between galacto- and gluco-configured substrates is their O4 hydroxyl 

group arrangement; Michalska and coauthors [175] have explained that the closer O4 

hydroxyl group of the galacto epimer would clash with the 6Pβ-glucosidase residue in loop 

 
Figure 2.7. (A) Motifs mapped to respective crystal structures: β-glucosidase – PDB ID
5DT7, 6Pβ-glucosidase – BlBglH (PDB ID 6WGD) and 6Pβ-galactosidase – PDB ID
4PBG. (B) Linear representation of the enzyme sequences that show the positions of the 
motifs in the sequence – the residue numbering is based on each individual 
crystallographic structure. Reproduced with permission from Veldman et al. 2020 [103]. 
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L8a (Ala423 - BlBglH numbering) and that this would prevent binding and catalysis (Figure 

2.8).  

 

Figure 2.8. Difference in loop L8a structure between the 6Pβ-galactosidase and 6Pβ-
glucosidase activities, contributing to steric clash between 6Pβ-glucosidase enzymes and 
galacto-configured substrates. (A) Superposition of PDB ID 4PBG and three homology 
models (6PB-galactosidases) with BlBglH, 4IPN, 2XHY, and 4GPN structures (6Pβ-
glucosidases). Red circles show the different spatial positions (~2 Å apart) of the 
specificity-inducing Ala423 residue-position (BlBglH numbering). (B)  4GPN and 4PBG are 
co-crystallised with 6PB-cellobiose and 6PB-galactose, respectively. The 6Pβ-glucosidase 
residue would have a steric clash (red dashes) with the OH4 of 6PB-galactose, which has 
axial position. While tryptophans from 6PB-galactosidases have hydrogen bond between 
OH4 of 6PB-galactose (black dashes). 

 

Three different 6Pβ-galactosidase enzymes were modelled, as only one known 6Pβ-

galactosidase enzyme has crystallographic structures (PDB ID 4PBG). We note that the 

L8a loop backbone position at Ala423 differs by a distance of 2 Å between 6Pβ-

galactosidases and 6Pβ-glucosidases (Figure 2.8 A) – this difference in secondary 

structure of the L8a loop (motif 29) very likely contributes to the clash. To find the reason 

behind the structural difference in the L8a loop between the 6Pβ-galactosidase and 6Pβ-

glucosidase activities, crystallographic structures were used to compare the sequence 

positions of residue-residue interactions in the L8a loop. We checked for L8a loop residue 

interactions where all enzymes within each respective activity: (1) had the same 
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interactions with the same sequence positions, and (2) did not share any of these 

interactions with any one enzyme from the opposite activity (Table 2.1 & Figure 2.9). 

There are many more residue-residue interactions that are unique to the 6Pβ-glucosidase 

activity. The 6Pβ-glucosidase activity has five unique interactions whereas the 6Pβ-

galactosidase activity has only one. Contributing to the additional interactions in the 6Pβ-

glucosidase activity is the longer L8b loop (motif 34; blue block in Figure 2.9 A; blue 

residues in Figure 2.9 C) and a single residue insert Glu427. All the differing loop-residue 

interactions between the two activities most likely cause the differing loop structure and 

spatial positioning of residue Ala423 (red block in Figure 2.9 A; red residue in 

Figure 2.9 C). Furthermore, the extra interactions between the L8a and L8b loops in the 

6Pβ-glucosidase activity likely give rise to additional rigidity of the L8a loop, which may 

inhibit the movement of Ala423, and guarantee the clash with galacto-configured ligands. 

 

Table 2.1. Differing L8a loop residue interactions (based on sequence position), between 
the 6Pβ-galactosidase and 6Pβ-glucosidase activities. 

Same residue position  
(6Pβ-galactosidases/6Pβ-
glucosidases) 

6Pβ-galactosidases 6Pβ-glucosidases 

Phe427 / Val421 Tyr433 (pi-pi stacked interaction) Leu57 (Alkyl interaction) 

Ser428 / Ser422  Glu427 (H-bond) 

Glu427 (Insert In 6PGLU)  Ser422 (H-bond) 

Tyr433 / Met428 Phe427 (pi-pi stacked interaction) Asn441 (H-bond) 

Phe444 / Arg439  Arg431 (H-bond) & 
Gly443 (H-bond) 
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Figure 2.9. Differing residue-residue interactions (based on sequence position) in the L8a 
loop between the 6Pβ-galactosidase and 6Pβ-glucosidase activities, contributing to 
differing loop 3D structure. (A) MSA of sequences from the 6Pβ-galactosidase (top 4 
sequences) and 6Pβ-glucosidase (bottom 5 sequences) activities. Curved lines show 
interactions between residues. (B) 3D structure of L8a loop interactions of 6Pβ-
galactosidase activity (4PBG numbering; PDB ID 4PBG). (C) 3D structure of L8a loop 
interactions of 6Pβ-glucosidase activity (BlBglH numbering; PDB ID 6WGD). The 6Pβ-
glucosidase L8a loop has far more unique interactions compared to the 6Pβ-galactosidase 
L8a loop. Red coloured residue = Trp429/Ala423 (steric clash residue). Yellow coloured 
residue = 6Pβ-glucosidase activity Glu427 insert. Blue coloured residues = L8b loop 
residues (L8b is longer in 6Pβ-glucosidase activity). Reproduced with permission from 
Veldman et al. 2020 [103]. 

 

 2.3.6  In silico docking 

AutoDock Vina-Carb was utilised for blind docking. The test ligands PNP6Pgal and 

PNP6Pglc were docked into the active site of the BlBglH crystallographic structure 

(chain B). First though, prior to the docking and MD runs, the acid/base catalytic glutamate 

(Glu175) was protonated (Glh175) in agreement with the GH1 enzyme retention of 

configuration mechanism of catalysis [146,432]. After the docking, it was found that the 
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orientation of the PNP6Pgal ligand was incorrect and was the wrong way around (Figure 

2.10 A). Despite this, there was a difference of only 0.3 kcal/mol binding energy between 

the ligands: -7.5 and -7.8 kcal/mol for PNP6Pgal and PNP6Pglc, respectively. The protein-

ligand residue interactions are shown in Figure 2.10 B and Figure 2.10 C. Taken from 

Table 1.1 in Chapter 1, the important active site residues for BlBglH (putative 6Pβ-

glucosidase activity) should be Gln22, His129, Tyr130, Asn174, Glu175, Tyr307, Trp342, 

Glu368, Trp415, Ser422, Ala423, Ser424, Lys430 and Tyr432. The PNP6Pgal and 

PNP6Pglc ligands interact with 12 and 13 of the 14 active site residues, respectively. 

His129 and Tyr130 is missing from the PNP6Pgal interactions, and Lys430 is the only 

residue missing from PNP6Pglc. Although PNP6Pgal displayed 12 active site residue 

interactions, the binding of the three different ligand groups (phosphate, glycon and 

aglycon) to the protein subsites were mismatched. Conventionally, the two catalytic 

glutamates (Glu175 and Glu368) should interact with the glycon group [175,201] but these 

catalytic glutamates interact with the PNP6Pgal phosphate group. In fact, the majority of 

the other active site residues have mismatched PNP6Pgal binding site interactions 

suggesting the unsuitability of the ligand for the protein. On the other hand, PNP6Pglc 

shows favourable active site interactions as well as a correct orientation (Figure 2.10 C). 

These findings provide evidence that enzyme BlBglH prefers gluco-configured substrates. 

Due to the docked PNP6Pgal ligand having an incorrect orientation, we manually built 

PNP6Pgal into the active site to have the correct pose. This was done by transforming the 

docked PNP6Pglc ligand (having the correct pose) by altering the configuration of the O4 

hydroxyl group. This new pose of PNP6Pgal will be named PNP6Pgal-pose2. Figure 2.10 D 

shows the interactions of PNP6Pgal-pose2 with the enzyme active site. The His129 residue 
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interaction is lost when PNP6Pglc is transformed to PNP6Pgal-pose2. To determine the 

 

Figure 2.10. BlBglH protein-ligand docking. (A) 3D representation of the PNP6Pgal (red) 
and PNP6Pglc (green) ligand orientations within the enzyme active site. (B) PNP6Pgal 
interactions, with binding energy of -7.5 kcal/mol. PNP6Pgal is in incorrect orientation 
within the active site. (C) PNP6Pglc interactions, with binding energy of -7.8 kcal/mol. (D) 
PNP6Pgal-pose2 interactions, with binding energy of -7.6 kcal/mol. The PNP6Pgal ligand 
was transformed from the docked PNP6Pglc ligand by changing the configuration of the 
O4 hydroxyl group from equatorial to axial. Adapted from Veldman et al. 2020 [103]. 

 

PNP6Pgal-pose2 binding score, the “vina-carb –score_only” command was utilised. This 

score was -7.6 kcal/mol which is a marginal improvement compared to the original docked 

PNP6Pgal (-7.5 kcal/mol), but not as good as PNP6Pglc (-7.8 kcal/mol). Considering the 

superior binding score and orientation of the PNP6Pgal-pose2 ligand compared to the 
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docked PNP6Pgal ligand, the PNP6Pgal-pose2 complex was simulated using molecular 

dynamics in addition to the PNP6Pgal and PNP6Pglc complexes. 

 2.3.7  Molecular dynamics 

Enzyme BlBglH alone, and in complex with the docked and transformed ligands, was 

simulated for 400 ns using MD. This was done to analyse the dynamics of BlBglH, and to 

provide evidence of the activity and substrate specificity of BlBglH. PNP6Pglc stayed in the 

active site of the enzyme throughout the entire 400 ns of MD simulation. In contrast, 

PNP6Pgal was unstable and at 77 ns it departed the active site and even exited the 

enzyme at 287 ns. The PNP6Pgal-pose2 ligand, however, was found to be in the enzyme 

at 400 ns, but only the phosphate group was still bound to the active site. Hereafter, the 

results from the PNP6Pgal-pose2 ligand and its complex were compared to the PNP6Pglc-

complex because of the PNP6Pgal exit from enzyme BlBglH. 

 2.3.7.1  Trajectory analysis 

RMSD, Rg and RMSF were used to analyse the MD simulations from the PNP6Pgal-pose2 

and PNP6Pglc complexes (Figure 2.11). Protein RMSD gives an indication of 

conformational variation and overall stability throughout the MD simulations. Figure 2.11 A 

shows the protein RMSD of enzyme BlBglH alone (apo) and complexed with the two 

ligands. It is seen that BlBglH complexed with PNP6Pglc had higher stability compared to 

both the apo protein and the protein complexed with PNP6Pgal-pose2 – this is 

demonstrated by the smaller and more consistent RMSD values. Ligand binding did not 

cause any major protein conformational change – we know this because there was no 

significant change in protein RMSD throughout the simulation, and no change in 

conformation was observed with visual inspection using the program VMD. This 

observation is in line with a previous study [178] where it was established that the binding 

of ligands within GH1 enzymes have a minimal effect on conformational change. In the 
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study, 16 GH1 crystallographic structures were very tightly superimposed, despite some 

structures having occupied active sites and some not. The ligand RMSD (Figure 2.11 B) of 

PNP6Pglc was consistent and did not have values higher than 0.3 nm, meaning that 

PNP6Pglc was stable throughout the MD simulation. On the other hand, the PNP6Pgal-

pose2 RMSD values were not consistent – at 25 ns and again at 275 ns, the ligand 

changed its position within the enzyme, gradually increasing its distance from the initial 

position. The Rg was then used to measure the compactness of the enzyme during MD. All 

of the MD runs had an extremely stable Rg during the whole 400 ns, never deviating more 

than 0.05 nm. However, the BlBglH enzyme complexed with PNP6Pglc was moderately 

more compact in general when compared to the apo protein and PNP6Pgal-pose2 

complex (Figure 2.11 C). RMSF measures the fluctuation of each individual residue during 

the simulations. The residues of enzyme BlBglH complexed with PNP6Pglc showed less 

fluctuation overall compared to the apo protein and PNP6Pgal-pose2 complex (Figure 2.11 

D). The difference in fluctuation is more prominent in the protein loop regions, however. 

Overall, the smaller RMSD, Rg and RMSF values of the PNP6Pglc complex, as well as the 

greater stability, are most likely due to the sustained favourable binding of PNP6Pglc 

within the enzyme and is evidence of the suitability of the ligand for the enzyme. Figure 

2.11 E clearly shows the BlBglH structural regions with significant differences in RMSF 

values between the ligand-free and ligand-bound proteins, or between the two different 

complexes. Most of these regions are the loops that surround the active site. The right 

flank of the enzyme (L5 & α5 – cyan colour) shows slightly less fluctuation in the 

PNP6Pglc complex, this could mean that this side of the enzyme opens up very slightly 

when not binding stably to a ligand. 
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In Figure 2.12, snapshots of the MD simulations at 0 ns (grey), 15 ns (cyan), 250 ns 

(magenta) and 400 ns (dark blue) are superimposed for the PNP6Pgal-pose2 complex 

(Figure 2.12 A) and PNP6Pglc complex (Figure 2.12 B). The times of the snapshots were 

chosen over periods of PNP6Pgal-pose2 stability and show the various positions that the 

PNP6Pgal-pose2 ligand occupied during the simulation. As time progresses, the 

PNP6Pgal-pose2 ligand shifts, and by the end of the simulation only the phosphate group 

remained in the active site (Figure 2.12 A). The loops around the active site are stabilised 

when PNP6Pglc is bound, shown with orange arrows in Figure 2.12. The PNP6Pglc-

complex had lower RMSF values in these loop regions also (Figure 2.11 D). Regarding the 

PNP6Pgal-pose2 complex, loops L1, L6a, L8a and L8b move further from their initial 

Figure 2.11. BlBglH MD trajectory analysis. (A) Protein backbone RMSD after least 
square fitting to protein backbone, (B) ligand RMSD after least square fitting to protein 
backbone, (C) protein radius of gyration, (D) protein residue RMSF, and (E) colour
coded sequence regions that are mapped to the BlBglH structure where significant 
differences in RMSF values are seen between either the ligand-free and ligand-bound 
proteins, or the two different complexes. Adapted from Veldman et al. 2020 [103]. 
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positions over time. This is especially noticeable in loop L8b – the loop discussed earlier to 

be important for the structure of loop L8a which contains Ala423 (BlBglH numbering), the 

residue believed to clash with a galacto-configured O4 hydroxyl group. The L6 loop is 

thought to obstruct the entrance to the active site where the substrate and the glycon 

product cannot pass through – only the aglycon product can be released [183]. In the 

PNP6Pglc complex, this loop covered the active site entrance for the duration of the MD 

simulation, whereas the loop was much more scattered in the PNP6Pgal-pose2 complex. 

The results show that the favourable binding of substrate stabilises the loops that surround 

the BlBglH active site. The enzyme without a bound substrate would need to open itself up 

slightly to accommodate a potential substrate and would be stabilised when bound to a 

suitable substrate. 

 

Figure 2.12. Static snapshots of the (A) PNP6Pgal-pose2 and (B) PNP6Pglc complexes 
during the MD simulations at 0 ns (grey), 15 ns (cyan), 250 ns (magenta) and 400 ns (dark 
blue) are superimposed. Orange arrows show the location of loops that are all stabilised 
by PNP6Pglc binding and destabilised by the mobile PNP6Pgal-pose2. Reproduced with 
permission from Veldman et al. 2020 [103]. 
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 2.3.7.2  PNP6Pglc ligand interactions 

The interactions between BlBglH and the PNP6Pglc ligand at 400 ns of MD simulation are 

shown in Figure 2.13. The ligand interacts with 13 BlBglH active site residues and is in a 

good orientation within the active site. From the start until the end of the simulation, 

PNP6Pglc had very minimal change in its position/orientation and interactions 

(Figure 2.13 C). The only missing active site residue was Lys430, which would normally 

form a charge-charge attraction with the negatively-charged ligand-phosphate. Since 

charge-charge interactions can be strong even at 5-10 Å [442], the distance was 

measured between the positively-charged Lys430 nitrogen atom and the two negatively-

charged oxygen atoms on the ligand-phosphate (Figure 2.14). During the majority of the 

MD simulation this distance was less than 10 Å, meaning that Lys430 was most likely still 

attracting the ligand. Hydrogen bonds, at 400 ns, are formed between the ligand and four 

different enzyme residues, namely Trp342, Tyr307, Glu368 and Ser424. In addition to its 

hydrogen bond contributions, Tyr307 forms a pi-pi stacked interaction with the aglycon 

ring. The Ser424 residue position interaction seen here is also seen in all three 6Pβ-

glucosidase activity enzymes from Table 1.1, but is absent in the other activities, therefore 

the Ser424 residue position could be important for the substrate specificity of 6Pβ-

glucosidase activity enzymes. 
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Figure 2.13. BlBglH-PNP6Pglc interactions (A) 2D representation of PNP6Pglc protein-
ligand interactions at 400 ns of MD simulation. (B) 3D representation of PNP6Pglc protein-
ligand interactions at 400 ns of MD simulation. (C) Overlay of PNP6Pglc protein-ligand 
interactions at 0 ns (grey) and 400 ns (colour). (D) Hydrogen bonding of the PNP6Pglc 
ligand-protein complex during the last 15 ns of the MD simulation, using standard/default 
geometric criteria/definitions. Hydrogen bonds are shown in yellow. Adapted from Veldman 
et al. 2020 [103]. 

 

For more detail, we analysed the hydrogen bonding in the BlBglH-PNP6Pglc complex 

during the final 15 ns of MD simulation (Figure 2.13 D). For the vast majority of the time, 

the catalytic Glu368 residue forms hydrogen bonds with two different positions on the 

ligand glycon ring; namely the hydrogen atoms of the ligand O2 and O3 hydroxyls. There 

is also consistent hydrogen bonding between Tyr307 and the ligand glycon O2 atom. 

Residues Trp342, Leu326 and Gln22 also form many hydrogen bonds in more than one 

position on the ligand. Residues Trp342 and Leu326 are located in the large L6 loop that 

may control access to the entrance of the substrate-binding pocket. The L6 loop could 
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then be responsible for ligand binding, in addition to having a role in controlling which 

ligands enter and exit the enzyme. The side chain of Trp342 is a large contributor of GH1 

interactions with the aglycon group of bound substrates. By experimentally mutating the 

Trp342 residue and then performing catalysis studies, this residue has been shown to be 

significant in cellobiose-6P hydrolysis [201]. Residue Trp342 is conserved in 58 of the 59 

sequences used in this study (Supplementary Figure 2.3), an indication of its significance 

in bacterial GH1 enzymes.  

 

 2.3.7.3  Binding free energy 

The measurement of binding strength of protein-ligand or protein-protein interactions can 

be performed with binding free energy calculations [409,410]. Although not as accurate as 

more computationally intensive methods, the molecular mechanics Poisson-Boltzmann 

surface area (MM/PBSA) method has been useful to computational and experimental 

researchers. The MM/PBSA method is a quick but reliable way to explore protein-ligand 

binding interactions [408]. Despite being used mostly for drug discovery research, the 

Figure 2.14. Distance measured between the positively-charged Lys430 nitrogen atom 
and the negatively-charged ligand-phosphate. 
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MM/PBSA method was used here to provide an estimation of ligand binding affinity of the 

two different ligands (Table 2.2).  

Table 2.2: Contribution of individual energies towards the total binding free energy, 
resulting from the MM/PBSA analyses of the two complexes. All values are in kJ/mol. The 
final 15 ns of the MD simulations were used (385-400 ns). 

Complex Van der Waal’s Electrostatic Polar solvation Solvent Accessible 
Surface Area 

(apolar) 

Total binding 
energy  

PNP6Pgal-
pose2 – 
BlBglH 

-79.92 ± 0.44  339.44 ± 2.96 199.94 ± 3.05 -12.08 ± 0.04 447.12 ± 1.12 

PNP6Pglc – 
BlBglH 

-159.39 ± 0.36 -108.77 ± 0.26 191.22 ± 0.26 -18.03 ± 0.02 -94.98 ± 0.30 

 

The final 15 ns (385-400 ns) of the MD simulations were used during the energy 

calculations. The difference in the total binding energy between the complexes was large: 

the PNP6Pgal-pose2 complex had a poor binding energy total of 447.12 kJ/mol compared 

to the PNP6Pglc complex which had a binding energy total of -94.98 kJ/mol. The disparity 

in the total energies is mostly caused by a big difference in electrostatic energy. The 

electrostatic component of binding free energy can be greatly affected by a modest 

fluctuation in charge distribution [442,443], therefore the large difference between the 

complexes in electrostatic binding energy could be explained by the like-charge interaction 

between the negatively-charged ligand phosphate group and the negatively-charged 

catalytic residue Glu368 in the PNP6Pgal-pose2 complex (Figure 2.15). Some types of 

hydrogen bonds can contribute to electrostatic binding energy [443]. At any one time, the 

PNP6Pglc complex had around two more hydrogen bonds on average when compared to 

the PNP6Pgal-pose2 complex (Figure 2.15 B & Figure 2.15 C). Thus, the reduced number 

of hydrogen bonds in the PNP6Pgal-pose2 complex could also account for the disparity in 

the electrostatic binding energy. The binding free energy results further support the 

putative 6Pβ-glucosidase activity of enzyme BlBglH. 
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 2.3.7.4  MD duplication 

The structural difference between the two test ligands is small, namely just one hydroxyl 

group arrangement. However, the difference in the MD simulations and ensuing binding 

free energy results were striking. To enhance the plausibility of the results, the MD 

simulations and MM/PBSA calculations were duplicated (Supplementary Figure 2.5 and 

Supplementary Table 2.4, respectively). In the duplicates, just like before, the MD 

simulation of the PNP6Pglc complex had lower and more consistent RMSD, Rg and RMSF 

values compared to the PNP6Pgal-pose2 complex, as well as better ligand stability. Loops 

L1, L6a and L8a fluctuate less in the PNP6Pglc complex. The catalytic Glu368 residue 

once again forms hydrogen bonds with the PNP6Pglc ligand glycon group in two different 

locations. At the end of the simulation, PNP6Pglc was found to be in a good pose within 

the active site although the ligand phosphate group interacted with fewer active site 

residues compared to the original MD simulation. The MM/PBSA results from the 

duplicated MD’s showed the PNP6Pgal-pose2 and PNP6Pglc complexes to have total 

binding energies of 430.89 kJ/mol and -74.38 kJ/mol, respectively: quite similar to the first 

calculations. The uniform results from two different sets of MD simulations proves the 

validity of the results overall. 

Figure 2.15. Contributors to the large difference in electrostatic binding energy between 
the two BlBglH complexes during the final 15 ns of the MD simulation. (A) Like-charge 
interaction between the negatively-charged ligand phosphate group and the negatively-
charged catalytic protein residue Glu368. (B) Number of hydrogen bonds formed in the 
PNP6Pgal complex. (C) Number of hydrogen bonds formed in the PNP6Pglc complex. 
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 2.4  Conclusion 

The sequence analyses used a dataset of 59 bacterial GH1 enzymes and predicted 

enzyme BlBglH to have 6Pβ-glucosidase activity. In fact, BlBglH fell into the 6Pβ-

glucosidase group in each separate sequence-based evaluation. It shared an average of 

53% sequence identity with the 6Pβ-glucosidase group; 20% more than any other activity. 

During the phylogenetic analysis, BlBglH clustered into the 6Pβ-glucosidase activity with 

strong bootstrap confidence. BlBglH was also found to possess motifs that were seen only 

in the sequences of the 6Pβ-glucosidase activity. Despite the high structural similarity 

between GH1 members, it was found that the L8 loop secondary structure contributes to 

the substrate specificity between 6Pβ-glucosidases and 6Pβ-galactosidases. In contrast to 

PNP6Pgal, PNP6Pglc showed sustained favourable binding during MD, providing 

evidence of the 6Pβ-glucosidase activity of BlBglH. Additionally, the favourable binding of 

PNP6Pglc stabilised the loops that surround the active site. Seeing as correspondent 

transport and utilisation systems are conserved, this study could influence other research 

and industrial applications using B. licheniformis as well as other bacteria. As far as we are 

aware, this is the earliest known investigation to simulate a 6Pβ-glycosidase GH1 enzyme 

using MD.  
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Chapter 3: Bioinformatics analysis and substrate 

specificity of enzymes BlBglC and BlBglB 

 3.1  Introduction 

At the time of writing, 21 various GH1 enzymatic activities are classified in the CAZy 

database. Most often, bacteria utilise only one preferred carbon source [444], therefore 

most bacteria possess one specific activity. Bacteria usually act together in order to 

metabolize a cascade of substrates. The 6Pβ-galactosidase activity hydrolyses 6Pβ-

galactosides (e.g., phosphorylated lactose) forming galactose-6-phosphate [199], whereas 

the 6Pβ-glucosidases activity hydrolyses 6Pβ-glucosides forming glucose-6-phosphate 

[175]. On the other hand enzymes can also be promiscuous, having broad specificity, 

which means they are able to utilise more than one substrate and catalyse more than one 

reaction [28]. In the CAZy database, only three GH1 enzymes have been characterised as 

having dual-phospho activity, and only one previous dual-phospho crystallographic 

structure exists: Gan1D from G. stearothermophilus [199].  

Galacto- and gluco-configured substrates differ only in the position of their O4 hydroxyl 

group and are therefore extremely similar. As seen in the previous chapter, this slight 

difference has enough importance to cause very different outcomes in MD simulations 

where the gluco-configured substrate remained stable in the active site, but the galacto-

configured substrate exited the enzyme completely [105]. However, dual-phospho activity 

enzymes are able to hydrolyse both galacto- and gluco-configured substrates. The Gln23 

and Trp433 residues of the Gan1D enzyme structure (referred to above) are thought to be 

significant for ligand recognition and binding, and that the particular Gln23 and Trp433 

hydrogen bonding enables the modulation of preference toward a galactose or glucose 

sugar.  
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This chapter seeks to provide insight into the function of two new crystallographic 

structures of GH1 enzymes from the bacterium B. licheniformis (BlBglB & BlBglC). They 

are analysed to provide evidence for their enzyme activity and to study their substrate 

specificity. Sequence analyses, MD simulation analysis and binding free energy 

calculations provide evidence for the dual-phospho activity of BlBglC. In triplicate, test 

ligands PNP6Pgal and PNP6Pglc are used to establish the details of BlBglC substrate 

specificity. Important details of the broad specificity of dual-phospho activity GH1 enzymes 

are revealed. In contrast, the BlBglB enzyme is very unique and activity determination of 

the enzyme is elusive. 

Most of the work in this chapter is reproduced from the publication below. All of the work is 

my own, except for enzyme 3D crystallographic structure determination and activity 

assays. All original writing and figure generation from this chapter is my own except for 

section 3.3.2 and Figure 3.3. 

Wayde Veldman, Marcelo Liberato, Valquiria Souza, Vitor Almeida, Sandro Marana, 

Özlem Tastan Bishop, and Igor Polikarpov. “Differences in Gluco and Galacto 

Substrate-Binding Interactions in a Dual 6Pβ-Glucosidase/6Pβ-Galactosidase 

Glycoside Hydrolase 1 Enzyme from Bacillus licheniformis”. Journal of Chemical 

Information and Modeling. 2021, 61, 9, 4554–4570. DOI: 10.1021/acs.jcim.1c00413. 

 3.2  Methodology 

 3.2.1  Enzyme crystallographic structure from collaborators 

From our collaborators at the University of São Paulo we obtained two unpublished 

crystallographic enzyme structures in PDB format from the bacterium B. licheniformis. The 

GenBank accessions of the enzymes are AAU39345.1 (BlBglC) and AAU43012.1 

(BlBglB). The structures were checked for rotamers, missing atoms, and missing residues. 

The structures did not have any ligand in their active sites and therefore enzyme function 
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and specificity were unclear. The BlBglC enzyme crystallographic structure is published on 

the RCSB PDB webserver with PDB ID 7M1R. X-ray diffraction was used to determine the 

structures. The quality metrics for 7M1R are as follows: Resolution – 1.98 Å; R-Value Free – 

0.188; R-Value Work – 0.155; R-Value Observed – 0.157; Clashscore – 2; Ramachandran 

outliers – 0; Sidechain outliers – 0.7%; RSRZ outliers – 0.8%. The quality metrics for the 

BlBglB crystallographic structure are as follows: Resolution – 2.43 Å; R-Value Free – 0.251; 

R-Value Work – 0.225; Clashscore – 6; Ramachandran outliers – 0. 

 3.2.2  GH1 enzyme sequence data retrieval  

The amino acid sequences of characterised bacterial GH1 enzymes were retrieved from 

the CAZy database. 35 β-glucosidase (EC 3.2.1.21), eight 6Pβ-galactosidase (EC 

3.2.1.85), 20 6Pβ-glucosidase (EC 3.2.1.86), and three dual-phospho activity sequences 

were downloaded via the GenBank  links in CAZy. The BlBglC and BlBglB sequences 

were then added to the retrieved characterised homolog GH1 enzyme sequences to make 

a total of 69 sequences in the final dataset (Supplementary Table 3.1). 

 3.2.3  Multiple sequence alignment 

The PROMALS3D alignment webserver was used with the GH1 sequence dataset to 

produce an MSA (Supplementary Figure 3.1). It is possible to upload crystallographic 

structures to PROMALS3D so that the webserver includes the secondary structure 

information in order to improve the alignment. For this reason, if any of the sequences had 

structures, they were added to the webserver in addition to the full GenBank sequences, 

but only after they were checked for residue rotamers to prevent the duplication of 

residues in the sequences. Following alignment, the MSA was viewed, analysed and 

appropriately adjusted with Jalview (version 2) alignment viewer. The last step was the 

removal of the crystallographic structure sequences from the MSA. 
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 3.2.4  Phylogenetic analysis 

With the MSA and the MEGA v7.0.26 tool, phylogenetic trees were constructed. The 

evolutionary models with the three lowest Bayesian information criterion (BIC) scores were 

selected for phylogenetic tree construction and three different gap deletions (90, 95 and 

100%) were used for each model. For each construction of a tree, 1000 bootstrap 

replicates and a strong branch swap filter were used. The top models for all three gap 

deletions were determined to be the Whelan and Goldman model with Gama distribution 

and Invariant sites (WAG+G+I), the Le and Gascuel model with Gama distribution (LG+G), 

and the Le and Gascuel model with Gama distribution and Invariant sites (LG+G+I). Nine 

maximum likelihood phylogenetic trees were constructed using the three models at the 

three different gap deletions. To select the optimal tree, each of the nine constructed 

phylogenetic trees were compared to their respective bootstrap consensus trees – overall 

branching pattern and branch support were taken into consideration. The most accurate 

phylogenetic tree was chosen to be the one using the WAG+G+I model with 90% gap 

deletion. 

 3.2.5  Motif analysis and structure mapping 

The MEME v4.9.1 tool was utilised to search for sequence motifs within the enzyme 

sequences (Supplementary Table 3.2). A search for motifs with a size range of between 

five and ten residues was set, as this range was established to be optimal for both the 

identification of activity-specific motifs as well as shared motifs between different activities. 

To locate and exclude any intersecting motifs, the Motif Alignment Search Tool (MAST; 

part of the MEME suite) was used; this resulted in 80 significant motifs. By parsing the 

MEME log file with a Python script that was formerly written by Faya et al., a motif 

heatmap was generated showing the conservation of motifs that are shared between the 

GH1 enzyme sequences. Motifs that were found to be totally conserved within a particular 
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enzyme activity were mapped to an enzyme crystallographic structure from the same 

activity. 

 3.2.6  Activity assays 

The enzyme activity assays were performed by our collaborators at the University of São 

Paulo. P-nitrophenyl β-fucopyranoside (PNPβfuc), p-nitrophenyl β-galactopyranoside 

(PNPβgal), p-nitrophenyl β-glucopyranoside (PNPβglc), p-nitrophenyl β-xyloside, p-

nitrophenyl β-mannopyranoside, and the oligosaccharides cellobiose, cellotriose and 

cellotetraose were used. Regrettably, no phosphorylated PNP-monosaccharides nor 

phosphorylated cellooligosaccharides were commercially available. 

 3.2.7  Homology modelling 

Two regions of the enzyme BlBglB crystallographic structure were missing due to high 

flexibility – these regions were loops L4 and L6, and they had to be modelled in order to 

obtain a complete enzyme structure for use in in silico docking and MD. Three template 

structures were utilised, including the original BlBglB structure, the BlBglC structure (PDB 

ID 7M1R), and finally PDB ID 6WGD. Chain A of enzyme BlBglB was modelled. 

HHpred and PRotein Interactive MOdeling (PRIMO) webservers were used to identify 

suitable template structures for the models. 100 models per target enzyme were generated 

using MODELLER version 9.23. The top three models per target enzyme, ranked by 

normalised z-DOPE (Discrete Optimized Protein Energy) score, were evaluated further 

using PROCHECK, Qualitative Model Energy Analysis (QMEAN) and Verify3D 

webservers. According to the consensus from all three model quality evaluation tools, the 

best model from each target protein was selected. The templates were all of high quality, 

and a very high-quality model was produced (Supplementary Table 3.3). 
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 3.2.8  In silico docking  

To validate the docking procedure, the Autodock Vina-Carb version 1.0 docking program 

was used with the crystallographic structure of Gan1D from G. stearothermophilus T-1 

(PDB ID 5OKG, chain D) and its ligand cellobiose-6-phosphate. After removing cellobiose-

6-phosphate from the protein, it was docked back into the protein using a blind docking 

approach. A grid box search space of dimension size of x = 75.0 Å, y = 75.0 Å, z = 75.0 Å 

was defined, the ligands were centred at x = -15.4, y = -34.8, z = -88.4, and a search 

exhaustiveness value of 300 was applied. Using the GROMACS RMSD command gmx 

rms, the RMSD between the crystallographic structure ligand and the same ligand docked 

into the crystallographic structure was 0.56 Å. Docking validation poses are conventionally 

regarded as successful if the RMSD is below 2 Å from the known ligand conformation 

[445–447]. 

Due to the absence of missing residues in important regions, chain A of the 

crystallographic structure 7M1R (BlBglC) was used to perform docking. To evaluate 

enzyme activity, two ligands that represent either the 6Pβ-galactosidase or 6Pβ-

glucosidase activity were docked into the active site of BlBglC using blind docking. These 

ligands were p-nitrophenyl-beta-D-galactoside-6-phosphate (PNP6Pgal) and p-

nitrophenyl-beta-D-glucoside-6-phosphate (PNP6Pglc), respectively. The two ligands have 

identical structure, with only one exception: the galacto epimer’s O4 hydroxyl group has an 

axial position, whereas the gluco epimer’s O4 hydroxyl group has an equatorial position 

(Supplementary Figure 2.2). Initial attempts at docking into the active site of the original 

conformation of the BlBglC crystallographic structure failed – the suspected cause being 

the L6 loop that is thought to block the entrance to the active site [175,183]. To overcome 

this obstacle, a 200 ns apo MD simulation was run at an increased temperature of 315 K 

using 7M1R chain A in order to open up the L6 loop and expose the active site. The 

distance between the loop and the active site during the course of the simulation was 
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monitored using VMD software. The BlBglC structure at the point where this distance was 

the greatest (115 ns; 6.5 Å) was used for the second docking attempt. On the other hand, 

chain A of enzyme BlBglB was modelled, and the model directly used for docking. For both 

BlBglC and BlBglB, a grid box search space of dimension size: x = 75.0 Å, y = 75.0 Å, z = 

75.0 Å was defined, with a search exhaustiveness value of 300. The ligands were centred 

at x = 36.3, y = 39.9, z = 41.9 and x = -1.4, y = -2.9, z = 27.2 for BlBglC and BlBglB, 

respectively. In agreement with the retention of configuration catalysis mechanism of GH1 

enzymes [146,432], the acid/base catalytic glutamate residues of the enzyme structures 

were protonated before docking. 

 3.2.9  Molecular dynamics 

Using the AM1-BCC method of the AmberTools17 antechamber program, ligand partial 

atomic charges were assigned to a fully protonated ligand and a mol2 file created. Making 

use of the H++ webserver, the proteins were protonated at a pH of 6. The generated H++ 

inpcrd/prmtop files were converted to a PDB file with the AmberTools17 ambpdb program. 

The ligand and protein PDB files were then concatenated to create a protein-ligand 

complex PDB file that was used to generate topology files with programs parmchk2 and 

tleap of the AmberTools17 package. Modelled with the TIP3P water model during the 

previous step, water molecules were added as solvent to a cubic periodic box with a 

minimum distance of 10 Å from the protein edge. The systems were then neutralised using 

0.15 M NaCl. The van der Waals and bonded parameters from the general amber force 

field 2 (GAFF2) were implemented. Acpype, of the AmberTools17 package, converted the 

topology files to GROMACS format. 

Prior to production runs, all molecular systems were energy minimised using a conjugate-

gradient being energy relaxed with a force tolerance of 1000 kJ/mol/nm and capped at a 

maximum of 50,000 steps. The temperature of the systems was then equilibrated at 

303.15 K over 100 ps utilising the velocity rescale thermostat (modified Berendsen 
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thermostat). The pressure was equilibrated using the Parrinello-Rahman barostat in order 

to maintain 1 bar of system pressure. Production runs were executed using GROMACS 

2018.2 with the all-atom AMBER ff14SB force field on one Nvidia Tesla v100 GPU in 

conjunction with 10 CPU cores at the Centre for High Performance Computing (Cape 

Town, South Africa). All simulations were run at a pH of 6 and a temperature of 303.15 K 

(30 °C). Each of the MD simulations was run for 500 ns with 2 fs time steps, and 

coordinates written every 10 ps. The Linear Constraint Solver (LINCS) algorithm was 

employed for the duration of the simulations in order to correct for rotational bond 

lengthening. Coulombic and van der Waals short-range cut-offs were set to 1.4 nm. The 

long-distance electrostatic interactions were calculated using the Particle-Mesh Ewald 

(PME) algorithm, with a Fourier grid spacing of 0.16 nm. 

 3.2.10  Analysis of MD trajectories 

Once the MD simulations concluded, the periodic boundary conditions of the trajectories 

were corrected, jumps across boundaries were removed, and the protein was centred 

inside the simulation box. The GROMACS tools gmx rms, gmx rmsf and gmx gyrate were 

used to determine RMSD, RMSF, and Rg, respectively. The protein-ligand hydrogen 

bonding information during the final 20 ns of the MD’s was extracted with the hbond 

command of AMBER’s cpptraj program, with standard/default geometric criteria/definitions. 

Molecular interactions other than hydrogen bonds, and including hydrogen bonds, were 

monitored via DiscoveryStudio. In certain instances, the distances between catalytic 

residues and bound ligand were monitored over the course of the MD simulations using 

VMD. 

 3.2.11  Binding free energy calculations 

The molecular mechanics Poisson-Boltzmann surface area (MM/PBSA) method was 

executed with the g_mmpbsa software tool, to determine the binding free energies of the 
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protein-ligand complexes. The final 20 ns (480-500 ns) of the MD trajectories were run 

during the binding free energy calculations, sampled at 10 ps time intervals, and once 

completed the g_mmpbsa MmPbSaStat.py Python script was run to obtain a summary of 

the final energies. 

 3.2.12  Free energy landscape analyses 

The global protein motions throughout the MD simulations were investigated using PCA 

[416]. First, the gmx covar tool was used to construct a covariance matrix from the 

coordinates of the protein Cα atoms. Then, using the gmx anaeg tool, eigenvectors and 

eigenvalues were obtained after diagonalization of the covariance matrix. Finally, Gibbs 

free energy profiles were constructed using the two eigenvectors with the largest 

eigenvalues (PC1 and PC2) as these embody the slowest modes (large-scale movements) 

– this was done using the gmx sham tool, and xpm2txt.py and sham.pl scripts. Figures 

were generated using Python and R. 

 3.3  Results 

 3.3.1  Sequence analysis 

The 67 characterised GH1 sequences from various enzyme activities, together with the 

sequences of enzymes BlBglC and BlBglB, were used to create an MSA from which a 

sequence identity heatmap (Figure 3.1 A) and phylogenetic tree (Figure 3.1 B) were 

generated. Also, discovered sequence motifs were placed in a motif heatmap (Figure 3.1 

C). Quite fittingly, the enzymes showed identical groupings within the sequence identity 

heatmap, the phylogenetic tree, and the motif heatmap. Primarily, the enzyme sequences 

formed groups that correlate to enzyme activity, with the exception of nine “unique” 

sequences. The unique sequences are composed of BlBglC, BlBglB, the 3 dual-phospho 

activity enzymes, as well as CAB12135.1, AAX76617.1, ABL14155.1, and ACK41762.1. 
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The unique sequences form their own groups, which we have named Groups 1, 2, and 3. 

Group 1 contains BlBglC, two of the three dual-phospho activity enzymes, and 

CAB12135.1. The sequence identity is extremely high (87%) between the BlBglC and 

CAB12135.1 sequences (Supplementary Figure 3.2). The CAZy database has 

characterised CAB12135.1 as a 6Pβ-glucosidase, yet its high shared sequence identity 

with the two dual-phospho activity enzymes in Group 1 (~70%) suggests CAB12135.1 may 

actually have dual-phospho activity. The phylogenetic tree (Supplementary Figure 3.3) and 

the many shared motifs between the four enzyme sequences in Group1 (Figure 3.1 C) 

also suggest that CAB12135.1 is a dual-phospho activity enzyme. In addition, 

CAB12135.1 is in possession of the longer L6 loop that is usually found in the dual-

phospho activity enzymes, therefore CAB12135.1 is not a 6Pβ-glucosidase enzyme as 

these enzymes do not have this longer loop. Thus, Group 1 can be classified as the dual-

phospho activity group. Group 2 contains enzyme BlBglB and AAX76617.1 which share a 

very high 79% sequence identity. Although characterised as a β-glucosidase, AAX76617.1 

has a higher sequence identity with the dual-phospho activity enzymes in Group 1 than 

with the β-glucosidases. Compared to the other activities/groups, Group 2 shares its 

highest sequence identity with Group 1 (50%), indicating that BlBglB could be a dual-

phospho enzyme. Sequences BAD76141.1 and ABL14155.1 form Group 3. BAD76141.1 

is characterised by CAZy as a dual-phospho activity enzyme, even though only 41% 

sequence identity is shared between this sequence and the other 2 dual-phospho activity 

enzymes. Furthermore, BAD76141.1 lacks the longer L6 loop, meaning it is not a dual-

phospho enzyme. ABL14155.1 is characterised as a β-glucosidase but does not fall into 

the β-glucosidase group. The enzymes in Group 3 share their highest sequence identity 

with the β-glucosidase enzymes. 

The enzymes in Group 1, which includes BlBglC, possess a combination of motifs that are 

present in all of the other three GH1 activities. These motifs are 24 and 26 from β-
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glucosidases, 26 and 43 from 6Pβ-galactosidases, and 34 from 6Pβ-glucosidases. This 

shows that dual-phospho activity GH1 enzymes such as BlBglC could depend on 

sequence regions from all of these activities to perform their broad functions. On the other 

hand, Group 1 is in possession of motifs 57 and 70 which are found only in Group 1 and 

could have independent functional importance for dual-phospho activity enzymes. Motif 78 

is interesting because it exists only in the enzyme sequences of Groups 1 and 2, providing 

further evidence of the putative dual-phospho activity of enzyme BlBglB.  

 

 

Figure 3.1. Sequence analyses using BlBglB and BlBglC. Sequence labels for Figure 3.1 
A and B can be found in Supplementary Figures 3.2 and 3.3, respectively. (A) Pairwise 
percentage-identity heatmap between all 69 sequences. The X and Y axes comprise each 
of the 69 different GH1 enzymes. Identity scores are shown as a colour-coded matrix 
(increases from blue to red), calculated by comparing every sequence to one another. 
Major groupings of the different enzyme activities are labelled on the Y axis with colour 
code: β-glucosidases – Blue; 6Pβ-glucosidases – Green. 6Pβ-galactosidases – Red. 
Unique groupings – Black. (B) Maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree. Branch numbers 
indicate bootstrap values. (C) Heatmap representing the 80 discovered motifs in the GH1 
enzyme sequences dataset. The colour-coded conservation of motifs increases from blue 
to red. White colour shows the absence of the motif. Dotted lines indicate sub-groups 
formed by similar sequences in terms of shared motifs. Reproduced with permission from 
Veldman et al. 2021 [114]. 
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Further along in the study, the GH1 motifs discovered here will be analysed in greater 

detail by mapping the motifs to enzyme structures to uncover any potential function. 

Overall, the sequence analysis has shown BlBglC to be a putative dual-phospho activity 

enzyme, whereas BlBglB has a more unique sequence but points towards dual-phospho 

activity also.  

 3.3.2  Activity assays 

BlBglC and BlBglB enzyme activity was tested against several PNP-monosaccharides and 

oligosaccharides, as no phosphorylated substrates were available. Activity was tested 

using PNPβgal, PNPβglc, p-nitrophenyl β-xyloside, p-nitrophenyl β-mannopyranoside and 

the oligosaccharides cellobiose, cellotriose and cellotetraose. BlBglB was unable to cleave 

any of the substrates. However, BlBglC was able to cleave PNPβfuc and PNPβgal, with 

PNPβfuc being used for further characterisation considering it had the highest initial 

activity. The enzyme showed a typical bell-shaped curve for the pH effect on the activity, 

which is evidence that two essential glutamate residues are important for its activity. The 

maximum activity was observed at pH 6. Additionally, it was found that BlBglC has a 

transition temperature for thermal denaturation of 46 °C (Supplementary Figure 3.4). Using 

these conditions, the enzyme kinetic parameters were established for the substrates 

PNPβfuc and PNPβgal. BlBglC followed a Michaelis-Menten kinetics for both substrates 

(Supplementary Figure 3.5). The Km for PNPβfuc was 0.19 ± 0.03 mM and the kcat is 5.6 ± 

0.1 min-1, whereas the Km for PNPβgal was 4.6 ± 0.4 mM and the kcat is 2.3 ± 0.1 min-1. 

Therefore, the kcat/Km for PNPβfuc was 58 times higher than for PNPβgal. Overall, the 

activity assays exhibited either low or no activity against the tested unphosphorylated 

substrates which supports the predicted activity of BlBglC and BlBglB as using 

phosphorylated substrates. 
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 3.3.3  Analysis of conserved sequence motifs 

The sequence motifs that were totally conserved in an activity or group were mapped to 

enzyme crystallographic structures from each activity/group (Figure 3.2). Group 1 (dual-

phospho activity), which contains BlBglC, possesses an assortment of motifs that are seen 

separately in all three of the β-glycosidase activities. These motifs are 24 and 26 from β-

glucosidases, 26 and 43 from 6Pβ-galactosidases, and 34 from 6Pβ-glucosidases. It has 

been suggested that motif 43 (L6 loop) could control access to the opening of the active 

site, whereby the substrate and the glycon product cannot move through – only the 

aglycon product can be released [175,183]. Akin to motif 43, motif 27 (L1 loop) is also 

thought to influence access to the enzyme [175]. Motif 27 is totally conserved only in the 

dual-phospho activity, although, ~90% of the sequences in the β-glucosidase activity also 

possess motif 27. The L8a loop contains several important binding residues, one of which 

(Trp433; BlBglC numbering) is thought to play a major role in substrate specificity in GH1 

enzymes. Motifs 26, 33, and 74 all form part of the L8a loop but in different 

activities/groups: motif 26 is present in β-glucosidases, 6Pβ-galactosidases, and Group 1; 

motif 33 is unique to 6Pβ-glucosidases; and motif 74 is unique to Group 2. It was revealed 

in the previous chapter that the 6Pβ-glucosidase L8a loop forms far more bonding 

interactions with the L8b loop (motif 40), compared to the other activities. The additional 

inter L8 loop binding most likely increases L8 loop rigidity, limiting the displacement of the 

specificity-promoting residue and therefore ensuring a steric clash with ligands having an 

axial O4 hydroxyl group. The residues and function of the L8a loop, with regards to BlBglC 

and BlBglB, will be further analysed later in the study. 

Motifs 24, 34 and 43 are all found in Group 1, and found individually in the β-glucosidase, 

6Pβ-glucosidase and 6Pβ-galactosidase activities, respectively. The cause of the broad 

specificity of dual-phospho activity enzymes could be because they possess motifs that 

are found individually in each of the other activities. The potential function of these motifs, 
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and their containing residues, will be analysed later. Moving on from motifs that are shared 

between the various activities, we now look at motifs that are unique to one individual 

activity (activity-specific motifs). BlBglC exhibits motifs 57 and 70 which exist only in Group 

1, and motifs 74 and 80 are seen only in Group 2 which contains BlBglB (Figure 3.1 C). 

Not much is known about the function of these motifs, except for motif 74 which forms part 

of the L8a loop. Motif 80 is near the same region as motif 24 but does not form any part of 

the L4 loop like motif 24 does. Again, the potential function of these motifs and their 

containing residues will be analysed later.  
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Figure 3.2. (A) Motifs mapped to crystallographic structures respective of activity/group. 
Only completely conserved motifs in each activity/group were mapped. PDB IDs used: β-
glucosidase – 3AHX, 6Pβ-glucosidase – 4GPN, 6Pβ-galactosidase – 4PBG, Group 1 –
7M1R (BlBglC), and Group 2 – BlBglB. (B) Linear representation of the protein sequences 
showing the motif locations within the sequences. (C) Motif colour codes. Adapted from 
Veldman et al. 2021 [114]. 
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 3.3.4  Further analysis of BlBglC 

 3.3.4.1  Crystallographic structure 

The asymmetric unit of the BlBglC crystallographic structure consists of four near-identical 

chains with RMSD’s varying from 0.134 to 0.173 Å. Most of the amino acids could be built, 

apart from the N-terminal residues 1-4 in chain A, 1 in chain B, and 1-5 in chains C and D, 

as well as the C-terminal residue 478 in chains C and D. BlBglC has the typical TIM-barrel 

fold that is found in the GH1 family and is comprised of eight inner parallel beta-strands, 

surrounded by eight outer alpha helices. The binding site is formed by the loops and 

smaller alpha helices that connect the barrel (Figure 3.3). Three molecules of ethylene 

glycol were modelled into conserved sites in chains A, B and C, with just one molecule 

found in chain D occupying the binding site. The unspecific binding was caused by the 

high concentration of ethylene glycol (20 %) used as a cryogenic agent. 

 

 

Figure 3.3. Crystallographic structure of BlBglC. On the left, a cartoon representation of the 
TIM-barrel fold created by secondary structures: the core beta strands (black); the outer 
alpha helices (blue); and the loops connecting them (magenta). On the right, a surface 
model with an arrow indicating the location of the binding site entrance. Reproduced with 
permission from Veldman et al. 2021 [114]. 
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A structural similarity search was carried out with the DALI server using BlBglC chain B 

(most complete structure) as a reference: Gan1D, a dual-phospho GH1 from 

G. stearothermophilus [199] (PDB ID 5OKB), was found to be the most similar enzyme. 

BlBglC and Gan1D share 70 % amino acid sequence identity and a structural RMSD of 

0.48 Å. In Figure 3.4 the binding residues of Gan1D (PDB ID 5OKE) are compared to the 

residues of the BlBglC crystallographic structure (PDB ID 7M1R). In PDB ID 5OKE, Gan1D 

is in complex with the substrate cellobiose-6-phosphate (Cell6P) and is the only dual-

phospho conservatively refined PDB structure having a ligand with an aglycon group. We 

are able to compare the apo BlBglC and ligand-bound 5OKE structures because ligand 

binding does not cause significant changes in the side chain positions of the Gan1D 

residues (Supplementary Figure 3.6). The first thing we notice is that the residue numbering 

between BlBglC and Gan1D matches; in fact, the residue numbering matches for the entire 

length of their sequences. Excluding the mutation (red arrow), all but two binding site 

residues (black arrows) are conserved between BlBglC and Gan1D: residues Ile173 and 

Phe177 in Gan1D are replaced with Tyr173 and His177 in BlBglC. In PDB 5OKE, Ile173 and 

Phe177 form hydrophobic interactions with the ligand aglycon. In GH1 enzymes, the 

aglycon-binding residues are less conserved compared to the glycon- and phosphate-

binding residues – the reason for this is most likely due to the variability of the aglycon in 

GH1 ligands. Interestingly, Tyr173 is only found in two of the 69 sequences in the bacterial 

GH1 dataset, namely in BlBglC and CAB12135.1. In the remaining 67 sequences, the 

residues in this position are much smaller in size compared to tyrosine: Asparagine, 

isoleucine, methionine, valine, serine, proline, cysteine and alanine. The larger Tyr173 

residue could have influence on the function of BlBglC. 

The analogous BlBglC and Gan1D residues that have low discrepancies in side chain 

position are shown with cyan arrows (Figure 3.4), namely Gln23, Trp125, Trp425, and 

Trp433. Because these residues are far more tightly superimposed compared to the 
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remaining residues, it could mean that their positions are important in dual-phospho 

enzymes, and that the remaining residues change their positions according to either galacto- 

or gluco-substrates. However, the researchers responsible for the Gan1D structures put 

forward the idea that Gln23 and Trp433 in Gan1D allow for the modulation of preference 

toward a galactose or glucose sugar because they found that both residues mostly bind to 

different ligand locations depending on galacto- or gluco-configured ligands. This could be 

the case, whereby Gln23 and Trp433 do not move but their interactions change due to a 

change of ligand spatial position (galacto vs gluco) and therefore also a change of 

interactions with the more mobile residues. The other two tightly superimposed residues are 

Trp125 and Trp425. In PDB 5OKE, both of these residues form hydrophobic interactions 

with Cell6P, with Trp425 also forming a hydrogen bond. Trp125 and Trp425 are positioned 

on opposite sides of bound ligand and most likely help to initially place substrates into a 

reasonably accurate position within the active site before being “locked in”.  
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 3.3.4.2  In silico docking 

Complying with the retention of configuration catalysis mechanism of GH1 enzymes, the 

acid/base catalytic glutamate (Glu170) was protonated (Glh170) before docking and MD. 

Using blind docking with the program Vina-Carb, initial attempts at docking into the active 

site of BlBglC failed with the suspected cause being the L6 loop that is thought to block the 

entrance to the active site [175,183]. To overcome this obstacle, an apo MD simulation 

was run at an increased temperature of 315 K in order to open up the L6 loop and expose 

the active site (Figure 3.5). During this process, the L8a loop also changed positions which 

opened up the enzyme even more.  

Figure 3.4. Details of BlBglC ligand-binding site (purple residues), in comparison with 
Gan1D (PDB ID 5OKE - green residues) complexed with cellobiose-6P (magenta). Black 
arrows indicate sequence positions with different amino acids. Red arrow indicates mutant 
Gan1D-E170Q. Cyan arrows indicate sequence positions with the same amino acid that do 
not have discrepancies in side chain position. Here, the apo BlBglC residues can be 
compared to the ligand-bound Gan1D residues because both the apo and ligand-bound 
Gan1D residue side chain positions are very similar (Supplementary Figure 3.6).
Reproduced with permission from Veldman et al. 2021 [114]. 
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The second attempt at docking was successful: the PNP6Pgal and PNP6Pglc ligands 

were docked into the active site with similar positions and similar binding energies of -8.2 

and -8.3 kcal/mol, respectively (Figure 3.6). The ligand-residue interactions were 

compared with the known binding residues of 6Pβ-glycosidase enzymes established in 

Table 1.1 from Chapter 1. The two different ligands share many residue interactions with 

the enzyme, however PNP6Pgal interacted with eleven active site residues compared to 

only seven for the PNP6Pglc ligand. Residue-binding with Asn169 and Lys439 was absent 

for both ligands, with PNP6Pglc also missing both catalytic residues Glu170 and Glu378 

as well as His124 and Trp125. Although the binding energies and orientations of the 

ligands are similar, the docking of PNP6Pgal is considered superior since it had four 

additional active site residue interactions, which include the two catalytic glutamate 

residues. The adequate docking of the two ligands into the active site permitted the 

subsequent execution of MD simulations. 

Figure 3.5. Expanding the BlBglC active site cavity. An apo MD simulation was run at an 
increased temperature of 315 K in order to open up the enzyme and expose the active
site to facilitate in silico docking. Original BlBglC structure – Green; BlBglC structure at 
115 ns of simulation – Cyan. 
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 3.3.4.3  Molecular dynamics 

In both a mechanistic and energetic manner, it is feasible to perform a full analysis of 

protein-ligand recognition and binding using MD [448]. In triplicate, 500 ns MD simulations 

were executed using the docked ligands to further study the dual-phospho activity and 

specificity of BlBglC. At 500 ns of simulation all triplicates of both ligands were in the 

enzyme active site, having deviated only slightly from their initial positions. Interestingly, in 

the previous chapter where 6Pβ-glucosidase BlBglH was used, PNP6Pgal exited the 

enzyme while PNP6Pglc exhibited high affinity [105] – a big contrast to the result of BlBglC. 

 3.3.4.3.1  Trajectory analysis 

Calculations of RMSD, Rg and RMSF were used to analyse the MD trajectories (Figure 

3.7). From RMSD, conformational change and overall stability of the protein can be 

evaluated. Throughout all the simulations the protein RMSD was mostly stable and 

deviated very little. There was an insignificant difference in protein RMSD between the apo 

protein and the ligand-bound proteins (Figure 3.7 A), even though the PNP6Pglc triplicates 

Figure 3.6. BlBglC in silico blind-docking results. (A) PNP6Pgal-BlBglC interactions, -8.2 
kcal/mol, (B) PNP6Pglc-BlBglC interactions, -8.3 kcal/mol, and (C) superimposition of both 
complexed post-docking. PNP6Pgal – cyan; PNP6Pglc – magenta. Reproduced with 
permission from Veldman et al. 2021 [114]. 
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displayed a lower RMSD on average. Additionally, VMD was used to visually examine the 

simulations and no significant conformational change caused by ligand binding was 

observed. The ligand RMSD was stable for all the ligands during the simulations (Figure 

3.7 B). The RMSD of the PNP6Pgal triplicates were a little higher on average compared to 

the PNP6Pglc triplicates, an indication that the PNP6Pgal triplicates moved further from 

their initial docked position compared to the PNP6Pglc triplicates. Rg is a quantification of 

protein compactness, and no significant difference in the Rg was observed between the 

apo protein and the proteins complexed with the ligands (Figure 3.7 C). RMSF is a 

measure of individual residue displacement during the MD run and provides insight on 

local protein movement. Overall, the residues of the ligand-free protein fluctuated 

marginally more than the residues of the ligand-bound proteins (Figure 3.7 D). Three 

protein locations experienced a notable difference in RMSF due to ligand binding – 

residues 250-275, residues 321-350, and residues 388-391. The 250-275 region flanks the 

enzyme (Figure 3.7 E) but could have a role to play in opening the enzyme slightly when 

no ligand is bound. Region 321-350 contains the L6 beta-hairpin loop, which is believed to 

act as a gatekeeper to the entrance of the active site [175,183] – in a ligand-bound state 

this loop may stabilise because the enzyme does not require a ligand from its environment 

to pass through the gate. Alternatively, ligand binding increased the RMSF of residues 

388-391 that form part of peripheral loop L7 which has unknown significance for enzyme 

function. The reason why ligand binding provides this loop with a degree of freedom 

remains unclear, but it could have to do with the catalytic Glu378 residue that is just eight 

residues away in the sequence. On the other hand, when comparing the RMSF of the 

PNP6Pgal and PNP6Pglc complexes, the residues of the PNP6Pgal complexes showed 

slightly larger fluctuations on average. In general, the stability of both of the ligands during 

MD in triplicate is evidence of their suitability as substrates for BlBglC. 
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 3.3.4.3.2  Ligand positions and interactions at 500 ns of simulation 

Relative to each other, the spatial positions of all the ligands at 500 ns of MD simulation 

are shown in Figure 3.8 A. The PNP6Pglc triplicates clustered closer together with an 

average RMSD between the triplicates of 0.31 Å, whereas the PNP6Pgal triplicates 

exhibited more sporadic positions and had an average RMSD of 0.7 Å. With Discovery 

Studio, 2D depictions of the protein-ligand interactions were produced (Figure 3.8 B-D). 

The PNP6Pgal triplicates all interacted with 12 of 13 active site residues, with the first two 

triplicates missing residue Trp352 and the third triplicate missing residue Asn169. On the 

other hand, the first PNP6Pglc triplicate interacted with all 13 active site residues, while the 

other two PNP6Pglc triplicates were only missing the Asn169 interaction. The 2D 

Figure 3.7. Trajectories of the MD simulations. (A) Protein backbone RMSD after least 
square fitting to protein backbone, (B) ligand RMSD after least square fitting to protein 
backbone, (C) protein radius of gyration, (D) protein residue RMSF, and (E) regions
mapped to BlBglC structure where disparities exist in the RMSF values between either the 
ligand-free and ligand-bound simulations, or between the PNP6Pgal and PNP6Pglc 
simulations. Reproduced with permission from Veldman et al. 2021 [114]. 
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representations of interactions are merely snapshots in time. Nevertheless, several 

patterns were observed when comparing the interactions of the PNP6Pgal and PNP6Pglc 

complexes. The positively-charged Lys439 appears to be very important, as it forms two 

attractive charge interactions with the negatively-charged ligand-phosphate oxygen atoms 

from all three triplicates from both ligands. Concerning PNP6Pgal, all triplicates form O2-

hydroxyl hydrogen bonds and O4-hydroxyl hydrogen bonds with the His124 and Trp433 

residues, respectively. Concerning PNP6Pglc, all triplicates form O2-hydroxyl hydrogen 

bonds and O4-hydroxyl hydrogen bonds with the Glu378 and Gln23 residues, respectively. 

Residue Tyr173 appears to be more important for PNP6Pglc binding, as it had two 

hydrogen bond interactions and one pi-pi interaction with all three PNP6Pglc triplicates, 

whereas it had only van der Waals interactions with the PNP6Pgal triplicates. Only BlBglC 

and CAB12135.1 have a tyrosine residue in this position (Tyr173), which is bulkier than the 

residues in this position from the sequences and could play a role in the specificity 

distinction between the two kinds of ligands. Another difference is that residues Tyr301 

and Tyr302 have conventional hydrogen bonds with all three PNP6Pglc triplicates, 

whereas the PNP6Pgal triplicates have none. Ala226 may hold significance in BlBglC 

binding as it forms a pi-alkyl interaction with five of the six ligands. The residue in the 

sequence position of Ala226 forms a ligand interaction in three of the five crystallographic 

structures from Table 1.1, meaning that it could be a relatively common interaction found 

in GH1 enzymes. Curiously, in both Figure 3.8 and Table 1.1, the Tyr173 and Ala226 

interactions were either both present or both absent. The aglycon portion of the ligand is 

situated in between the Tyr173 and Ala226 residues and, therefore, these two residues 

may work together to bind and position the ligand. Finally, His184 forms van der Vaals 

interactions with all of the PNP6Pglc triplicates but not any of the PNP6Pgal triplicates. 
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 3.3.4.3.3  Comprehensive hydrogen bond comparison between the PNP6Pgal and 

PNP6Pglc complexes 

The molecular recognition of ligands by protein binding sites relies heavily on hydrogen 

bonds [449–451] and they are also crucial for catalysis [449,452,453]. To further study the 

BlBglC-ligand interactions, the hydrogen bonding during the final 20 ns of the MD 

Figure 3.8. BlBglC interactions with PNP6Pgal and PNP6Pglc triplicates at 500 ns of MD 
simulation. (A) Relative 3D positions of all the ligands, (B) PNP6Pgal triplicate interactions, 
(C) PNP6Pglc triplicate interactions, and (D) interaction colour-code. Reproduced with 
permission from Veldman et al. 2021 [114]. 
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simulations was recorded. The average frequency of each of the two sets of triplicate 

ligands forming hydrogen bonds with BlBglC are shown in Figure 3.9 and Table 3.1, but 

depicted in two different ways. The hydrogen bonding for each triplicate is shown in 

Supplementary Figure 3.7. 

 

The largest disparity between the PNP6Pgal and PNP6Pglc triplicates is the hydrogen 

bonding interactions with their O3 and O4 hydroxyl groups. When combining the hydrogen 

bonding from all three interacting residues the PNP6Pgal O3 hydroxyl group has a 

residue-combined frequency of 89%, while the PNP6Pglc O3 hydroxyl group shows no 

hydrogen bonding. On the other hand, a residue-combined hydrogen bonding frequency of 

106% is formed with the PNP6Pglc O4 hydroxyl group, in contrast to just 11% with the 

PNP6Pgal O4 hydroxyl group. The residues that form hydrogen bonds with one ligand but 

do not form any with the other ligand are shown with green arrows in Figure 3.9. His124 is 

one of the three residues that hydrogen bonds to the PNP6Pgal O3 hydroxyl group, but 

this residue does not hydrogen bond with PNP6Pglc at all. Another large disparity between 

the PNP6Pgal and PNP6Pglc triplicates is their residue-combined O2 hydroxyl group 

Figure 3.9. Triplicate average frequency of hydrogen bonding interactions (%) between 
BlBglC and the PNP6Pgal (left) and PNP6Pglc (right) ligands throughout the last 20 ns of 
MD simulations. Green arrows show hydrogen bonding residues that are present in one 
complex but absent in the other. Reproduced with permission from Veldman et al. 2021
[114]. 
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hydrogen bonding frequencies of 69% and 162%, respectively. This is more than double 

the hydrogen bonding for the PNP6Pglc O2 hydroxyl group compared to the PNP6Pgal O2 

hydroxyl group. Although the O2-H atom of both ligands bound to the catalytic Glu378 

residue, the O2 atom of PNP6Pgal and PNP6Pglc bound to either Glu170 or Tyr301, 

respectively. However, there was far more Tyr301-PNP6Pglc bonding compared to the 

Glh170-PNP6Pgal bonding. Tyr301 also forms pi-pi interactions with the aglycon group in 

both ligands. Another significant difference between the two ligands is the very active 

involvement of Tyr173 with PNP6Pglc. Tyr173 has hydrogen bonding with the PNP6Pglc 

O5 and O6 atoms, whereas hydrogen bonding with Tyr173 is absent with PNP6Pgal. In 

addition to hydrogen bonds, Tyr173 forms pi-pi interactions with PNP6Pglc but van der 

Waals interactions with PNP6Pgal. Now on to the ligand phosphate group: this is the only 

part of the ligand where PNP6Pgal had more hydrogen bonding compared to PNP6Pglc, 

with a residue-combined frequency of 213% and 139% respectively. Lys439 appears to 

have a large role in binding to the ligand phosphate group, as it forms hydrogen bonds and 

charge attraction forces with all triplicates from both ligands (Figure 3.8 & Figure 3.9). The 

PNP6Pglc phosphate group displays an extra interaction with Thr321 that is absent in 

PNP6Pgal. However, the PNP6Pgal-Ser432 hydrogen bonding frequency is more than 

double the PNP6Pglc-Ser432 frequency. The O6 ligand atom links the ligand phosphate 

group to the glycon group – it is interesting that the PNP6Pgal O6 atom forms hydrogen 

bonds with Tyr441, whereas the PNP6Pglc O6 atom forms hydrogen bonds with Tyr173. 

The final significant discrepancy is that only PNP6Pglc forms hydrogen bonds with the 

ligand aglycon group, with residue Gln302. 

All the differences discussed above most likely originate from the only difference between 

the two ligands: the position of the O4 hydroxyl group. Hence, it is highly probable that the 

decisive residues enabling the broad specificity of BlBglC are Gln23 and Trp433. When 

the O4 hydroxyl group is in the axial position (PNP6Pgal), Gln23 and Trp433 bind strongly 
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to the O3 hydroxyl group. However, when the O4 hydroxyl group is in the equatorial 

position (PNP6Pglc), Gln23 and Trp433 bind strongly to this equatorial O4 hydroxyl group. 

Interestingly, the researchers responsible for the Gan1D structures propose that the 

specific hydrogen bonding of Gln23 and Trp433 in Gan1D enables the change of 

preference toward a galactose or glucose sugar. In their Gan1D-galactose6P complex 

they note that the O4 hydroxyl prefers to interact with Trp433, while the Gan1D-glucose6P 

O4 hydroxyl prefers to interact with Gln23. This is also the case in the BlBglC hydrogen 

bonding frequency with the two different ligands (Figure 3.9). Additionally, in Gan1D-Gal6P 

the ligand forms one hydrogen bond with Gln23 and two hydrogen bonds with Trp433, 

whereas the opposite is true in their Gan1D-Glc6P structure. This is also the case for the 

BlBglC hydrogen bonds. The BlBglC results provide additional evidence of the influence 

that residues Gln23 and Trp433 have in the broad specificity of dual-phospho activity GH1 

enzymes. Overall, the plethora of protein-ligand hydrogen bonds in both complexes during 

the last 20 ns is an indication that both PNP6Pgal and PNP6Pglc are natural binders to 

BlBglC.  

 
Table 3.1. Average frequency of hydrogen bonding (%) between BlBglC and the 
PNP6Pgal and PNP6Pglc triplicates throughout the last 20 ns of the MD runs. 
 
Substrate 
binding site 

Protein 
residue 

Residue atom Substrate 
atom 

Average hydrogen bond frequency 
(%) followed by the number of 
triplicates which had interaction  

PNP6Pgal PNP6Pglc 

Phosphate THR321 OG1-HG1 O1P/O2P  19% 3 

 SER432 OG-HG O1P/O3P 35% 2 15% 2 

 ASN435  ND2-2HD2 O3P 29% 1  

 LYS439 NZ-HZ1/HZ2/HZ3 O1P/O2P/O3P 83% 3 65% 3 

 TYR441 OH-HH O1P/O2P/O3P 66% 3 40% 3 

      

Glycon GLN23 NE2-2HE2 O4  25% 3 

  OE1 O4-H  31% 3 

  OE1 O3-H 39% 2  

 HIE124 NE2-HE2 O3 32% 3  

 GLH170 OE2-HE2 O2 12% 1  
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 TYR173 OH-HH O5  7% 2 

  OH-HH O6  54% 3 

 TYR301 OH-HH O2  80% 3 

 GLU378 OE1 O2-H 24% 2  

  OE2 O2-H 33% 1 82% 3 

 TRP433 NE1-HE1 O3 18% 3  

  NE1-HE1 O4 11% 2 50% 3 

 TYR441 OH-HH O6 28% 2  

      

Aglycon GLN302 NE2-2HE2 O7  13% 3 

  NE2-2HE2 O8  20% 3 

Total    410% 501% 

 

 3.3.4.3.4  Binding free energy calculations 

In the process of ligand recognition or enzyme catalysis, the strength of the biomolecular 

interaction can be estimated using calculations of binding free energy [411]. With the last 

20 ns (480-500 ns) of the BlBglC-ligand MD simulations, the molecular mechanics 

Poisson-Boltzmann surface area (MM/PBSA) method was used to determine the binding 

free energies. Although not as accurate as the more computationally intensive methods, 

MM/PBSA is a quick, effective and reproducible means of studying protein-ligand binding 

interactions [408–410]. Most studies implementing MM/PBSA involve high-throughput 

screening for drug discovery, but here MM/PBSA was utilised here to ascertain an 

estimation of ligand binding affinity. Every one of the PNP6Pgal and PNP6Pglc triplicates 

complexed with BlBglC exhibited a significantly low total binding free energy (Table 3.2), 

which is an indication that BlBglC has very high affinity for both of the ligand types. The 

average binding free energy values for the PNP6Pgal and PNP6Pglc triplicates were -31.2 

kJ/mol and -146.3 kJ/mol, respectively. This is additional evidence of the dual-phospho 

activity of BlBglC. 
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Table 3.2. MM/PBSA binding free energy values between BlBglC and the PNP6Pgal and 
PNP6Pglc triplicates during the last 20 ns of the MD simulations. All values are in kJ/mol. 

PNP6Pgal 
triplicate no. 

Van der Waal’s Electrostatic Polar solvation Solvent 
Accessible 

Surface Area 
(apolar) 

Total binding 
energy 

1 -141.9 ± 0.3  -578.7 ± 0.9 613.9 ± 0.9 -17.6 ± 0.02 -124.3 ± 0.7 

2 -144.7 ± 0.3 -545.6 ± 1.5 558.2 ± 1.6 -16.5 ± 0.01 -148.6 ± 0.5 

3 -135 ± 0.3 -610.9 ± 0.7 642.1 ± 0.6 -17.1 ± 0.02 -120.9 ± 0.5 

Average     -131.2 

      

PNP6Pglc 
triplicate no. 

Van der Waal’s Electrostatic Polar solvation Solvent 
Accessible 

Surface Area 
(apolar) 

Total binding 
energy  

1 -163.7 ± 0.4 -562.1 ± 0.7 583.6 ± 0.6 -18.4 ± 0.02 -160.6 ± 0.5 

2 -163.2 ± 0.3 -516.02 ± 0.9 565.6 ± 0.9 -18.6 ± 0.02 -132.2 ± 0.5 

3 -175.1 ± 0.3 -548.7 ± 0.8 596.4 ± 0.6 -18.6 ± 0.02 -146 ± 0.6 

Average     -146.3 

 

 3.3.4.3.5  Distance between BlBglC catalytic residues and ligands throughout MD 

simulations 

To confirm ligand stability and substantiate catalytic capacity, the distances between the 

catalytic residues and the ligands were checked during the course of the MD simulations 

(Figure 3.10). These distances were more consistent and stable for the PNP6Pglc ligands 

as compared to the PNP6Pgal ligands, and they were also smaller on average (Figure 

3.10 B). After the first 20 ns, the measurements between the PNP6Pglc ligands and the 

catalytic residues regularly stay within 3.5 Å. The measurements between the PNP6Pgal 

ligands and the catalytic residues also remain within 3.5 Å for most of the simulation time, 

although they were not as steady as the PNP6Pglc measurements.     

The many MD simulation analyses, including trajectories, binding interactions, binding free 

energy, and catalytic residue distance, indicate that BlBglC has the potential to bind and 

hydrolyse both PNP6Pgal and PNP6Pglc ligands. The results have also revealed that 

BlBglC is marginally more suited to PNP6Pglc, as the ligand showed higher RMSD 
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stability and triplicate-consistency compared to PNP6Pgal, as well as having more 

hydrogen bonding and lower binding free energy.  

 

Figure 3.10. Distance between the ligands and the BlBglC catalytic residues throughout 
the triplicate MD simulations using (A) PNP6Pgal and (B) PNP6Pglc. Reproduced with 
permission from Veldman et al. 2021 [114]. 

  

 3.3.4.3.6  Essential dynamics investigations using PCA and FEL 

Using PCA and FEL, it is possible to investigate if any structural conformation shifts occur 

that are caused by ligand binding [454,455]. The first triplicate MD run from both 

PNP6Pgal and PNP6Pglc ligands were extended to 1000 ns (1 μs), as conformational 

shifts can occur on longer timescales. From the MD trajectories, the primary movement of 

the protein was determined by extracting the correlated motions during conformational 

sampling. Figure 3.11 shows PCA scatter plots and FEL’s of the apo protein and both 

ligand-bound proteins. The apo protein was more structurally dispersed throughout the 

trajectory as seen by the larger area compared to the ligand-bound proteins. The smaller 
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more distinct dark-blue FEL regions of the ligand-bound proteins show that these proteins 

progressed through more prominent conformations. The FEL’s of the PNP6Pgal and 

PNP6Pglc complexes have four and three separate energy wells respectively, seen as the 

dark-blue regions. This means that the structural conformation of the PNP6Pglc complex 

was slightly more stable as compared to the PNP6Pgal complex, which correlates with the 

study thus far. The more structurally dispersed apo protein also correlates with the study, 

in that ligand binding slightly promoted conformational stability of BlBglC. 
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Figure 3.11. Essential dynamics of BlBglC throughout 1000 ns MD simulations: PCA 
scatter plot (left) and FEL (right), of (A) apo protein, (B) PNP6Pgal complex and (C) 
PNP6Pglc complex. 
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 3.3.5  Further analysis of enzyme BlBglB 

Two regions of the BlBglB crystallographic structure were missing due to high flexibility – 

these regions were loops L4 and L6, and they had to be modelled in order to obtain a 

complete enzyme structure for use in in silico docking and MD simulations (Figure 3.12). 

Both the original BlBglB crystal structure and the model were used with the DALI server to 

search for structural homologs. The top hit for the crystal structure and the model was 

PDB ID 5OKB from the Gan1D enzyme, a dual-phospho GH1 enzyme. Using the BlBglB 

model structure, in silico docking and MD simulations were performed in order to obtain 

evidence of enzyme activity and/or substrate specificity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.12. Homology modelling of BlBglB. Loops L4 and L6 of the BlBglB 
crystallographic structure were missing due to high flexibility and were modelled to obtain 
a complete enzyme structure. 
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 3.3.5.1  In silico docking and MD using enzyme BlBglB 

As the sequence analysis showed BlBglB to be unique by not grouping into any of the 

GH1 activities, all of the different types of ligands that exist in all crystallographic structures 

of 6Pβ-glycosidase enzymes were used for docking into BlBglB, in addition to ligands 

PNP6Pgal and PNP6Pglc. This resulted in a total of 15 ligands all of which docked into the 

active site (Figure 3.13). However most displayed incorrect orientations (Supplementary 

Table 3.4). 

 

The ligands PNP6Pgal and PNP6Pglc showed very similar docking positions but they 

bound to the active site in an upside-down orientation (Supplementary Table 3.4). Despite 

relatively stable protein and ligand RMSD values over 500 ns of MD simulations, 

PNP6Pgal and PNP6Pglc were found to be in incorrect orientations within the active site 

and, therefore, the simulations were extended another 500 ns. However, the ligands did 

not correct their orientations after 1000 ns. As a result of this, the docking and MD results 

using these two ligands provided no certainty as to the preference of BlBglB for either 

galacto- or gluco-configured substrates. 

Figure 3.13. BlBglB with positions of all 15 docked ligands in the active site. 
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Despite docking in an incorrect orientation, salicin-6P was the only ligand that was stable 

during MD simulations and was found to be in a correct orientation within the active site at 

1000 ns (Supplementary Table 3.4). Salicin-6P superimposes relatively well onto the 

reference ligand (pink) at 1000 ns and interacts with all but one binding residue, namely 

Asn165. However, binding residue Thr426 forms an unfavourable interaction at 1000 ns. 

The Thr426 residue-position is the important specificity-inducing residue-position found in 

loop L8a. Curiously, of all the 69 enzymes in the dataset, only BlBglB and AAX76617.1 

have a threonine residue in the BlBglB-Thr426 sequence-position (Trp433 in BlBglC). 

Despite having an unfavourable interaction at 1000 ns, the Thr426 residue had the most 

persistent hydrogen bonding of all the residues with salicin-6P (Figure 3.14). Two different 

atoms of Thr426 form near continuous hydrogen bonds with the O4 ligand-atom 

throughout the final 20 ns of the MD simulations. A close second is the Arg316 residue, 

which is located in loop L6. This residue also had two atoms forming many hydrogen 

bonding interactions with the O5 and O6 ligand-atoms. Also located in loop L6, Gln320 

forms hydrogen bonds with the salicin-6P phosphate group for the vast majority of time. In 

addition, many hydrogen bonds are formed between the salicin-6P phosphate group and 

the phosphate binding ligands Ser425, Lys432, and Tyr434. Alternatively, Tyr298 forms 

many hydrogen bonds with the aglycon portion of the ligand. Although there are many 

hydrogen bonds between salicin-6P and BlBglB, the two catalytic glutamates are missing 

from the hydrogen bonding, suggesting that the function and activity of enzyme BlBglB is 

still unclear. Nonetheless, MD simulations indicate a potential affinity for the compound 

salicin-6P. 
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 3.4  Conclusion 

Enzyme BlBglC is very likely a member of the dual-phospho activity, as determined by 

sequence analysis, MD simulation analysis, and binding free energy calculations. During 

BlBglC MD simulations in triplicate, the orientations and interactions of the PNP6Pglc 

ligand were moderately more consistent compared to the PNP6Pgal ligand, although both 

ligands were stable and showed strong affinity for BlBglC. Residues Gln23 and Trp433 

likely have an important role in the broad specificity of dual-phospho activity GH1 enzymes 

as the two residues bind strongly to the ligand O3 hydroxyl group in the PNP6Pgal-BlBglC 

complex, but to the ligand O4 hydroxyl group in the PNP6Pglc-BlBglC complex. Also, the 

BlBglC-His124 residue forms many hydrogen bonds with the PNP6Pgal O3 hydroxyl group 

but does not form any with the PNP6Pglc triplicates. On the other hand, BlBglC residues 

Tyr173, Tyr301, Gln302 and Thr321 form hydrogen bonds with PNP6Pglc but not 

PNP6Pgal. These results contribute important aspects of the broad specificity of dual-

phospho activity GH1 enzymes.  

Figure 3.14. Hydrogen bonding between salicin-6P and BlBglB during the last 20 ns of the 
MD simulation (980-1000 ns). Hydrogen bonds are shown in yellow. 
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In contrast, the activity determination of BlBglB has been elusive, although sequence and 

structure comparisons hint at dual-phospho activity. BlBglB MD simulations showed 

significant affinity for salicin-6P, however the two catalytic glutamates were missing from 

hydrogen bonding.  
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Chapter 4: Extensive sequence and structure analyses 

of GH1 activities 

 4.1  Introduction 

With many 3D structures from various activities of bacterial GH1 enzymes, active site 

residues as well as conserved residues were analysed in terms of differences and 

similarities between activities in sequence identity and residue-residue interactions. 

A conserved and complex network of active site residue-residue interactions was found in 

all of the 6Pβ-glycosidase activities. However, many differences in interactions between 

residues were seen when comparing the different activities. The differences likely lead to 

variation in the active sites of the different activities, thereby contributing to substrate 

specificity. 

Some of the work in this chapter is reproduced from the publication below. All of the work 

is my own. 

Wayde Veldman, Marcelo Liberato, Valquiria Souza, Vitor Almeida, Sandro Marana, 

Özlem Tastan Bishop, and Igor Polikarpov. “Differences in Gluco and Galacto 

Substrate-Binding Interactions in a Dual 6Pβ-Glucosidase/6Pβ-Galactosidase 

Glycoside Hydrolase 1 Enzyme from Bacillus licheniformis”. Journal of Chemical 

Information and Modeling. 2021, 61, 9, 4554–4570. DOI: 10.1021/acs.jcim.1c00413. 
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 4.2  Materials and methods 

 4.2.1  Homology modelling 

Dual-phospho activity GH1 crystallographic structures are currently limited to BlBglC (PDB 

ID 7M1R) and Gan1D (PDB IDs: 5OKB, 5OKE, etc.). Additional and different dual-

phospho enzyme structures were needed for use in this section of the study. Two target 

dual-phospho enzymes with GenBank accessions BAD77499.1 and CAB12135.1 were 

structurally modelled. PDB structures 7M1R and 5OKB, both chain A, were used as 

templates. HHpred and PRIMO webservers were used to identify suitable template 

structures for the models. 100 models per target enzyme were generated using 

MODELLER version 9.23. The top three models per target enzyme, ranked by normalised 

z-DOPE score, were evaluated further using PROCHECK, QMEAN and Verify3D 

webservers. According to the consensus from all three model quality evaluation tools, the 

best model from each target protein was selected. (Supplementary Table 4.1). 

The three 6Pβ-galactosidase enzyme models from Chapter 2 (AAA16450.1, AAD15134.1 

and BAA07122.1) were also used for this section of the study. 

 4.2.2  Sequence and structure comparisons 

The MSA containing 69 GH1 sequences from the previous chapter was used to look for 

conserved residues across all activities as well as conserved residues in individual 

activities. With DiscoveryStudio, five crystallographic structures and/or model structures 

per 6Pβ-glycosidase activity were then used to check the interactions of active site 

residues with other residues, as well as the interactions of conserved residues with other 

residues. This was done to compare any differences or similarities between each of the 

activities in terms of their inter-residue interactions which may have an influence on the 

rigidity/malleability of their structures, spatial positions of their residues, and the enzyme’s 

overall function. The structures included: 7M1R (BlBglC), 5OKB, 5OKE, and models 
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BAD77499.1 and CAB12135.1 (dual-phospho activity); 3PBG, 4PBG, and models 

AAA16450.1, AAD15134.1 and BAA07122.1 (6Pβ-galactosidase); 2XHY, 4IPN, 3QOM, 

4GPN and 6WGD (6Pβ-glucosidase). 

 4.3  Results and discussion 

 4.3.1  Interactions between active site residues in GH1 6Pβ-

glycosidase bacterial enzymes 

Comparing the dual-phospho, 6Pβ-galactosidase, and 6Pβ-glucosidase activities, enzyme 

crystallographic structures and models were used to record the active site residue-residue 

interactions (Figure 4.1; Table 4.1; Supplementary Table 4.2). Across the three activities, 

patterns of similarities and differences were recorded that were in terms of residue 

sequence positions, not residue identity. Five 3D structures from the dual-phospho activity, 

five from the 6Pβ-galactosidase activity, and five from the 6Pβ-glucosidase activity were 

compared. Interactions were conservatively and strictly recorded (Table 4.1): 1) Similar 

interactions between all three activities were recorded when all activities showed the 

interaction in at least four of five of their structures. 2) Similar interactions between two 

activities were recorded when both activities showed the interaction in at least four of five 

of their structures and the remaining activity did not show the interaction in any structure. 

3) Differences were recorded when all the structures in at least one activity did not show 

the interaction and at least four of five structures in at least one other activity showed the 

interaction.  
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A vast network of active site residue-residue interactions is conserved throughout all the 

6Pβ-glycosidase enzyme activities (Figure 4.1 A), especially in one corner of the active 

site concerning residues Glu378 and Trp425 (BlBglC numbering). Five different residue-

residue interactions are formed with catalytic Glu378, regardless of enzyme activity. The 

same can be said of Trp425 and Trp352, except four instead of five interactions are 

formed. There exists a link between six different active site residues, namely Tyr301, 

Trp352, Glu378, Trp425, Lys439 and Tyr441. This link and the interactions around it most 

likely stabilise the loop regions that contain these residues, helping to retain the positions 

Figure 4.1. Similarities and differences between the dual-phospho, 6Pβ-galactosidase and 
6Pβ-glucosidase activities in terms of residue-residue interactions of active site residues. 
Red residues are active site residues, green residues are next to active site residues, 
orange residues are two residues away from active site residues, and yellow residues are 
further than two residues away. Black dotted lines show interactions that are conserved 
throughout all three enzyme activities, purple dotted lines show interactions that are 
shared between two activities, darkblue dotted lines show an interaction unique to only 
one activity, cyan dotted lines indicate rare case that three of five structures in one activity 
shows the interaction, red dotted lines indicates a clash. (A) Interactions that are 
conserved throughout all three enzyme activities. PDB structure 7M1R was used. (B) 
Dual-phospho activity interactions that are unique or shared with only one other activity. 
PDB structure 7M1R was used. (C) 6Pβ-galactosidase activity interactions that are unique 
or shared with one other activity. PDB structure 4PBG was used. (D) 6Pβ-glucosidase
activity interactions that are unique or shared with one other activity. PDB structure 4GPN 
was used. Adapted from Veldman et al. 2021 [114]. 
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of these loops. In addition to ligand-phosphate binding, Lys439 seems to play a role in 

binding to residues Trp350 and Trp352 – residue Trp352 is known to form stacking 

interactions with bound ligand in many GH1 bacterial enzymes (PDB IDs: 3QOM, 5OKE, 

4IPN). Trp352 forms conserved interactions with four surrounding residues and this 

residue is conserved in all the enzyme sequences in the study dataset (Supplementary 

Figure 3.1). Trp350 is conserved in the three activities used in this section (6Pβ-

glycosidases; Table 4.1).  

The opposite side of the active site displays far fewer conserved interactions. The two 

catalytic residues, Glu170 and Glu378, exhibit an unfavourable negative-negative 

interaction (red dotted lines) – the only conserved unfavourable interaction observed. The 

cyan dotted line between Arg80 and Asn169 represents a mostly-conserved interaction 

(rare exception), where three of five dual-phospho structures have the interaction and all 

structures in the remaining activities have the interaction. Interestingly, there exists a 

conserved link between Leu431, Gln23, Ala20 and His124, followed by a link between 

Tyr123 and Asn169 – this link could be important for maintaining the position of this part of 

the active site. 

Alternatively, there exists a number of differing interactions between each of the activities 

mentioned here (Figure 4.1 B-D). These interactions could contribute towards individual 

activity substrate specificity by causing slightly different overall structure and malleability of 

the active site. The differing interactions mainly involve two regions: the L8a loop, and the 

Glu170 (catalytic) and Asn169 residues (BlBglC numbering). The interactions unique to an 

activity (darkblue dotted lines) mostly involve loop L8a, yet another indication of the 

importance of this loop in engendering substrate specificity between GH1 enzymes. In the 

dual-phospho activity, Leu434 (loop L8a) forms unique interactions with Phe49 and 

Met183, and Leu430 (loop L8a) with active site residue Trp425. In the 6Pβ-galactosidase 

activity, the special Trp429 residue (loop L8a) interacts with Tyr44 (4PBG numbering), the 
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only conserved interaction in any one activity related to this residue position. In the 6Pβ-

glucosidase activity, Ser430 forms a unique interaction with the loop L8a insert Glu435 

(4GPN numbering). Loop L8a seems to be the largest contributing factor to the differences 

of the active site of GH1 bacterial enzymes.  

The dual-phospho activity shares certain interactions with either of the other two activities 

(purple dotted lines) which may be a reason why the dual-phospho enzymes are capable 

of hydrolyzing galacto- and gluco-configured substrates. The dual-phospho and 6Pβ-

galactosidase activities share the Glu170-Asn174 and Asn169-Asn299 interactions 

(BlBglC numbering), whereas the dual-phospho and 6Pβ-glucosidase activities share the 

Trp125-Asn169 interaction. In Table 4.1, more information on the differences can be 

found. With regards to the conserved Tyr299-Cys375 interaction (4PBG numbering), the 

6Pβ-galactosidase activity forms an amide-pi stacked interaction whereas the other two 

activities form hydrogen bonds. Also, with regards to the conserved Ala13-Trp423 

interaction (4GPN numbering), the 6Pβ-glucosidase activity forms an amide-pi stacked 

interaction whereas the other two activities form hydrogen bonds. Lastly, concerning the 

shared Trp125-Asn169 interaction (BlBglC numbering) between the dual-phospho and 

6Pβ-galactosidase activities, the dual-phospho enzymes form a conventional hydrogen 

bond whereas the 6Pβ-galactosidase enzymes form a pi-donor hydrogen bond. 

Table 4.1. Interaction similarities and differences between active site residues of the dual-
phospho (BlBglC numbering), 6Pβ-galactosidase (4PBG numbering) and 6Pβ-glucosidase 
(4GPN numbering) activities. A large network of interactions between active site residues 
is conserved throughout all the enzyme activities, particularly involving residues Glu378 
and Trp425 (BlBglC numbering). Each row in the table shows interactions with the same 
residue positions in the enzyme sequences. Similar interactions between all three activities 
were recorded when all activities showed the interaction in at least four of five of their 
structures. Similar interactions between two activities were recorded when both activities 
showed the interaction in at least four of five of their structures and the remaining activity 
did not show the interaction in any structure. Differences were recorded when all the 
structures in at least one activity did not show the interaction and at least four of five 
structures in at least one other activity showed the interaction. Pink coloured residues are 
conserved in all 69 enzymes in the study dataset, green coloured residues are conserved 
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in the three activities in the table, and orange-coloured residues are conserved in the 
particular activity in which it belongs. Differences among the activities are highlighted in 
grey colour. 

Active site 
residues (DUAL / 
6PGAL / 6PGLU) 

DUAL activity 6PGAL activity 6PGLU activity Significance / notes 

GLN23 / GLN19 / 
GLN18 

ALA20 (Hbond) ALA16a (Hbond) ALA15 (Hbond)  
LEU431 (Hbond) PHE427 (Hbond) VAL429 (Hbond) One residue away from active 

site residue. Two residues 
away from important TRP433  

HIS124 / HIS116 / 
HIS130 

ALA20 (pi-sigma) ALA16 (pi-sigma) ALA15 (pi-sigma)  
TRP125 / PHE117 / 
PHE131 

ASN169 (Hbond)  ASN175 (pi-donor 
Hbond) 

Active site residue; pi-donor 
Hbond (6PGLU) 

 ILE164a   
N169 / N159 / N175 
 

TRP125 (Hbond)  PHE131 (Pi-donor 
Hbond) 

Active site residue 

TYR123 (Hbond) HIS115 (Hbond) 
 

SER129 (Hbond) One residue away from active 
site residue 

ASN299 (Hbond)  #  Two residues away from 
active site residue 

# ARG72 (Hbond) ARG85 (Hbond)  
GLU170 / GLU160 / 
GLU176 

GLU378 
 

CYS375a GLN375a Catalytic residue; 
Unfavourable negative-
negative interaction  

ASN174 (Hbond) ILE164a (Hbond)   
TYR301 / TYR299 / 
TYR313 

GLU378 (Hbond) 
 

CYS375:ASN376a 
 

GLN375 (Hbond) Catalytic residue; Amide-pi 
stacked interaction (6PGAL) 

TYR401a (Hbond) TYR397 (Hbond) TYR398a (Hbond)  
W352 / W347 / W347 
 

SER348 (Hbond) THR343 (Hbond) SER345 (Hbond)   
TRP350a (C-H bond) TRP345 (C-H bond) 

 
TRP347 (C-H bond) Two residues away from 

active site residue 
LYS439 LYS435 LYS438 Active site residue 

GLN302 MET300a MET314a One residue away from active 
site residue 

 ARG342a (C-H bond)   
GLU378 / CYS375 
(Mut) / GLN375 
(Mut) 

ARG80 (Hbond) ARG72 (Hbond) ARG85 (Hbond)  
TYR300 (Hbond) TYR298 (Hbond) TYR312 (Hbond) One residue away from active 

site residue 
TRP425  TRP421 TRP423 Active site residue 

TYR301 (Hbond) TYR299:ASN376a TYR313 (Hbond) Active site residue; Amide-pi 
stacked interaction (6PGAL) 

GLU170 GLU160a GLU176a Catalytic residue; 
Unfavourable negative-
negative interaction 

TRP425 / TRP421 / 
TRP423 

GLU378 CYS375 GLN375 Catalytic residue 

ASN379 (Hbond) ASN376 (Hbond) ASN376 (Hbond) One residue away from 
catalytic residue 

ALA18 ALA14 ALA13:VAL14a Amide-pi stacked interaction 
(6PGLU) 

TYR441 TYR437 TYR440 Active site residue 

GLY380 (C-H bond) GLY377 (C-H bond)  Two residues away from 
catalytic residue 

LEU430a  * Two residues away from 
active site residue 

SER432 / SER428 / 
SER430 

GLY436a (Hbond) 
 

GLY432 (Hbond) 
 

GLY434a (Hbond) 
 

 
  GLU435 (Hbond)  Insert (6PGLU) 

W433 / W429 / A431 
 

 TYR44a * 
 

L434 / S430 / G432 PHE49a (Hbond)    
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 MET183 (Pi-alkyl) *   
 ASN431a (Hbond)  One residue away from active 

site residue 
LYS439 / LYS435 / 
LYS430 

TRP350 (x3 bonds) TRP345 (x3 bonds) TRP347 (x2 bonds) At least 2 bonds 

TRP352 TRP347 (x2 bonds) TRP349a (x2 bonds)  
TYR441 / TYR437 
 / TYR440 

LEU381:GLY382 LEU378:GLY379 PHE378:GLY379 Amide-pi stacked interaction  

TRP425 TRP421 TRP423 Active site residue 

SER426 (Hbond)   One residue away from active 
site residue 

* One structure within activity has residue interaction (rare exception) 
# Three structures within activity have residue interaction (rare exception) 
a Four out of five structures within activity show residue interaction 
 

 4.3.2  Conserved residue sequence comparisons between GH1 

bacterial enzymes 

The multiple sequence alignment containing the 69 sequences from the characterised 

bacterial GH1 enzymes (Supplementary Figure 3.1) was analysed in order to record the 

highly conserved residues in each activity. The major and meaningful differences as well 

as similarities of residue identity between the activities at the same residue positions were 

compared (Table 4.2; Supplementary Table 4.3).  

As expected, the conserved residues across all activities are active site residues, with the 

exception of Asn379 (BlBglC numbering) which is the residue that follows the catalytic 

Glu378 residue in the sequence. Some active site residues are not conserved across all 

activities. For instance, the three phosphate-binding residues have a different identity in 

the β-glucosidase activity as these enzymes do not catalyse substrates with a phosphate 

group. With regards to the 6Pβ-glycosidase activities, all active site residues are 

conserved except for Trp125 and Trp433 (BlBglC numbering). The Trp433 residue-

position is the specificity-inducing residue-position that differentiates between gluco- and 

galacto-configured ligands in the 6Pβ-glucosidase activity – this is why this residue is 

never a tryptophan in the 6Pβ-glucosidase activity but always a tryptophan in the other 

activities. However, it is not known why the residue in the Trp125 residue-position (BlBglC 

numbering) is different among the activities. The reason could be the unique inter active 
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site interactions from the previous section (Table 4.1). The dual-phospho tryptophan forms 

a hydrogen bond with the active site residue Asn169, whereas the analogous 6Pβ-

glucosidase residue forms a pi-donor with the same active site residue, and the analogous 

6Pβ-galactosidase residue forms a hydrophobic interaction with a different residue in a 

different sequence position (Ile164; 4PBG numbering). The split between either 

phenylalanine or tyrosine in this position in the 6Pβ-glucosidase activity (Phe131; 4GPN 

numbering) suggests this active site residue is not as important for enzyme function as 

compared to the other activities where the residue in this position is conserved. However, 

phenylalanine is nonpolar whereas tyrosine is polar – the type of residue in this position in 

a 6Pβ-glucosidase enzyme may then depend on the particular substrate it hydrolyses. All 

three residue identities in this position across the activities (tryptophan, tyrosine, and 

phenylalanine) have hydrophobic side chains and are aromatic. The residue position forms 

hydrophobic interactions with substrate, and therefore the residue identity here may not 

have too much influence. Crystallographic structures from each of the activities were 

superimposed to compare the spatial positions of the residues in this position (Figure 4.2). 

Each of the respective residue types cluster well together, except one of the 

phenylalanines from the 6Pβ-glucosidase activity (PDB ID 2XHY; brown colour) that 

superimposes well onto the tyrosines. The mix of phenylalanine and tyrosine in this 

position in the 6Pβ-glucosidase activity has no effect on the inter active site interactions of 

this activity, as the interaction is conserved (Figure 4.1; Phe131-Asn175), and even shares 

this conserved interaction with the dual-phospho activity (Trp125-Asn169). 

Table 4.2. Major and meaningful differences (blue residues) and similarities of residue 
identity between the activities at certain sequence positions. Rows of active site residue 
positions are highlighted light red. 

BlBglC  
res no. 

Dual-phospho 6Pβ-
Galactosidase 

6Pβ-Glucosidase  β-Glucosidase 

23 100% Q 100% Q 100% Q 100% Q 
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123 100% Y 100% H 84% S / 16% C 94% Y 

124 100% H 100% H 100% H 100% H 

125 100% W 100% F 63% F / 37% Y 97% W 

169 100% N 100% N 100% N 100% N 

170 100% E 100% E 100% E 97% E 

205 100% N 100% H 100% S 97% H 

299 100% N 88% N / 12% D 100% S 100% N 

301 100% Y 100% Y 100% Y 100% Y 

350 100% W 100% W 100% W mix M I T F 

352 100% W 100% W 100% W 100% W 

377 100% T 100% T 100% V 94% T 

378 100% E 100% E 100% E 100% E 

379 100% N 100% N 100% N 100% N 

425 100% W 100% W 100% W 100% W 

426 100% S 100% S 100% G 100% S 

431 100% L 100% F 100% V 91% F / 9% L 

432 100% S 100% S 95% S 100% E 

433 100% W 100% W mix A F M 100% W 
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439 100% K 100% K 100% K 79% K / 15% M / 
6% Q 

441 100% Y 100% Y 100% Y 100% F 

 
 
 

 

There are also non-active site residue positions where at least one activity has a 

conserved residue that is different to the other activities (Table 4.2) and may cause slight 

differences in function between the activities. Most of these residues are next to, or close 

to, active site residue positions in the sequence. To obtain information about why the 

residues in these positions differ between the activities, crystallographic structures and 

models were used to record the residue interactions with other residues of the enzyme, 

Figure 4.2. Superposition of residues in the substrate-binding Trp125 residue (BlBglC 
numbering) position from different activities. The residue in this position is a conserved 
tryptophan in the dual-phospho and β-glucosidase activities, a conserved phenylalanine in 
the 6Pβ-galactosidase activity, and a mix between phenylalanine (63%) and tyrosine 
(37%) in the 6Pβ-glucosidase activity. Each of the different residue types cluster well 
together, except one of the phenylalanines from the 6Pβ-glucosidase activity (PDB ID 
2XHY; brown colour) that superimposes well onto the tyrosines. The blue arrow shows 
tryptophan residues from the dual-phospho (right of blue arrow) and β-glucosidase (left of 
blue arrow) activities. The purple arrow shows all phenylalanine residues except one (PDB 
ID 2XHY; brown colour) that grouped with the tyrosine residues (cyan arrow). 
Crystallographic structures used are 7M1R, 5OKB, 5OKE (dual-phospho), 3PBG, 4PBG 
(6Pβ-galactosidase), 2XHY, 3QOM, 4GPN, 4IPN, 6WGD (6Pβ-glucosidase), and 2O9T, 
3AHX, 3W53 (β-glucosidase). 
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using DiscoveryStudio (Figure 4.3 & Table 4.3). As this study is focussed mainly on the 

6Pβ-glycosidase activities, only they will be analysed from here on. 

 
In the Tyr123 residue position (BlBglC numbering), although the residue identities differ 

between the activities, they all still share interactions with Ser167 and active site residue 

Asn169. However, the dual-phospho and 6Pβ-galactosidase activities share the Tyr123-

Leu127 and Tyr123-Phe138 interactions which are missing in the 6Pβ-glucosidase activity. 

The Asn205 residue position (BlBglC numbering) has a different residue identity that is 

conserved in each of the respective activities; however, all three of the activities show a 

conserved interaction whereby the Asn205 residue position indirectly links with the Tyr123 

Figure 4.3. Similarities and differences between the dual-phospho, 6Pβ-galactosidase and 
6Pβ-glucosidase activities in terms of residue-residue interactions of non-active site 
conserved residues; interactions are related to residue sequence positions. Red residues 
are active site residues, green residues are conserved non-active site residue positions, 
and yellow residues show interacting residues. Black dotted lines show interactions that 
are conserved throughout all three enzyme activities; purple dotted lines show interactions 
that are shared between two activities; darkblue dotted lines show an interaction unique to 
only one activity. (A) Interactions that are conserved throughout all three enzyme activities. 
PDB structure 7M1R was used. (B) Dual-phospho activity interactions that are unique or 
shared with only one other activity. PDB structure 7M1R was used. (C) 6Pβ-galactosidase 
activity interactions that are unique or shared with one other activity. PDB structure 4PBG 
was used. (D) 6Pβ-glucosidase activity interactions that are unique or shared with one 
other activity. PDB structure 4GPN was used. 
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residue position through the Ser176 residue position. On the other hand, only the 6Pβ-

galactosidase activity exhibits a His196-Val214 interaction (4PBG numbering). 

The Asn299 residue position (BlBglC numbering) has a conserved interaction across all of 

the activities with residue positions Phe225 and Tyr227. In contrast, Asn299 forms an 

interaction with Ser224 that is only seen in the dual-phospho activity. Additionally, the 

dual-phospho and 6Pβ-galactosidase activities share the Asn299-Asn169 and Asn299-

Thr377 interactions, while the 6Pβ-galactosidase and 6Pβ-glucosidase activities share the 

Asn297-Ala217 interaction (4PBG numbering). 

The residue in the Thr377 sequence position (BlBglC numbering) is next to the catalytic 

Glu378 residue and has conserved interactions with Arg80 and Val298 in all three of the 

activities. An interaction of Thr377-Ser224 (BlBglC numbering) is shared between the 

dual-phospho and 6Pβ-glucosidase activities, whereas a Thr374-Tyr372 interaction (4PBG 

numbering) is shared between the 6Pβ-galactosidase and 6Pβ-glucosidase activities. The 

only unique interactions involving this residue position is with regards to the 6Pβ-

glucosidase activity, namely Val374-Met172 and Val374-Thr421 (4GPN numbering), 

meaning this residue has two extra conserved interactions in the 6Pβ-glucosidase activity 

as compared to the other activities, which may be important. 

A serine residue is conserved in the Ser426 (BlBglC numbering) sequence position except 

in the 6Pβ-glucosidase activity where this residue is a glycine. Ser426 forms a unique 

interaction among the activities with active site residue Tyr441 in the dual-phospho activity. 

Three other Ser426 interactions are shared between the dual-phospho and 6Pβ-

galactosidase activities, namely with residues Thr428, Gly442, and Phe443 (BlBglC 

numbering). No interactions are shared with the 6Pβ-glucosidase activity glycine. 

In the Leu431 residue position (BlBglC numbering), although the residue identities are all 

different between the activities, they all still share interactions with Tyr437 and active site 
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residue Gln23. Unique interactions include Phe427-Ala46 in the 6Pβ-galactosidase activity 

and Val429- Pro58 in the 6Pβ-glucosidase activity.  

Table 4.3. Interaction similarities and differences of conserved residues that are not active 
site residues, between the dual-phospho (BlBglC numbering), 6Pβ-galactosidase (4PBG 
numbering) and 6Pβ-glucosidase (4GPN numbering) activities. Each row in the table 
shows interactions with the same residue positions in the enzyme sequences. Similar 
interactions between all three activities were recorded when all activities showed the 
interaction in at least four of five of their structures. Similar interactions between two 
activities were recorded when both activities showed the interaction in at least four of five 
of their structures and the remaining activity did not show the interaction in any structure. 
Differences were recorded when all of the structures in at least one activity did not show 
the interaction and at least four of five structures in at least one other activity showed the 
interaction. Pink coloured residues are conserved in all 69 enzymes in the study dataset, 
green coloured residues are conserved in the three activities in the table, and orange-
coloured residues are conserved in the particular activity in which it belongs. Differences 
among the activities are highlighted in grey colour. 

Active site 
residues (DUAL / 
6PGAL / 6PGLU) 

DUAL activity 6PGAL activity 6PGLU activity Significance / notes 

TYR123 / HIS115 / 
SER129 
 

SER167 THR157 THR173  

LEU127a THR119   

ASN169 ASN159 ASN175 Active site residue 

PHE138a PHE129   

ASN205 / HIS196 / 
SER218 

SER167 THR157# THR173  

 VAL214   

ASN299 / ASN297 / 
SER311 
 

TYR227 LEU218 MET240  

PHE225 HIS216 VAL238  

ASN169 ASN159#  Active site residue 

SER224a    

 ALA217a ALA239a  

THR377# THR374   

TRP350 / TRP345 / 
TRP347 

SER348 THR343 SER345a  

ASN320    

 GLY317   

LYS439 x3 LYS435 x3 LYS438 x2 Active site residue 

 ASN316a   

THR322:GLY323   Amide-pi stacked interaction 

THR377 / THR374 / 
VAL374 
 

ARG80a ARG72 ARG85  

SER224a  MET237  

VAL298 ILE296a PHE310  

ASN299# ASN297   
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  MET172a  

 TYR372# PHE372a  

  THR421a  

ASN379 / ASN376 / 
ASN376 

 

TYR300 TYR298 TYR312a Residue next to active site 
residue 

TYR401a TYR397a TYR420  

TYR422 TYR418   

TRP425 TRP421 TRP423 Active site residue 

SER426 / SER422 / 
GLY424 
 

TYR441   Active site residue 

THR428a MET424   

PHE443 LEU439   

GLY442a GLY438   

LEU431 / PHE427 / 
VAL429 
 
 

GLN23 GLN19 GLN18 Active site residue 

TYR437 TYR433 MET436#  

 ALA46 ASN59*  

  PRO58  

* One structure within activity has residue interaction (rare exception) 
# Three structures within activity have residue interaction (rare exception) 
a Four out of five structures within activity show residue interaction 
 

The only non-active site residues that are conserved across all 6Pβ-glycosidase activities 

are Trp350 and Asn379 (BlBglC numbering).  

Trp350 is two residues away from active site residue Trp352 in the sequence. Across all 

the activities, Trp350 forms interactions with Ser348 and active site residue Lys439 

(BlBglC numbering). On the other hand, this residue forms unique interactions with the 

long L6 loop in the dual-phospho (Asn320 & Thr322:Gly323) and 6Pβ-galactosidase 

activities (Asn316 & Gly317) which is not seen in the 6Pβ-glucosidase activity as this 

activity does not have the longer L6 loop that is thought to act as a gate to the active site. 

The L6 loop is slightly longer in the dual-phospho activity (Figure 4.4) and the asparagine 

residues are not in the same sequence position in the dual-phospho and 6Pβ-

galactosidase activities. Nonetheless, the residue is in a similar location in terms of 3D 

structure. 
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Asn379 follows the catalytic Glu378 residue in the sequence. In all of the activities this 

residue forms conserved interactions with three different residues, namely Tyr300, Tyr401, 

and active site residue Trp425 (BlBglC numbering). Alternatively, the dual-phospho and 

6Pβ-galactosidase activities share the Asn379-Tyr422 interaction which is missing in the 

6Pβ-glucosidase activity. 
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Figure 4.4. MSA section containing the L6 loop region of the GH1 enzyme sequences. 
The L6 loop is slightly longer in the dual-phospho activity. The blue block shows residues 
Trp350 and Trp352 (BlBglC numbering) and the black block shows the different positions 
of the asparagine residues of the dual-phospho and 6Pβ-galactosidase activities that bind 
to residue Trp350 (BlBglC numbering). The L6 loop is thought to control access to the 
active site in the dual-phospho and 6Pβ-galactosidase activities. 
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 4.4  Conclusion 

Using multiple 3D structures from various bacterial GH1 enzymes, active site residues as 

well as conserved residues (across all activities and individual activities) were analysed in 

terms of differences and similarities in sequence identity and residue-residue interactions. 

A conserved and complex network of active site residue-residue interactions was found in 

all of the 6Pβ-glycosidase activities, particularly in one corner of the active site relating to 

residues Glu378 and Trp425 (BlBglC numbering). There is a conserved link of interactions 

between the Tyr301, Trp352, Glu378, Trp425, Lys439 and Tyr441 active site residues. 

This link and the interactions around it most likely stabilise the loop regions that contain 

these residues, helping to retain the positions of these loops. In addition to ligand-

phosphate binding, Lys439 seems to play a role in binding to residues Trp350 and Trp352, 

with at least two Trp350-Lys439 bonds being conserved in all activities. In the dual-

phospho and 6Pβ-galactosidase activities, Trp350 forms conserved interactions with the 

long L6 loop that is thought to act as a gate to the active site. The Trp350 residue may 

bond to the L6 loop when a closed L6 loop gate is required. 

There are several different interactions when comparing the activities that could cause 

slight variations of overall structure and malleability of the active site resulting in a 

separate substrate specificity. The differing active site interactions mainly involve two 

regions: the L8a loop, and the Glu170 (catalytic) and Asn169 residues (BlBglC 

numbering). The L8a loop contains the Trp433 residue-position that differentiates between 

gluco- and galacto-configured ligands in the 6Pβ-glucosidase activity. The Trp433 residue-

position is one of two 6Pβ-glycosidase active site residue positions that are not conserved, 

the other being the Trp125 residue-position (BlBglC numbering). The reason for the 

differing residue identity of the Trp125 residue-position could be the unique inter active site 

interactions that the residue makes in each of the different activities. 
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Many differences and similarities in conserved interactions between residues were 

discovered among the different GH1 activities. These interactions likely have a role in 

forming slightly nuanced active sites depending on the GH1 activity, thereby contributing to 

substrate specificity.   
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Chapter 5: Conclusions and Future Work 

Three new GH1 enzyme crystallographic structures from the bacterium B. licheniformis 

were obtained from collaborators. These are the first GH1 crystallographic structures from 

B. licheniformis ever determined. As the active sites of these structures were absent of 

ligand, in silico docking and MD simulations were performed to provide evidence for their 

GH1 activities and substrate specificities. First though, the amino acid sequences of all 

known characterised bacterial GH1 enzymes were retrieved from the CAZy database and 

compared to the sequences of the three new B. licheniformis crystallographic structures to 

obtain putative enzyme activity. Sequence identity, phylogeny, and sequence motif 

analyses provided evidence of the putative dual-phospho activity of BlBglC and 6Pβ-

glucosidase activity of BlBglH. The activity of BlBglB at this stage was more difficult to 

obtain as the sequence was found to be unique among the characterised bacterial GH1 

enzyme sequences. However, the sequence is most similar to the dual-phospho activity 

and a structural comparison using the DALI server outputted dual-phospho Gan1D (PDB 

ID 5OKB) as the top hit for both the BlBglB crystal structure and model. 

As all three enzymes were shown to be putative 6Pβ-glycosidase activity enzymes, much 

of the thesis focuses on the overall analysis and comparison of the 6Pβ-glucosidase, 6Pβ-

galactosidase, and dual-phospho activities that make up the 6Pβ-glycosidases. In the 

thesis literature review, the 6Pβ-glycosidase active site residues are identified through 

consensus of binding interactions using all known 6Pβ-glycosidase PDB structures 

containing ligands possessing all three ligand groups (phosphate, glycon, and aglycon). 

An exception is PDB 4PBG whose ligand is absent of the aglycon group; however, this is 

the only existing 6Pβ-galactosidase structure with a ligand. Thirteen residue sequence 

positions, some with differing identities, interact with the ligand in all of the 6Pβ-

glycosidase PDB structures. This information was used to analyse and compare the 
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activities, binding interactions, and ligand specificities of the new GH1 enzyme 

crystallographic structures received from our collaborators. 

Although GH1 members share high structural similarity, it was found that the secondary 

structure of the 6Pβ-glucosidase L8a loop is different to the other activities which most 

likely contributes to the ability of this activity to differentiate between gluco- and galacto-

configured ligands. Comparing the 6Pβ-glucosidase and 6Pβ-galactosidase activities, it 

was seen that the 6Pβ-glucosidase L8b loop is longer and forms additional interactions 

with the L8a loop likely leading to increased L8 loop rigidity which prevents the 

displacement of residue Ala423 ensuring a steric clash with galacto-configured ligands. 

During MD simulations with BlBglH the PNP6Pglc ligand showed sustained favourable 

binding while the PNP6Pgal ligand was unstable, providing evidence of the 6Pβ-

glucosidase activity of BlBglH. Also, the favourable binding of PNP6Pglc stabilised the 

loops that surround the active site. This was the earliest known study to simulate a 6Pβ-

glycosidase GH1 enzyme using molecular dynamics, as far as we are aware. 

During BlBglC MD simulations in triplicate, both PNP6Pgal and PNP6Pglc ligands were 

stable and showed strong affinity for BlBglC. However, the orientations and interactions of 

PNP6Pglc were moderately more consistent. It is plausible that the Gln23 and Trp433 

residue positions (BlBglC numbering) have an important role in engendering the broad 

specificity of dual-phospho activity GH1 enzymes, as the two residues bind strongly to the 

ligand O3 hydroxyl group in the PNP6Pgal-BlBglC complex but to the ligand O4 hydroxyl 

group in the PNP6Pglc-BlBglC complex. This too was seen in the dual-phospho 

crystallographic structures of the Gan1D enzyme. Also, the BlBglC-His124 residue forms 

many hydrogen bonds with the PNP6Pgal O3 hydroxyl group but forms none with 

PNP6Pglc. Alternatively, BlBglC residues Tyr173, Tyr301, Gln302 and Thr321 form 

hydrogen bonds with PNP6Pglc but not PNP6Pgal. The findings present important 

information of the broad specificity of dual-phospho activity GH1 enzymes.  
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The activity determination of the unique BlBglB enzyme was difficult. The docked 

PNP6Pgal and PNP6Pglc ligands bound to the BlBglB active site in an incorrect 

orientation and remained in an incorrect orientation at an extended MD simulation of 1000 

ns. Therefore, it was unclear as to the preference of BlBglB for either galacto- or gluco-

configured substrates. Fourteen different 6Pβ-glycosidase ligands were tested against 

BlBglB.  Despite docking in an incorrect orientation, salicin-6P was the only ligand that was 

stable during MD simulations and was found to be in a correct orientation within the active 

site at 1000 ns. At 1000 ns salicin-6P interacts with all binding residues except Asn165; 

however, during the final 20 ns of the simulation the two catalytic glutamates were missing 

from hydrogen bonding. The function and activity of enzyme BlBglB remains uncertain. 

Bacterial GH1 enzyme sequences and structures from various activities were meticulously 

compared. Active site residues, as well as conserved residues (across all activities or 

individual activities), were analysed in terms of differences and similarities in sequence 

identity and residue-residue interactions. A large network of conserved interactions among 

active site and conserved residues was discovered. Also, there exists a number of differing 

interactions when comparing each of the activities which could contribute towards 

individual activity substrate specificity by causing slightly different overall structure and 

malleability of the active site. 

As a disclaimer, we must mention that the evidence obtained from molecular modelling is 

not definitive, but indicative, and must be validated by additional methods. 

Possible future work could include computationally mutating specific residues in structures 

of a particular activity and running MD simulations to observe the effects. The mutated 

residues could be binding residues, or residues important for structure and function such 

as the Trp350 residue that forms conserved interactions with the long L6 loop that is 

thought to act as a gate to the active site. In the future, additional enzyme structures could 

be modelled from GH1 activities that are lacking crystallographic structures like the 6Pβ-
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galactosidase and dual-phospho activities. These models could help strengthen GH1 

analyses related to structure and dynamics. A possible idea for the future could be the 

running of very long simulations using enzymes of the 6Pβ-galactosidase and dual-

phospho activities with a ligand that is a product to observe the potential release of the 

ligand and the movement and binding of the L6 loop as well as the ligand. As GH1 

activities differ mostly in loop regions, future work could include the use of machine-

learning models, trained only on the number of residues in the active site loops as 

features, to discriminate between GH1 activities. Also in the future, the Gromacs rerun 

feature could be used to obtain energy fluctuation for the interactions during the 

trajectories; this could allow the ranking of residues by importance, or the analysis of the 

steric clash between the 6Pβ-glucosidase loop L8a specificity-inducing residue and the 

axial OH4 of a galactoside ligand. Finally, relative binding free energy (RBFE) calculations 

could be performed to obtain more accurate binding free energy comparisons of the 

protein-ligand complexes. 
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Supplementary data 

 

 

 

Supplementary Figure 2.1. Docking validation (A) Crystalised ligand from PDB ID 4GPN 
superimposed with the same ligand docked into the 4GPN protein using Vina-Carb. An 
RMSD of 0.43 Å was achieved. Crystalised ligand – green. Docked ligand – cyan. (B) 
Comparison of the protein residue interactions using the same ligands. The program 
Ligplot was used. 
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Supplementary Figure 2.2. 2D representation of the control ligands. The only difference 
between the ligands is the configuration of the O4 hydroxyl group (axial vs equatorial), 
shown using green arrows. (A) Negative-control ligand p-Nitrophenyl-beta-D-galactoside-
6-phosphate, (B) positive-control ligand p-Nitrophenyl-beta-D-glucoside-6-phosphate and 
(C) phospho-glycoside showing the phosphate, glycon and aglycon ligand groups. These 
ligand groups bind to corresponding binding subsites within the active site of 6Pβ-
glycosidase enzymes. 
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Supplementary Figure 2.3. Multiple sequence alignment containing all 59 GH1 
sequences from Chapter 2 aligned with PROMALS3D and viewed with Jalview. Order of 
the sequences are based on the PROMALS3D alignment. The sequences fall into groups 
that are consistent throughout the sequence analysis in this study. β-glucosidases (*) – 
Blue; 6Pβ-glucosidases (#) – Green; 6Pβ-galactosidases ($) – Red; Unique groupings – 
Yellow. 
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1/v0 = Ks/Vmax (1 + KA/[A]) 1/[S] + 1/Vmax (1+KA/[A]) 

Supplementary Figure 2.4. Kinetic mechanism of the BlBglH activation by phosphate and 
the development of the corresponding kinetic equation. 
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Supplementary Figure 2.5. Duplicated 200 ns MD simulation results of PNP6Pgal-pose2 
and PNP6Pglc complexes. (A) Protein backbone RMSD after least square fitting to protein 
backbone, (B) ligand RMSD after least square fitting to protein backbone, (C) protein 
radius of gyration, and (D) protein residue RMSF, (E) PNP6Pgal-pose2 complex 
interactions, (F) PNP6Pglc complex interactions, and (G) hydrogen bonding of the 
PNP6Pglc ligand-protein complex during the last 15 ns of the MD simulation. Hydrogen 
bonds are shown in yellow. 
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Supplementary Figure 3.1. Multiple sequence alignment containing all 69 GH1 
sequences from Chapter 3 aligned with PROMALS3D and viewed with Jalview. Order of 
the sequences are based on the PROMALS3D alignment. The sequences fall into groups 
that are consistent throughout the sequence analysis in this study. β-glucosidases (*) – 
Blue; 6Pβ-glucosidases (#) – Green; 6Pβ-galactosidases ($) – Red; Unique groupings – 
Black. 
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Supplementary Figure 3.2. Sequence identity heatmap showing the pairwise percentage 
identity between all 69 sequences from Chapter 3. The X and Y axes indicate the 69 
different GH1 enzymes. Identity scores are shown as a colour-coded matrix, calculated by 
comparing every sequence to each other (every sequence vs every sequence). Sequence 
identity increases from blue to red. 35 β-glucosidases (*), 8 6Pβ-galactosidases ($), 20 
6Pβ-glucosidases (#), and 3 dual activity ($#) enzymes are labelled. 
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Supplementary Figure 3.3. Maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree consisting of all 69 
sequences from Chapter 3, generated using MEGA v7.0.26 program. Branch numbers 
indicate bootstrap values. Colour code: β-glucosidases (*) – Blue. 6Pβ-galactosidases ($) 
– Red. 6Pβ-glucosidases (#) – Green.  Unique groupings – Black. 
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Supplementary Figure 3.4. Determination of the conditions for the enzymatic assays. (A) 
The pH effect on the BlBglC activity. Assays were performed at 30 °C using 1.5 mM p-
nitrophenyl -fucopyranoside prepared in 50 mM citrate-phosphate buffers presenting pH 
from 4.5 to 8.0. (B) The temperature stability of the BlBglC was probed using circular 
dichroism. The protein sample was prepared in 10 mM potassium phosphate pH 7. 
Sample temperature was increased from 20 to 90 °C (0.5 °C/min) and readings (θ) 
collected at 208 (◊), 215 (○) and 222 (∆) nm.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Supplementary Figure 3.5. Determination of the substrate concentration effect on the 

activity of the BlBglC. Assays were performed at 30 °C using p-nitrophenyl -

fucopyranoside (PNPβfuc; A) and p-nitrophenyl -glucopyranoside (PNPβgal; B) prepared 
in 100 mM citrate-phosphate buffer pH 6.  
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Supplementary Figure 3.6. Comparison of Gan1D apo protein (PDB ID 5OKB) to the 
ligand-bound Gan1D protein (PDB ID 5OKE). It is seen that ligand binding does not cause 
significant changes in the side chain positions of the Gan1D residues. 
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Supplementary Figure 3.7. Hydrogen bonding of each of the triplicates of the PNP6Pgal 
and PNP6Pglc ligand-protein complexes during the final 20 ns of the MD simulations. 
Hydrogen bonds are shown in yellow. 
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Supplementary Table 2.1. GenBank accession number, species and PDB ID (if available) 
of the 59 GH1 sequences used in Chapter 2. 
 
GenBank accession no. Species PDB ID, if available 

Enzyme BlBglH 

AAU43012.1 Bacillus licheniformis 6WGD 

β-glucosidases 

ADK47980.1 Exiguobacterium sp. DAU5  

AFS69459.1 Exiguobacterium antarcticum  5DT7 

CAA52276.1 Thermotoga maritima  1OIF 

ACL70277.1 Halothermothrix orenii  4PTV 

ABP66702.1 Caldicellulosiruptor saccharolyticus   

ACI19973.1 Dictyoglomus thermophilum   

CAA91220.1 Thermoanaerobacter brockii   

ADD25173.1 Thermoanaerobacter ethanolicus  

AAN60220.1 Fervidobacterium sp. YNP  

AAQ00997.1 Clostridium cellulovorans 3AHX 

BAB05642.1 Bacillus halodurans  

AAA22266.1 Bacillus circulans 1QOX 

AAA22263.1 Paenibacillus polymyxa 1BGG 

BAE48718.1 Paenibacillus sp. HC1  

BAA36160.1 Bacillus sp.  

ACM66669.1 Micrococcus antarcticus 3W53 

AAA22264.1 Paenibacillus polymyxa 2O9T 

ABR73190.1 Marinomonas sp. MWYL1  

CAA82733.1 Streptomyces sp. QM-B814 1GNX 

AAF37730.1 Thermobifida fusca  

AAA22085.1 Agrobacterium sp.  

ADY18331.1 Sphingomonas sp. 2F2  

ABL14155.1 Pectobacterium carotovorum  

BAA29440.1 Pyrococcus horikoshii  1VFF 

ACK41762.1 Dictyoglomus turgidum  

AAG59862.1 Sphingomonas paucimobilis  
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CAA52344.1 Streptomyces rochei  

CCA60742.1 Fervidobacterium islandicum  

CAA56282.1 Pantoea agglomerans  

6-phospho-β-glucosidases 

CAB12135.1 Bacillus subtilis  

AAK34377.1 Streptococcus pyogenes 5FOO 

BAA20086.1 Lactobacillus gasseri  

AAN59243.1 Streptococcus mutans 4GPN 

AAZ88293.1 Shigella sonnei  

ABJ56211.1 Oenococcus oeni  

CAD63073.1 Lactobacillus plantarum 3QOM 

AAC75939.1 Escherichia coli 2XHY 

AAA22660.1 Bacillus subtilis  

BAB94107.1 Staphylococcus aureus  

AAC05714.1 Clostridium longisporum  

AAK74732.1 Streptococcus pneumoniae 4IPN 

AAA24815.1 Dickeya chrysanthemi  

AAM82757.1 Enterobacter aerogenes  

AAN58797.1 Streptococcus mutans  

AAA69226.1 Escherichia coli  

BAA25004.1 Lactobacillus gasseri  

AAD28227.1 Enterococcus faecium  

6-phospho-β-galactosidases 

AAA25183.1 Lactococcus lactis 4PBG 

ABV10357.1 Streptococcus gordonii  

AAA16450.1 Streptococcus mutans  

AAA26650.1 Staphylococcus aureus  

BAA07122.1 Lactobacillus acidophilus  

ABJ59750.1 Lactobacillus gasseri  

AAD15134.1 Lactobacillus casei  

ABJ59900.1 Lactobacillus gasseri  

dual activity 6-phospho-β-galactosidase/6-phospho-β-glucosidases 

BAD77499.1 Geobacillus kaustophilus  
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AHL67640.1 Geobacillus stearothermophilus 5OKG 

BAD76141.1 Geobacillus kaustophilus  

 
 
 
Supplementary Table 2.2. Motifs discovered in the 59 sequences from Chapter 2 using 
MEME v4.9.1. The regular expression shows the motif sequence, where the residues in 
square brackets represent the different residues that can exist in the various sequences in 
that particular position. The “width” column shows the length of the motif and the “sites” 
column represents the number sequences that possess the motif. 
 

Motif 
no. 

Regular expression Width Sites E-value BlBglH sequence 
location 

1 R[FT]SI[AS]W[PST]RIF  10 58 4.1e-363 84-93 

2 VTL[YSH]H[FW][DE][LM]P[QL]  10 59 1.2e-315 125-134 

3 L[WF]G[GT]ATA[AS][YH]Q  10 59 1.2e-313 13-22 

4 [CI]D[FH]YHRY[KE]ED  10 54 1.8e-298 62-71 

5 VKYW[IM]TFNE[PI]  10 59 6.2e-295 167-176 

6 P[LI][YF]I[TV]ENG[AL][GA]  10 59 3.4e-285 363-372 

7 KR[YF]G[LFI][IV]YVD[YFR]  10 59 2.2e-282 430-439 

8 GY[FT]VW[SG][LC][MI]D[NL]  10 59 1.6e-284 411-420 

9 D[FY][LI]G[IVF][NS]YY[TM][SR]  10 58 8.8e-249 300-309 

10 R[TYI][PK]K[DK]S[FA]YWY  10 56 8.7e-240 449-458 

11 [WM][GD]WEI[DY]P[EQ]GL  10 56 5.2e-229 340-349 

12 [VI][HN]DDYRIDYL  10 58 8.2e-205 383-392 

13 EGA[TWY]NE[DG]G[KR]G  10 53 2.0e-198 24-33 

14 E[PV]N[EPQ][KAE]GL[DA]FY  10 52 4.8e-187 100-109 

15 H[HN][LE][LM][VL]A[HS][AG][LKR]A  10 54 1.7e-193 206-215 

16 GGWLNR[EKD][TV][IV]D  10 55 1.5e-173 141-150 

17 L[MF][KA]E[LM]G[FVL][KN]A[YF]  10 57 2.3e-152 74-83 

18 DE[LC]L[KA][NY]GIEP  10 57 8.0e-159 114-123 

19 [FY]VR[YF]AE[TV][CV]F[EK]  10 56 3.1e-128 154-161 

20 D[PV]xxKGKYP[EQ]  10 55 2.4e-112 262-271 

21 SIWD[TRV]F[ASC][HK]TP  10 25 1.6e-109  

22 H[LI][EK][AQ][VA]H[KR]AIE  10 59 5.7e-101 395-404 

23 F[ES]W[AS][EN]GY  7 38 2.3e-089  

24 VYP[AYL][ST]C[SK][PE]ED  10 44 1.5e-084 45-54 

25 P[DK]G[KQ][IV]G[IC][MTV]L[NA]  10 59 1.2e-103 224-233 
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26 [GS]YLLGV[HF][AP]PG  10 36 4.9e-080  

27 KK[FL]PK[DG]F  7 59 7.0e-061 6-12 

28 [VT]F[NK]G[DH][NT]GD[VI]A  10 24 1.8e-055  

29 VSA[GST]T[GA][EQ]M[SK]  9 17 3.1e-054 421-429 

30 [KQ][EK]VI[AE][ST]NGE[EDS]  10 28 4.8e-052 459-468 

31 VKNPY[LV]K[TSA]S[DE]  10 21 1.6e-046 330-339 

32 GD[ML][ED][IT]IS[QT]PI  10 15 6.6e-039  

33 LN[RW][LFI][YT]DRY[QH][KL]  10 20 1.1e-043 353-362 

34 D[DN][ED]G[KN]G[TS]L[KE]  9 19 3.2e-024 440-448 

35 [GN][KE]YYPNHEA  9 10 9.5e-023  

36 D[LQ][LI][MK]R[LVI]K[KNR][DE]Y  10 20 3.1e-020  

37 AD[GA][FL]xNRWFL  10 23 9.2e-021  

38 S[VI]AD[VI]MTAG[ARS]  10 10 3.4e-020 35-44 

39 [HM]N[GT][TK]G[EK]KG[ST]S  10 11 2.4e-025  

40 [ND]RE[EA][VI]MYQAA  10 12 2.1e-012 196-205 

41 WC[SA][AS]F  5 12 3.7e-010  

42 VAWDKYLE[DE]N  10 6 4.6e-010  

43 [HN]G[VK][PA]REIT[DAK]G  10 8 5.6e-010  

44 WMRA[FY]DG[EK][ST]E  10 6 3.7e-009  

45 [MF]A[QE][KE]AM[QR][KR]RY  10 6 4.3e-008  

46 P[KNQ]GDE  5 18 6.4e-008 94-98 

47 EDIIHNKFIL  10 4 1.3e-007  

48 N[MS][SV]LHAPF[TM][GS] 10 7 1.4e-007 177-186 

49 YD[LF][AE]KVFQSH  10 4 3.0e-007  

50 PTKYP[YF]DP[ENS]N  10 4 8.1e-007  

51 DGV[DN][LV]  5 45 1.3e-006 405-409 

52 RYKDK  5 15 1.9e-006 162-166 

53 D[RKL][KE][ILD]LKE[GN]TV  10 15 2.7e-006 290-299 

54 [AFY][KV]DK[VL][ET][EA]DG[KRS]  10 19 8.3e-010 373-382 

55 KYQ[IL]KGVG[RQ]R  10 4 1.2e-005  

56 YWY[TE]AEP  7 6 2.8e-004  

57 DMM[EN]L[FY]SK[IY][IV]  10 4 6.1e-004  

58 T[ML][EA][GA]V[NKQ][HD]IL  9 5 8.4e-004  

59 [FAW]TNSG[IV][VL][YL][KT][EN]  10 7 1.6e-003  

60 VKA[FY]RE[LM]  7 12 2.8e-002  

61 KKLAET[QH][IE]I[EP]  10 7 3.2e-002  
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62 MPGR[KR]MN[PV]  8 3 4.3e-002  

63 P[AE]D[VI][RG]AAEL  9 5 4.5e-002  

64 KD[MR]KR[MF]YEAN  10 3 6.3e-002  

65 [NL][TK][DN]LQ[LT][AS][ITV][ND]V  10 5 3.1e-001  

66 VK[IL]GHAI  7 6 1.7e+001 216-222 

67 NNQ[ATV]N[FY][QES][ES][DS]  9 3 1.8e+001  

68 [AQ][AI]L[DE]AAKDLN  10 4 2.9e+001  

69 HIFKYWERKA  10 2 3.8e+001  

70 TTVE[HN]N[PI][PV][DN]G 10 3 2.4e+001  

 
 
 
Supplementary Table 2.3. Homology model quality evaluation scores of the 6Pβ-
galactosidase models 
Structure z-DOPE PROCHECK QMEAN Verify3D 

Templates 

1PBG  -2.26 86.80% 1.02 81.06% 

4PBG  -2.19 84.80% 0.94 99.79% 

3W53  -2.44 90.30% 0.96 97.87% 

Models 

AAA16450.1  -2.04 92.20% -0.12 100.00% 

AAD15134.1  -1.73 92.30% -1.13 94.94% 

BAA07122.1 -1.91 91.10% -1.19 96.19% 

 
 
 
Supplementary Table 2.4. Duplicated binding free energy results, using duplicated MD 
simulations. All values are in kJ/mol. The final 15 ns of the MD simulations were used 
(185-200 ns). 

Complex Van der Waal’s Electrostatic Polar solvation Solvent Accessible 
Surface Area 

(apolar) 

Total binding 
energy  

PNP6Pgal-
pose2 – 
BlBglH 

-112.11 ± 0.33 246.03 ± 1.70 312.73 ± 1.99 -15.76 ± 0.03 430.89 ± 0.86 

PNP6Pglc – 
BlBglH 

-132.42 ± 0.33 -108.05 ± 0.48 183.02 ± 0.37 -16.93 ± 0.02 -74.38 ± 0.29 
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Supplementary Table 3.1. GenBank accession number, species and PDB code (if 
available) of the 69 GH1 sequences used in Chapter 3. 
 
GenBank accession no. Species PDB ID, if available 

Enzyme BlBglC/BlBglB 

AAU39345.1 
 (BlBglC) 

Bacillus licheniformis 7M1R 

AAU43012.1 
 (BlBglB) 

Bacillus licheniformis  

β-glucosidases 

ABL14155.1 Pectobacterium carotovorum  

ADD96762.1 Uncultured bacterium  

ACY09072.1 Uncultured bacterium  

ABR73190.1 Marinomonas sp. MWYL1  

AAA22085.1 Agrobacterium sp.ATCC21400  

ABF52736.1 Sphingopyxis alaskensis  

AKH41028.1 Uncultured bacterium 5GNX, 5GNY 

ADY18331.1 Sphingomonas sp. 2F2  

CAA52276.1 Thermotoga maritima 1OIF 

ABQ46970.1 Thermotoga petrophila  

AAB95492.2 Thermotoga neapolitana 5IDI 

BAA86923.1 Thermus sp. Z-1  

ABU56651.1 Roseiflexus castenholzii  

ABK71329.1 Mycolicibacterium smegmatis  

ACM06095.1 Thermomicrobium roseum  

AEM45802.1 Cellulomonas biazotea  

BAE49023.1 Magnetospirillum magneticum  

CAA91220.1 Thermoanaerobacter brockii  

ADD25173.1 Thermoanaerobacter ethanolicus  

ACL70277.1 Halothermothrix orenii 4PTV, 4PTX 

AAN60220.1 Fervidobacterium sp. YNP  

CAA42814.1 Hungateiclostridium thermocellum 5OGZ 

AAQ00997.1 Clostridium cellulovorans 3AHX 

ACJ34717.1 Anoxybacillus flavithermus  

ADK47980.1 Exiguobacterium sp. DAU5  

AFS69459.1 Exiguobacterium antarcticum 5DT7 

AAA22264.1 Paenibacillus polymyxa 2O9R, 2O9T 

AFQ36783.1 Paenibacillus sp. ICGEB2008/MTCC5639   
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BAB05642.1 Bacillus halodurans  

BAE48718.1 Paenibacillus sp. HC1  

AAA22263.1 Paenibacillus polymyxa 1BGG 

AAA22266.1 Bacillus circulans 1QOX 

BAA36160.1 Bacillus sp. GL1  

ABP70047.1 Rhodobacter sphaeroides  

ACK41762.1 Dictyoglomus turgidum  

AAX76617.1 Pectobacterium carotovorum  

6-phospho-β-glucosidases 

AAZ88293.1 Shigella sonnei  

AAN59243.1 Streptococcus mutans 4GPN, 4F66, 4F79 

ABJ56211.1 Oenococcus oeni  

AAC75939.1 Escherichia coli 2XHY 

BAB37196.2 Escherichia coli  

AAA22660.1 Bacillus subtilis  

BAB56428.1 Staphylococcus aureus  

BAB94107.1 Staphylococcus aureus  

AAA69226.1 Escherichia coli  

AAN58797.1 Streptococcus mutans  

CAB15962.2 Bacillus subtilis  

AAB51564.1 Klebsiella oxytoca  

AAM82757.1 Enterobacter aerogenes  

AAC76744.1 Escherichia coli  

AAA24815.1 Dickeya chrysanthemi  

AAC05714.1 Clostridium longisporum  

AAK74732.1 Streptococcus pneumoniae 4IPN 

CAB12135.1 Bacillus subtilis  

6-phospho-β-galactosidases 

AAA25183.1 Lactococcus lactis 4PBG 

AAN59144.1 Streptococcus mutans  

ABV10357.1 Streptococcus gordonii  

AAA26650.1 Staphylococcus aureus  

BAA07122.1 Lactobacillus acidophilus  

ABJ59900.1 Lactobacillus gasseri  

AAD15134.1 Lactobacillus casei  

ABJ59750.1 Lactobacillus gasseri  
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Dual activity 6-phospho-β-galactosidase/6-phospho-β-glucosidases 

BAD77499.1 Geobacillus kaustophilus  

AHL67640.1 Geobacillus stearothermophilus 5OKE, 5OKB,  
5OKK, 5OKR  

BAD76141.1 Geobacillus kaustophilus  

Dual activity β-galactosidase/6-phospho-β-glucosidases 

AAV37466.1 Pectobacterium carotovorum  

AAT45375.1 Pectobacterium carotovorum  

 

 
Supplementary Table 3.2. Motifs discovered in the 69 sequences from Chapter 3 using 
MEME v4.9.1. The regular expression shows the motif sequence, where the residues in 
square brackets represent the different residues that can exist in the various sequences in 
that particular position. The “width” column shows the length of the motif and the “sites” 
column represents the number sequences that possess the motif. 
 

Motif 
no. 

Regular expression Width Sites E-value BlBglB 
sequence 
location 

BlBglC 
sequence 
location 

1 YR[FT]SI[AS]W[PST]RI  10 69 4.4e-439 76-85 79-88 

2 [CI]D[HF]YHRY[KP]ED  10 69 3.0e-393 55-64 58-67 

3 VTL[YS]H[WF][DE][LM]PQ  10 69 1.7e-392 117-126 120-129 

4 AT[AS][AS]YQ[IV]EGA  10 69 1.6e-384 18-27 18-27 

5 KR[YF]G[LIF][VI][YH]V[DN][YRF]  10 69 4.2e-366 432-441 439-448 

6 GY[FT]VW[SG]L[MIL]D[NL]  10 69 1.3e-346 414-423 421-430 

7 P[LI][YF]I[TV]ENG[AL][GA]  10 69 2.3e-340 366-375 373-382 

8 VKYWIT[FL]NE[PI]  10 68 1.7e-338 158-167 162-171 

9 DF[LI]G[FIV][NS]YY[TM][SR]  10 69 2.6e-320 291-300 294-303 

10 R[TI][PK]K[KD]S[FA]YWY  10 69 1.3e-309 451-460 458-467 

11 [WM][GD]WEI[DY]PEGL  10 69 1.0e-285 343-352 350-359 

12 H[HN]LL[VL]A[HS][AG][LK]A  10 69 1.0e-272 196-205 199-208 

13 x[FL]P[KE][DG]FL[WF]G[GT]  10 69 9.7e-263 8-17 8-17 

14 [PV]N[EP][KAE]GL[DA]FYD  10 69 1.4e-260 93-102 96-105 

15 [VI][HN]DDYRIDYL  10 69 4.4e-257 386-395 393-402 

16 E[DG]G[KR]G[PL]SIWD  10 66 5.0e-256 30-39 30-39 
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17 GGWLNR[DE][TV][IAV]D  10 67 4.1e-219 132-141 136-145 

18 [IV]AL[FM][KA]E[LM]G[FVL]K  10 68 9.7e-175 65-74 68-77 

19 DELL[KE]xGIEP  10 67 7.1e-189 106-115 109-118 

20 LD[PV]Q[FL][RK]GxYP  10 69 3.2e-167 252-261 255-264 

21 F[VA][RE]YA[RE][VT][VCL]F[EK]  10 64 1.0e-156 143-152 147-156 

22 YP[AY][ST][CE]K[PE]ED[VI]  10 54 6.1e-147 228-237 231-240 

23 RAIEDGV[DN][LV]K  10 64 1.9e-134 404-413 411-420 

24 [GS][YH]LLGVH[AP]PG  10 44 5.2e-127  178-187 

25 [KEQ]IGI[VTM]L[NA]LxP  10 65 9.6e-129 217-226 220-229 

26 F[ES]W[AS][EN]GY  7 49 2.3e-125  431-437 

27 TF[SCA][HK][TI]PG[KN][VT][FK]  10 32 6.2e-093  40-49 

28 EVIA[ST]NG[EA][ES]L  10 41 3.8e-071 462-471 469-478 

29 LNEL[YW]DRYQ[KL]  10 23 6.7e-068 356-365  

30 GD[ML]E[ILT][IL][ASQ]QPI  10 46 2.9e-069 280-289 283-292 

31 FPDGD[GE][EA]  7 55 1.5e-056 86-92 89-95 

32 G[DH][NT]GD[VI]A  7 34 1.4e-061  51-57 

33 VS[AF][STG]T[GA][EQ]M[SK]  9 19 5.0e-055   

34 V[KR]NP[YH][LVI]K[TAS]S[DE]  10 21 2.9e-046  340-349 

35 VK[ALI][GAC][HR]E[IM]NP[EK]  10 24 1.6e-041 206-215  

36 [KR]EH[LI]E[AQ]V  7 62 9.1e-040 396-402 403-409 

37 [LI][LI][KM]R[VIL][KH][RK][DE]Y[PGT]  10 29 1.2e-025  362-371 

38 [RN]AD[GA][FY]xNRWF  10 30 8.9e-032  245-254 

39 [AF][KD]DKVE[EA]DG[SK]  10 22 4.3e-024  383-392 

40 [DH][DN][DE]G[NT]G[TS][LM][EK]  9 19 8.7e-021   

41 N[MIS][SV]LH[AS]PF[TMS][GS]  10 10 5.3e-020   

42 [ML]T[AGS]GAHG[VK][AP]R  10 9 3.1e-020   

43 [HM]N[GT][TK]G[EK]KG[ST]S  10 11 3.1e-026  319-328 

44 [EPD][GND][EKH][YF]YP[NS]H[EQ][AG]  10 10 3.8e-016   

45 P[LI]F[GL][WY][CT][CN]SGV  10 6 8.0e-015   

46 [ED]NP[EK][EQ]V[ML]YQ[AV]  10 14 1.4e-014 185-194  
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47 WC[SA][AS]F  5 16 6.2e-013   

48 [QE][EKI][AS][MN][RQ][ELR]R[YF][FVW]F  10 9 4.8e-010   

49 [KQ][SV]FR[EH][YT]V[KP]DG  10 8 2.5e-011  210-219 

50 RFMHQFNNYP  10 3 3.5e-009   

51 LEDIIHNKFI  10 4 6.4e-008   

52 E[DE]NYWYTAEP  10 4 9.8e-008   

53 YD[LF][AE]KVFQSH  10 4 3.0e-007   

54 [PK][FY]DP[DENS][NA]PA[DK][VI]  10 8 4.9e-006   

55 [LM][EQR][EKQ][NDE]R[ES][NW][LQ]FF  10 10 3.0e-006   

56 WMRA[FY]DG[EK][ST]E  10 6 1.5e-008   

57 KD[MR]KR[FM]YEAN  10 4 5.1e-006  189-198 

58 [KQ][IV]G[NC]ML[LA]GG  9 6 6.0e-006   

59 RY[KQ][DH]K  5 16 1.1e-005   

60 KYQ[IL]KGVG[RQ]R  10 4 1.4e-005   

61 DMM[EN]L[FY]SK[IY][IV]  10 4 3.9e-004   

62 S[FY]V[EQ][RG][DN]LPKT  10 4 8.6e-004   

63 [TI]T[VY]E[HN]N[PI][LPV][DN]G  10 6 2.5e-004  304-313 

64 H[REK][ND][MWY][RFN]EA[VFLP][IRT]A  10 10 1.7e-009   

65 NNQ[RA]N[WY][QR]  7 4 1.1e-002   

66 KKLAET[QH][IE]I  9 7 7.0e-002   

67 SY[AIV][LK][KN][EM][WFL][EA]R[KR]  10 8 3.8e-001   

68 QVEQVHMEEP  10 2 4.2e-001   

69 QF[ML]VDWF  7 3 6.4e-001   

70 [ES][ST]G[IM]PG[LV][FY]KT  10 4 1.1e+000  330-339 

71 [SL][SG][KE][AQG][ED][VL]YQA[IM]  10 5 9.6e-002   

72 [NL][TK][DN]LQ[LT][AS][ITV][ND]V  10 5 3.0e-001   

73 [GS]C[VA][TS][AHT]DE  7 5 1.2e+000   

74 STHQGCS 7 2 1.2e+000 425-431  

75 MPGRKMNPY 9 2 2.5e+000   
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76 KQM[MI]A[KN][NQ][GF]F  9 3 2.3e+000   

77 NNQMD[TV][SN]  7 3 3.6e+000   

78 Y[LM][EK][ES][KQ]G[LW][AET]PT  10 6 4.3e+000 267-276 270-279 

79 VLEFAREYLP  10 3 5.5e-001   

80 NMMILHGSAL  10 2 7.8e+000 168-177  

 
 
 
 
Supplementary Table 3.3. Homology model quality evaluation scores of BlBglB. 
Structure z-DOPE PROCHECK QMEAN Verify3D 

Templates 

BlBglB chain A -1.95 89.90% 0.79 89.80% 

7M1R chain A (BlBglC) -2.38 90.50% 0.44 87.21% 

6WGD chain B (BlBglH) -1.97 91.80% 0.90 89.89% 

Models 

BlBglB -1.70 92.30% 0.78 94.69% 

 
 
 
 
Supplementary Table 3.4. Orientation in the BlBglB active site and residue interactions of 
ligands that were docked and then simulated for 1 ms of MD. Protein and ligand RMSD 
graphs are also shown, compared to the apo simulation. 
 Docking 1 ms of MD Protein and ligand RMSD 

PNP6Pgal 

 
Docking: 
10 active site residues 
 
1 ms of MD: 
8 active site residues 

   

 

PNP6Pglc 
 
Docking: 
10 active site residues 
 
 
1 ms of MD: 
6 active site residues 

  

 

Lactose-6P 
 
Docking: 
13 active site residues 
 
1 ms of MD: 
4 active site residues 
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Cellobiose-6P 
 
Docking: 
12 active site residues 
 
1 ms of MD: 
9 active site residues 

  

 

Galactose-6P 
 
Docking: 
11 active site residues 
 
1 ms of MD: 
10 active site residues 
 

  

 

Glucose-6P 
 
Docking: 
11 active site residues 
 
1 ms of MD: 
9 active site residues 
 

  

 

Lactose 
 
Docking: 
11 active site residues 
 
1 ms of MD: 
1 active site residue 

 

 

 

Cellobiose 
 
Docking: 
11 active site residues 
 
1 ms of MD: 
7 active site residues  

  

 

Sucrose-6P 
 
Docking: 
10 active site residues 
 
1 ms of MD: 
3 active site residues 

  

 

Trehalose-6P 
 
Docking: 
11 active site residues 
 
1 ms of MD: 
7 active site residues  

  

 

Gentiobiose-6P 
 
Docking: 
12 active site residues 
 
1 ms of MD: 
6 active site residues 
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Salicin-6P 
 
Docking: 
12 active site residues 
 
1 ms of MD: 
12 active site residues 

  

 

Thiocellobiose 
 
Docking: 
11 active site residues 
 
1 ms of MD:  
Ligand exited enzyme 

 

 
 

EXITED ENZYME 

 

Thiocellobiose-6P 
 
Docking: 
10 active site residues 
 
1 ms of MD:  
8 active site residues 
   

 

PNPglc 
 
Docking: 
7 active site residues 
 
1 ms of MD: 
10 active site residues 

 

  

 
 
 
 
Supplementary Table 4.1. Homology model quality evaluation scores of the dual-
phospho activity models. 

 

 

 
 
 
  

Structure z-DOPE PROCHECK QMEAN Verify3D 

Templates 

7M1R chain A (BlBglC) -2.38 90.50% 0.44 87.21% 

5OKB  -2.45 89.20% 0.83 88.84% 

Models 

BAD77499.1 -2.17 92.50% -0.74 90.17% 

CAB12135.1  -2.13 93.00% -1.00 88.89% 
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Supplementary Table 4.2. Residue-residue interactions of active site residues compared across the GH1 activities. Five structures per 
activity were used and compared in terms of differences and similarities of sequence position, sequence identity, and interactions. Rows 
in the table contain residues in the same sequence position across all of the enzymes, according to the MSA from Chapter 3 
(Supplementary Figure 3.1).   

Dual-phospho activity: BAD77499.1 model CAB12135.1 model 5OKB 5OKE 6P-galactosidase activity: 4PBG = AAA25183.1 3PBG AAA16450.1 AAD15134.1 BAA07122.1 6P-glucosidase activity: 4GPN = AAN59243.1 3QOM = CAD63073.1 6PgluLig 4IPN = AAK74732.1  thiocellobiose-6P 2XHY = AAC75939.1    
GLN23 / GLN19 / GLN18
ALA20 / 4/5 ALA16 / ALA15 ALA20 (Hbond) :GLN23:N - :ALA20:O :GLN23:N - :ALA20:O A:GLN23:N - A:ALA20:O A:GLN23:N - A:ALA20:O C:GLN23:N – C:ALA20:O 4/5 ALA16 (Hbond) A:GLN19:N - A:ALA16:O :GLN19:H - :ALA16:O :GLN19:H - :ALA16:O :GLN19:H - :ALA16:O ALA15 (Hbond) B:GLN22:N – B:ALA19:O A:GLN18:N - A:ALA15:O A:GLN22:N - A:ALA19:O B:GLN18:N - B:ALA15:O A:GLN22:N - A:ALA19:O

LEU431 (Hbond)
:LEU431:N - :GLN23:O :LEU430:N - :GLN23:O A:LEU431:N - A:GLN23:O A:LEU431:N – A:GLN23:O C:LEU431:N – C:GLN23:O

PHE427 (Hbond)
A:GLN19:NE2 - A:PHE427:O A:GLN19:NE2 - A:PHE427:O :GLN19:NE2 - :PHE427:O :GLN19:NE2 - :PHE432:O :GLN19:NE2 - :PHE432:O B:VAL421:N - B:GLN22:O A:GLN18:NE2 – A:VAL429:O A:GLN22:NE2 – A:VAL429:O B:GLN18:NE2 – B:VAL421:O A:GLN22:NE2 – A:VAL431:O

:GLN23:NE2 - :LEU431:O :GLN23:NE2 - :LEU430:O A:GLN23:NE2 – A:LEU431:O C:GLN23:NE2 – C:LEU431:O  A:VAL429:N – A:GLN18:O A:VAL429:N – A:GLN22:O B:VAL421:N – B:GLN18:O A:VAL431:N – A:GLN22:O
:GLN23:NE2 - :TRP433 :GLN23:NE2 - :TRP432 4/5 TRP429 (Hbond) A:TRP429:NE1 - A:GLN19:OE1 A:TRP429:NE1 - A:GLN19:OE1 :TRP429:HE1 - :GLN19:OE1 :TRP434:HE1 - :GLN19:OE1 B:ALA423:N - B:GLN22:OE1 A:GLN18:NE2 – A:ALA431:N
:GLN23:NE2 - :TRP433:NE1

:HIS116:HE2 - :GLN19:OE1
B:GLN18:NE2 - B:CYS420:SG

A:GLN18:CG - A:HIS17 A:GLN22:CG - A:HIS21 A:GLN22:CG - A:HIS21

HIS124 / HIS116 / HIS130
ALA20 / ALA16 / ALA15 ALA20 (pi-sigma) :ALA20:CB - :HIS124 :ALA20:CB - :HIS124 A:ALA20:CB - A:HIS124 A:ALA20:CB - A:HIS124 C:ALA20:CB - C:HIS124 ALA16 (pi-sigma) A:ALA16:CB - A:HIS116 A:ALA16:CB - A:HIS116 :ALA16:CB - :HIS116 :ALA16:CB - :HIS116 :ALA16:CB - :HIS116 ALA15 (pi-sigma) B:ALA19:CB - B:HIS129 A:ALA15:CB - A:HIS130 A:ALA19:CB - A:HIS134 B:ALA15:CB - B:HIS125 A:ALA19:CB - A:HIS134

A:HIS124:CE1 - A:GLU378:OE2 A:HIS130:CE1 - A:GLN375:OE1 A:HIS134:CE1 - A:GLU377:OE2
:ASN169:ND2 - :HIS124 :ASN169:ND2 - :HIS124 A:ASN169:ND2 - A:HIS124 A:ASN159:ND2 - A:HIS116 A:ASN159:ND2 - A:HIS116 :ASN159:ND2 - :HIS116 :ASN159:ND2 - :HIS116 :ASN159:ND2 - :HIS116:NE2 A:ASN175:ND2 - A:HIS130 B:HIS125:CE1 - B:ASN170:OD1 A:HIS134:CE1 - A:ASN179:OD1

:ASN159:ND2 - :HIS116
A:HIS116:N - A:ASP118:OD1 :HIS116:N - :ASP118:OD1 :HIS116:N - :ASP118:OD1

:HIS124 - :TRP125  x2 A:HIS116 - A:PHE117 A:HIS116 - A:PHE117 B:HIS129 - B:TYR130 A:HIS130 - A:PHE131 A:HIS134 - A:PHE135 B:HIS125 - B:TYR126 A:HIS134 - A:PHE135
B:ASN21:ND2 - B:HIS129:O

TRP125 / PHE117 / PHE131

ASN169 / 0 / ASN175 ASN169 (Hbond)
:TRP125:NE1 - :ASN169:O :TRP125:NE1 - :ASN169:O A:TRP125:NE1 – A:ASN169:O A:TRP125:NE1 - A:ASN169:O C:TRP125:NE1 – C:ASN169:O

ASN175 (pi-donor Hbond)
B:ASN174:ND2 - B:TYR130 A:ASN175:ND2 - A:PHE131 A:ASN179:ND2 - A:PHE135 B:ASN170:ND2 - B:TYR126 A:ASN179:ND2 - A:PHE135

A:TRP125:NE1 – A:ASN169:ND2
A:TRP125:N - A:TYR123 A:TRP125:N - A:TYR123 C:TRP125:N – C:TYR123

A:TRP38:CD1 - A:TRP125:O C:TRP38:CD1 – C:TRP125:O A:TRP34:NE1 - A:PHE117:O A:TRP34:NE1 - A:PHE117:O :TRP34:NE1 - :PHE117:O :TRP34:NE1 - :PHE117:O :TRP34:NE1 - :PHE117:O
A:TRP125:C,O;ASP126:N - A:TYR123

A:TRP125 - A:ILE173
0 / 4/5 ILE164 / 0 4/5 ILE164 A:PHE117 - A:ILE164 A:PHE117 - A:ILE164 :PHE117 - :ILE164 :MET164:SD - :PHE117

:HIS124 - :TRP125  x2 A:HIS116 - A:PHE117 A:HIS116 - A:PHE117 B:HIS129 - B:TYR130 A:HIS130 - A:PHE131 A:HIS134 - A:PHE135 B:HIS125 - B:TYR126 A:HIS134 - A:PHE135
A:TRP429 - A:PHE117 :PHE117:C,O;ASP118:N - :TRP434 :PHE117 - :TRP434 x2

:PHE117 - :PHE174
B:TYR130 - B:MET178 B:TYR126:OH - B:SER174:OG

A:PHE131:CA – A:THR191:O x2 A:PHE135:CA - A:THR195:O A:PHE135:CA – A:CYS195:O x3
A:PHE135:C,O;GLU136:N - A:HIS21

ASN169 / ASN159 / ASN175

3/5 ARG80 / ARG72 / ARG85
:ARG80:NH1 - :ASN169:OD1 :ARG80:NH2 - :ASN169:OD1 A:ARG80:NH2 - A:ASN169:OD1

ARG72 (Hbond)
A:ARG72:NH2 - A:ASN159:OD1 A:ARG72:NH2 - A:ASN159:OD1 :ARG72:HH12 - :ASN159:OD1 :ARG72:HH12 - :ASN159:OD1 :ARG72:HH12 - :ASN159:OD1

ARG85 (Hbond)
B:ARG84:NH2 - B:ASN174:OD1 A:ARG85:NH2 - A:ASN175:OD1 A:ARG89:NH2 - A:ASN179:OD1 B:ARG80:NH2 - B:ASN170:OD1 A:ARG89:NH2 - A:ASN179:OD1

:ARG72:HH22 - :ASN159:OD1 :ARG72:HH22 - :ASN159:OD1 :ARG72:HH22 - :ASN159:OD1
TRP125 / 0 / PHE131 TRP125 (Hbond) :TRP125:NE1 - :ASN169:O :TRP125:NE1 - :ASN169:O A:TRP125:NE1 - A:ASN169:O A:TRP125:NE1 - A:ASN169:O C:TRP125:NE1 - C:ASN169:O PHE131 (Pi-donor Hbond) B:ASN174:ND2 - B:TYR130 A:ASN175:ND2 - A:PHE131 A:ASN179:ND2 - A:PHE135 B:ASN170:ND2 - B:TYR126 A:ASN179:ND2 - A:PHE135
TRP123 / HIS115 / SER129 TRP123 (Hbond) :ASN169:N - :TYR123:O :ASN169:N - :TYR123:O A:ASN169:N - A:TYR123:O A:ASN169:N - A:TYR123:O C:ASN169:N - C:TYR123:O HIS115 (Hbond) A:ASN159:N - A:HIS115:O A:ASN159:N - A:HIS115:O :ASN159:H - :HIS115:O :ASN159:H - :HIS115:O :ASN159:H - :HIS115:O SER129 (Hbond) B:ASN174:N - B:SER128:O A:ASN175:N - A:SER129:O A:ASN179:N - A:ALA133:O B:ASN170:N - B:SER124:O A:ASN179:N - A:SER133:O
ASN299 / 3/5 ASN297 / 0 ASN299 (Hbond) :ASN299:ND2 - :ASN169:OD1 :ASN299:ND2 - :ASN169:OD1 A:ASN299:ND2 - A:ASN169:OD1 A:ASN299:ND2 - A:ASN169:OD1 C:ASN299:ND2 - C:ASN169:OD1 A:ASN297:ND2 - A:ASN159:OD1 :ASN297:HD22 - :ASN159:OD1 :ASN297:HD22 - :ASN159:OD1

:ASN169:ND2 - :HIS124 :ASN169:ND2 - :HIS124 A:ASN169:ND2 - A:HIS124 A:ASN159:ND2 - A:HIS116 A:ASN159:ND2 - A:HIS116 A:ASN175:ND2 - A:HIS130 B:HIS125:CE1 - B:ASN170:OD1 A:HIS134:CE1 - A:ASN179:OD1
:SER224:CB - :ASN169:OD1 :ASN169:CA - :SER224:OG

:SER224:OG - :ASN169:OD1
A:TRP125:NE1 - A:ASN169:ND2

GLU170 / GLU160 / GLU176
:GLU170:N - :SER224:O :GLU170:N - :SER224:O A:GLU170:N - A:SER224:O A:GLU170:N - A:SER224:O C:GLN170:N - C:SER224:O A:GLU160:N - A:VAL215:O A:GLU160:N - A:VAL215:O :GLU160:N - :VAL215:O :GLU160:N - :VAL215:O :GLU160:N - :VAL215:O B:GLU175:N - B:MET231:SD
:ILE173:N - :GLU170:O :ILE173:N - :GLU170:O A:TYR173:N - A:GLU170:O A:ILE173:N - A:GLU170:O C:ILE173:N – C:GLN170:O :SER163:OG - :GLU160:OE1 B:MET178:N - B:GLU175:O A:ASN179:N – A:GLU176:O A:ASN183:N – A:GLU180:O B:SER174:N – B:GLU171:O A:ASN183:N – A:GLU180:O

:SER163:OG - :GLU160:O A:ASN179:ND2 – A:GLU176:OE1 A:ASN183:ND2 – A:GLU180:OE1 B:SER174:OG – B:GLU171:O A:ASN183:ND2 – A:GLU180:OE1
B:SER174:CB – B:GLU171:OE1

ASN174 (Hbond) :PHE174:N - :GLU170:O :PHE174:N - :GLU170:O A:ASN174:N - A:GLU170:O A:PHE174:N - A:GLU170:O C:PHE174:N – C:GLN170:O 4/5 ILE164 (Hbond) A:ILE164:N - A:GLU160:O :ILE164:N - :GLU160:O :MET164:N - :GLU160:O :VAL164:N - :GLU160:O

GLU378 (clash)
:GLU170:OE2 - :GLU378:OE2 :GLU170:OE2 - :GLU378:OE2 A:GLU170:OE2 - A:GLU378:OE1 A:GLU170:OE2 - A:GLU378:OE1 C:GLN170:NE2 - C:GLU378:OE1

4/5 CYS375 (clash)
A:GLU160:OE2 - A:GLU375:OE1 :GLU160:OE2 - :GLU375:OE1 :GLU160:OE2 - :GLU375:OE1 :GLU160:OE2 - :GLU375:OE1

4/5 GLN375 (clash)
B:GLU175:OE1 - B:GLU368:OE2 A:GLU180:OE1 – A:GLU375:OE2 B:GLU171:OE2 - B:GLU364:OE2 A:GLU180:OE1 – A:GLU377:OE2

A:GLU180:OE2 – A:GLU375:OE1 A:GLU180:OE2 – A:GLU377:OE1
:ASN299:ND2 - :GLU170:OE2 :ASN299:ND2 - :GLU170:OE2 A:ASN299:ND2 - A:GLU170:OE2 A:ASN297:ND2 - A:GLU160:OE2 :ASN297:ND2 - :GLU160:OE2 :GLU160:OE2 - :ASP297:OD2 A:SER311:OG - A:GLU176:OE2 A:SER315:OG - A:GLU180:OE2 B:SER301:OG - B:GLU171:OE2 A:SER315:OG - A:GLU180:OE2

A:GLU170:OE1 - A:GLU378:OE2
A:ASN192:ND2 - A:GLU176:O A:GLU180:O - A:ASP196:OD1 A:CYS196:SG - A:GLU180:O

TYR301 / TYR299 / TYR313

GLU378 (Hbond)
:TYR301:OH - :GLU378:OE2 :TYR301:OH - :GLU378:OE1 A:TYR301:OH - A:GLU378:OE1 A:TYR301:OH - A:GLU378:OE2 C:TYR301:OH – C:GLU378:OE2 A:CYS375:C,O;ASN376:N – A:TYR299 A:GLU375:C,O;ASN376:N – A:TYR299 :GLU375:C,O;ASN376:N - :TYR299 :GLU375:C,O;ASN376:N - :TYR299

GLN375 (Hbond)
B:TYR307:OH – B:GLU368:OE1 A:GLN375:NE2 - A:TYR313:OH A:TYR317:OH - A:GLU375:OE1 B:TYR303:OH - B:GLU364:OE1 A:TYR317:OH - A:GLU377:OE1

:GLU378:C,O;ASN379:N - :TYR301 :GLU378:C,O;ASN379:N - :TYR301 A:TYR299:OH – A:GLU375:OE1 :TYR299:OH - :GLU375:OE1 :TYR299:OH - :GLU375:OE1 B:GLU368:C,O;ASN369:N – B:TYR307
4/5 TYR401 (Hbond) :TYR401:OH - :TYR301:O :TYR400:OH - :TYR301:O A:TYR401:OH - A:TYR301:O A:TYR401:OH - A:TYR301:O TYR397 (Hbond) A:TYR397:OH - A:TYR299:O A:TYR397:OH - A:TYR299:O :TYR397:OH - :TYR299:O :TYR402:OH - :TYR299:O :TYR402:OH - :TYR299:O 4/5 TYR398 (Hbond) B:TYR391:OH - B:TYR307:O A:TYR398:OH - A:TYR313:O A:TYR398:OH - A:TYR317:O A:TYR400:OH - A:TYR317:O

A:TYR301 - A:TRP352 C:TYR301 – C:TRP352 A:TYR313 - A:TRP349 A:TYR317 - A:TRP349 A:TRP351:CZ3 - A:TYR317
A:TYR301:OH - A:TRP425 C:TRP425:CD1 – C:TYR301:OH A:TYR299:OH - A:TRP421 A:TYR299:OH - A:TRP421 :TYR299:OH - :TRP421 :TYR299:OH - :TRP426 :TYR299:OH - :TRP426 A:TYR313:OH - A:TRP423 A:TYR317:OH - A:TRP423 A:TYR317:OH - A:TRP425

SER348 (Hbond) x2
:THR348:N - :TRP352:O :SER348:N - :TRP352:O A:SER348:N - A:TRP352:O A:THR348:N - A:TRP352:O C:THR348:N - C:TRP352:O

THR343 (Hbond)
A:THR343:N - A:TRP347:O A:THR343:N - A:TRP347:O :THR343:H - :TRP347:O :THR343:H - :TRP347:O :THR343:H - :TRP347:O

SER345 (Hbond) x2
B:SER338:N - B:TRP342:O A:SER345:N - A:TRP349:O A:SER345:N - A:TRP349:O B:SER334:N - B:TRP338:O A:SER347:N - A:TRP351:O

:TRP352:N - :THR348:OG1 A:TRP352:N - A:SER348:OG A:TRP352:N - A:THR348:OG1 C:TRP352:N – C:THR348:OG1 A:TRP347:N - A:THR343:OG1 :TRP347:H - :THR343:OG1 :TRP347:H - :THR343:OG1 B:SER338:OG - B:TRP342:O A:TRP349:N - A:SER345:OG A:TRP349:N - A:SER345:OG B:TRP338:N - B:SER334:OG
4/5 TRP350 (Chbonds) :TRP352:CD1 - :TRP350:O A:TRP352:CD1 - A:TRP350:O A:TRP352:CD1 - A:TRP350:O C:TRP352:CD1 - C:TRP350:O TRP345 (CHbond) A:TRP347:CD1 - A:TRP345:O A:TRP347:CD1 - A:TRP345:O :TRP347:HD1 - :TRP345:O :TRP347:HD1 - :TRP345:O :TRP347:HD1 - :TRP345:O 4/5 TRP347 (Chbond) A:TRP349:CD1 - A:TRP347:O A:TRP349:CD1 - A:TRP347:O B:TRP338:CD1 - B:GLY337:O A:TRP351:CD1 - A:TRP349:O

LYS439
:LYS439:NZ - :TRP352 :TRP352:NE1 - :LYS438:NZ A:TRP352:NE1 - A:LYS439:NZ A:LYS439:NZ - A:TRP352 C:LYS439:NZ - C:TRP352

LYS435 (Pi) x2
A:LYS435:NZ - A:TRP347 A:LYS435:NZ - A:TRP347 :LYS435:NZ - :TRP347 :LYS440:NZ - :TRP347 :LYS440:NZ - :TRP347

4/5 LYS438 (Pi) x2
A:LYS438:NZ - A:TRP349 A:LYS438:NZ - A:TRP349 B:LYS430:NZ - B:TRP338 A:LYS440:NZ - A:TRP351

A:LYS439:NZ - A:TRP352 C:LYS439:NZ - C:TRP352 A:LYS435:NZ - A:TRP347 A:LYS435:NZ - A:TRP347 :LYS435:NZ - :TRP347 :LYS440:HZ1 - :TRP347 :LYS440:HZ1 - :TRP347 A:LYS438:NZ - A:TRP349 A:LYS438:NZ - A:TRP349 B:LYS430:NZ - B:TRP338 A:LYS440:NZ - A:TRP351

GLN302 (Pi-donor Hbond)

:GLN302:NE2 - :TRP352 :GLN302:NE2 - :TRP352 A:GLN302:NE2 - A:TRP352 A:GLN302:NE2 - A:TRP352 C:GLN302:NE2 - C:TRP352

4/5 MET300 (Pi)

A:MET300:CE – A:TRP347 A:MET300:SD - A:TRP347 :PHE300 - :TRP347 :TRP347 - :LEU300

4/5 MET314

B:MET308:CE - B:TRP342 A:MET314:CE - A:TRP349 A:MSE318:CE - A:TRP349 A:TRP351 - A:MET318
A:TRP352:CA - A:GLN302:OE1 A:MET300:CE - A:TRP347 A:MET300:SD - A:TRP347 :TRP347 - :PHE300 B:MET308:CE - B:TRP342 A:MET314:CE - A:TRP349 A:TRP349 - A:MSE318 A:TRP351 - A:MET318

A:MET300:SD - A:TRP347 B:MET308:SD - B:TRP342
4/5 ARG342 (CHbond) A:ARG342:CA - A:TRP347:O :LYS342:HA - :TRP347:O :THR342:HA - :TRP347:O :THR342:HA - :TRP347:O

A:TYR301 - A:TRP352 C:TYR301 - C:TRP352
A:TYR313 - A:TRP349 A:TYR317 - A:TRP349 A:TRP351:CZ3 - A:TYR317

B:SER333:OG - B:TRP338:O

GLU378 / CYS375 (Mut) / GLN375 (Mut)

ARG80 (Hbond)
:ARG80:NH2 - :GLU378:OE1 :ARG80:NH1 - :GLU378:OE2 A:ARG80:NH1 - A:GLU378:OE2 A:ARG80:NH2 - A:GLU378:OE1 C:ARG80:NH2 - C:GLU378:OE1

ARG72 (Hbond)
A:ARG72:NH1 - A:CYS375:SG A:ARG72:NH1 - A:GLU375:OE2 :ARG72:NH1 - :GLU375:OE2 :ARG72:NH2 - :GLU375:OE2 :ARG72:NH1 - :GLU375:OE1

ARG85 (Hbond)
B:ARG84:NH1 - B:GLU368:OE2 A:ARG85:NH1 - A:GLN375:OE1 A:ARG89:NH1 - A:GLU375:OE2 B:ARG80:NH1 - B:GLU364:OE2 A:ARG89:NH1 - A:GLU377:OE2

:ARG72:NH2 - :GLU375:OE2
TYR300 (Hbond) :TYR300:N - :GLU378:O :TYR300:N - :GLU378:O A:TYR300:N - A:GLU378:O A:TYR300:N - A:GLU378:O C:TYR300:N - C:GLU378:O TYR298 (Hbond) A:TYR298:N - A:CYS375:O A:TYR298:N - A:GLU375:O :TYR298:N - :GLU375:O :ASN298:N - :GLU375:O :TYR298:N - :GLU375:O TYR312 (Hbond) B:TYR306:N - B:GLU368:O A:TYR312:N - A:GLN375:O A:TYR316:N - A:GLU375:O B:TYR302:N - B:GLU364:O A:TYR316:N - A:GLU377:O

TYR301 (Hbond)
:TYR301:OH - :GLU378:OE1 :TYR301:OH - :GLU378:OE1 A:TYR301:OH - A:GLU378:OE1 A:TYR301:OH - A:GLU378:OE2 C:TYR301:OH - C:GLU378:OE2 A:CYS375:C,O;ASN376:N - A:TYR299 A:TYR299:OH – A:GLU375:OE1 :TYR299:OH - :GLU375:OE1 :TYR299:OH - :GLU375:OE1

TYR313 (Hbond)
B:TYR307:OH – B:GLU368:OE1 A:GLN375:NE2 - A:TYR313:OH A:TYR317:OH - A:GLU375:OE1 B:TYR303:OH - B:GLU364:OE1 A:TYR317:OH - A:GLU377:OE1

:GLU378:C,O;ASN379:N - :TYR301 :GLU378:C,O;ASN379:N - :TYR301 A:GLU375:C,O;ASN376:N – A:TYR299 :GLU375:C,O;ASN376:N - :TYR299 :GLU375:C,O;ASN376:N - :TYR299 B:GLU368:C,O;ASN369:N – B:TYR307
TRP425 :GLU378:OE1 - :TRP425 x2 :GLU378:OE1 - :TRP424 x2 A:GLU378:OE1 - A:TRP425 x2 A:GLU378:OE2 - A:TRP425 x2 C:GLU378:OE2 - C:TRP425 x2 TRP421 A:TRP421 – A:CYS375  x2 A:GLU375:OE1 – A:TRP421 x2 :GLU375:OE2 - :TRP421 :GLU375:OE2 - :TRP426 :GLU375:OE2 - :TRP426 TRP423 B:GLU368:OE1 – B:TRP415 x2 A:GLN375:NE2 - A:TRP423 A:GLU375:OE1 – A:TRP423 x2 B:GLU364:OE1 – B:TRP415 x2 A:GLU377:OE1 – A:TRP425 x2
GLU170 (clash) :GLU170:OE2 - :GLU378:OE2 :GLU170:OE2 - :GLU378:OE2 A:GLU170:OE2 - A:GLU378:OE1 A:GLU170:OE2 - A:GLU378:OE1 C:GLN170:NE2 - C:GLU378:OE1 4/5 GLU160 (clash) A:GLU160:OE2 - A:GLU375:OE1 :GLU160:OE2 - :GLU375:OE1 :GLU160:OE2 - :GLU375:OE1 :GLU160:OE2 - :GLU375:OE1

4/5 GLU176 (clash)
B:GLU175:OE1 - B:GLU368:OE2 A:GLU180:OE1 – A:GLU375:OE2 B:GLU171:OE2 – B:GLU364:OE2 A:GLU180:OE1 – A:GLU377:OE2

A:GLU180:OE2 – A:GLU375:OE1 A:GLU180:OE2 – A:GLU377:OE1
A:ASN299:ND2 - A:GLU378:OE1 C:ASN299:ND2 - C:GLU378:OE1 :GLU375:N - :ASN297:OD1 :GLU375:N - :ASN297:OD1 :GLU375:N - :ASP297:OD1 B:SER305:CA – B:GLU368:O B:SER301:CA – B:GLU364:O A:SER315:CB - A:GLU377:OE1

B:SER305:CB – B:GLU368:OE1 B:SER301:CB – B:GLU364:OE2
A:HIS124:CE1 - A:GLU378:OE2 A:HIS130:CE1 - A:GLN375:OE1 A:HIS134:CE1 - A:GLU377:OE2

:GLU378:CA - :CYS423:O
A:ALA14 - A:CYS375

TRP425 / TRP421 / TRP423
ASN379 (Hbond) :TRP425:N - :ASN379:O :TRP424:N - :ASN379:O A:TRP425:N - A:ASN379:O A:TRP425:N - A:ASN379:O C:TRP425:N - C:ASN379:O ASN376 (Hbond) TRP421 - ASN376     Hbond A:TRP421:N - A:ASN376:O :TRP421:N - :ASN376:O :TRP426:N - :ASN376:O :TRP426:N - :ASN376:O ASN376 (Hbond) B:TRP415:N - B:ASN369:O TRP423 - ASN376 A:TRP423:N - A:ASN376:O B:TRP415:N - B:ASN365:O A:TRP425:N - A:ASN378:O

GLU378
:GLU378:OE1 - :TRP425 :GLU378:OE1 - :TRP424 A:GLU378:OE1 – A:TRP425 A:GLU378:OE2 – A:TRP425 C:GLU378:OE2 – C:TRP425

CYS375
TRP421 – CYS375 x2 A:GLU375:OE1 – A:TRP421 x2 :GLU375:OE2 - :TRP421 :GLU375:OE2 - :TRP426 :GLU375:OE2 - :TRP426

GLN375
B:GLU368:OE1 – B:TRP415 x2 TRP423 - GLN375 A:GLU375:OE1 – A:TRP423 x2 B:GLU364:OE1 – B:TRP415 x2 A:GLU377:OE1 – A:TRP425 x2

:GLU378:OE2 - :TRP425 :GLU378:OE2 - :TRP424 A:GLU378:OE2 – A:TRP425 A:GLU378:OE2 – A:TRP425 C:GLU378:OE2 – C:TRP425
GLY380 (C-H bond) :GLY380:CA - :TRP425:O :GLY380:CA - :TRP424:O A:GLY380:CA - A:TRP425:O A:GLY380:CA - A:TRP425:O C:GLY380:CA - C:TRP425:O GLY377 (C-H bond) TRP421 - GLY377    A:GLY377:CA - A:TRP421:O :GLY377:CA - :TRP421:O :GLY377:CA - :TRP426:O :GLY377:CA - :TRP426:O
TYR441 :TRP425 - :TYR441 :TRP424 - :TYR440 A:TRP425 - A:TYR441 A:TRP425 - A:TYR441 C:TRP425 - C:TYR441 TYR437 TRP421 - TYR437    A:TRP421 - A:TYR437 :TRP421 - :TYR437 :TRP426 - :TYR442 :TRP426 - :TYR442 TYR440 B:TRP415 - B:TYR432 TRP423 - TYR440 A:TRP423 - A:TYR440 B:TRP415 - B:TYR432 A:TRP425 - A:TYR442

ALA18
:TRP425 - :ALA18 :TRP424 - :ALA18 A:TRP425 - A:ALA18 A:TRP425 - A:ALA18 C:TRP425 - C:ALA18

ALA14
TRP421 - ALA14    A:TRP421 – A:ALA14 x2 :TRP421 - :ALA14 :TRP426 - :ALA14 :TRP426 - :ALA14 B:ALA17:C,O;VAL18:N – B:TRP415 A:ALA17:C,O;VAL18:N – A:TRP423 B:ALA13:C,O;VAL14:N – B:TRP415 A:ALA17:C,O;VAL18:N – A:TRP425

B:TRP415 – B:ALA17 A:TRP423 – A:ALA17 B:TRP415 – B:ALA13 A:TRP425 – A:ALA17
:TRP425 - :ALA20 :TRP424 - :ALA20 A:TRP425 - A:ALA20 A:TRP425 - A:ALA20 C:TRP425 - C:ALA20 TRP421 - ALA16     A:TRP421 - A:ALA16 :TRP421 - :ALA16 :TRP426 - :ALA16 :TRP426 - :ALA16 A:TRP423 - A:ALA19 A:TRP425 - A:ALA19

4/5 LEU430 4/5 LEU430 :TRP425 - :LEU430  x2 :TRP424 - :LEU429  x2 A:TRP425 - A:LEU430 A:TRP425 - A:LEU430 B:TRP415 - B:LEU420
A:TYR301:OH - A:TRP425 C:TRP425:CD1 - C:TYR301:OH TRP421 - TYR299   A:TYR299:OH - A:TRP421 :TYR299:OH - :TRP421 :TYR299:OH - :TRP426 :TYR299:OH - :TRP426 TRP423 - TYR313 A:TYR317:OH - A:TRP423 A:TYR317:OH - A:TRP425

:SER426:CB - :TRP425 A:SER426:CB - A:TRP425

SER432 / SER428 / SER430
4/5 GLY436 (Hbond) :SER432:N - :GLY436:O x3 :SER431:N - :GLY435:O x3 A:SER432:N - A:GLY436:O  x2 A:SER432:N - A:GLY436:O  x2 MISSING RESIDUE GLY432 (Hbond) A:SER428:N - A:GLY432:O A:SER428:N – A:GLY432:O x2 :SER428:N - :GLY432:O x2 :SER433:N - :GLY437:O x2 :THR433:N - :GLY437:O x3 3kinds 4/5 GLY434 (Hbond) B:ALA426:N - B:SER422:OG A:GLY434:N - A:SER430:OG B:ALA426:N - B:SER422:OG A:GLY436:N - A:SER432:OG

:ASN435:ND2 - :SER432:OG :ASN434:ND2 - :SER431:OG A:ASN435:N – A:SER432:O  x2 ASN431 (Hbond) A:SER428:OG - A:ASN431:OD1 A:SER428:OG - A:ASN431:OD1 :SER428:OG - :ASN431:OD1 x2 :ASN436:N - :SER433:OG x2 4/5 THR433 (Hbond) B:SER422:OG - B:THR425:OG1 A:SER430:OG - A:THR433:OG1 B:SER422:OG - B:THR425:OG1 A:SER432:OG - A:THR435:OG1
0 / 0 / GLU435 B:SER422:N – B:GLU427:O x2 A:SER430:N – A:GLU435:O x2 A:ALA430:N - A:GLN435:O B:SER422:N – B:GLN427:O x2 A:SER432:N – A:GLN437:O x2

A:ALA430 - A:LYS438

:GLN23:NE2 - :TRP433:NE1
4/5 GLN19 (Hbond)

A:TRP429:NE1 - A:GLN19:OE1 A:TRP429:NE1 - A:GLN19:OE1 :TRP429:HE1 - :GLN19:OE1 :TRP434:HE1 - :GLN19:OE1 B:ALA423:N - B:GLN22:OE1 A:GLN18:NE2 - A:ALA431:N
:GLN23:NE2 - :TRP433 :GLN23:NE2 - :TRP432

4/5 TYR44 (Hbond) A:TYR44:OH - A:TRP429:O A:TYR44:OH - A:TRP429:O :TYR44:HH - :TRP429:O :TYR44:HH - :TRP434:O
A:TRP429 - A:PHE174

:TRP34 - :TRP429 :TRP34 - :TRP434
:TRP34 - :TRP429 :TRP34 - :TRP434
:TRP34 - :TRP429 :TRP34 - :TRP434
:TRP429 - :TRP34 :TRP434 - :TRP34
:TRP429:H - :SER428:OG :TRP434:H - :SER433:OG

A:TRP429 - A:PHE117 :TRP434 - :PHE117
:PHE117:C,O;ASP118:N - :TRP434 :PHE117 - :TRP434

A:ARG45:NH1 - A:ALA431:O A:ARG49:NH1 - A:ALA431:O A:ARG49:NH1 - A:PHE433:O
A:PHE187 - A:ALA431

A:PHE433 - A:CYS195
B:TYR126 - B:MET423

A:ARG45:CD - A:ALA431:O A:ARG49:CD - A:ALA431:O A:ARG49:CD - A:PHE433:O
B:VAL44:N - B:ALA423:O

B:GLY40:N - B:MET423:O
B:TYR58:OH - B:ALA423:O

4/5 PHE49 / 0 / 0 4/5 PHE49 (Hbond) :PHE49:N - :LEU434:O :PHE49:N - :LEU433:O A:PHE49:N - A:LEU434:O C:PHE49:N - C:LEU434:O
MET183 / 0 / 0 MET183 (Pi-alkyl) :HIS184 - :LEU434 :MET183 - :LEU433 A:MET183 - A:LEU434 A:HIS184 - A:LEU434 C:HIS184 - C:LEU434
0 / 4/5 ASN431 / 0 4/5 ASN431 (Hbond) A:SER430:OG - A:ASN431:OD1 A:SER430:OG - A:ASN431:OD1 :THR435:HG1 - :ASN436:OD1 :THR435:HB - :ASN436:OD1

A:SER430:CB - A:TYR42:OH A:SER430:CB - A:TYR42:OH
A:SER430:OG - A:HIS315:NE2 :THR435:HB - :HIS315:NE2
A:GLY317:CA - A:SER430:O

A:LYS173:NZ - A:SER430:OG
B:LEU41:N - B:SER424:O

B:MET45:N - B:SER424:O B:GLY40:N - B:SER424:O

LYS439 / LYS435 / LYS430
TRP350 x3 bonds :TRP350 - :LYS439 x3 3kinds :TRP350 - :LYS438 x3 3kinds A:TRP350 – A:LYS439 x3 2kinds A:TRP350 – A:LYS439 x4 2kinds C:TRP350 – C:LYS439 x4 2kinds TRP345 x3 A:LYS435:NZ – A:TRP345 x3 3 kinds A:LYS435:NZ – A:TRP345 x3 2 kinds :LYS435:NZ - :TRP345 x3 3 kinds :LYS440:NZ - :TRP345 x3 3 kinds :LYS440:NZ - :TRP345  x3 2 kinds TRP347 x2 bonds B:LYS430:NZ – B:TRP340 x2 A:LYS438:NZ – A:TRP347 x3 2kinds A:LYS438:NZ – A:TRP347 x3 2kinds B:LYS430:NZ – B:TRP336 x3 2kinds A:LYS440:NZ – A:TRP349 x3 2kinds
TRP352 :LYS439:NZ - :TRP352 :TRP352:NE1 - :LYS438:NZ A:TRP352:NE1 - A:LYS439:NZ A:LYS439:NZ – A:TRP352 x2 C:LYS439:NZ – C:TRP352 x2 TRP347 x2 A:LYS435:NZ – A:TRP347 x2 A:LYS435:NZ – A:TRP347 x3 :LYS435:NZ - :TRP347 x3 2 kinds :LYS440:NZ - :TRP347 x2 :LYS440:NZ - :TRP347 x2 4/5 TRP349 x2 A:LYS438:NZ – A:TRP349 x2 A:LYS438:NZ – A:TRP349 x2 B:LYS430:NZ – B:TRP338 x2 A:LYS440:NZ – A:TRP351 x2

:LYS439:CE - :GLY382:O A:LYS439:CE - A:GLY382:O C:LYS439:CE – C:GLY382:O :LYS435:CE - :GLY379:O
:TYR441 - :LYS439 :TYR440 - :LYS438 x2 A:TYR441 - A:LYS439 :TYR437 - :LYS435 :TYR442 - :LYS440 :TYR442 - :LYS440 A:LYS438:CE - A:TYR440:OH B:TYR432 - B:LYS430

A:ALA430 - A:LYS438

TYR441 / TYR437 / TYR440
TRP425 :TRP425 - :TYR441 :TRP424 - :TYR440 A:TRP425 - A:TYR441 A:TRP425 - A:TYR441 C:TRP425 - C:TYR441 TRP421 A:TRP421 - A:TYR437 A:TRP421 - A:TYR437 :TRP421 - :TYR437 :TRP426 - :TYR442 :TRP426 - :TYR442 TRP423 B:TRP415 - B:TYR432 A:TRP423 - A:TYR440 A:TRP423 - A:TYR440 B:TRP415 - B:TYR432 A:TRP425 - A:TYR442

LEU381:GLY382
:LEU381:C,O;GLY382:N - :TYR441 :LEU381:C,O;GLY382:N - :TYR440 A:LEU381:C,O;GLY382:N - A:TYR441 A:LEU381:C,O;GLY382:N – A:TYR441 C:LEU381:C,O;GLY382:N - C:TYR441

LEU378:GLY379
A:LEU378:C,O;GLY379:N - A:TYR437 A:TYR437:CA – A:LEU378:O :LEU378:C,O;GLY379:N - :TYR437 :ILE378:C,O;GLY379:N - :TYR442 :ILE378:C,O;GLY379:N - :TYR442

PHE378:GLY379  (amide-pi stacked)
B:LEU371:C,O;GLY372:N – B:TYR432 A:PHE378:C,O;GLY379:N – A:TYR440 A:LEU378:C,O;GLY379:N – A:TYR440 B:LEU367:C,O;GLY368:N – B:TYR432 A:PHE380:C,O;GLY381:N - A:TYR442

A:LEU378:C,O;GLY379:N – A:TYR437 B:TYR432:CA – B:LEU371:O A:LYS438:CE – A:TYR440:OH A:TYR440:CA – A:LEU378:O B:TYR432:CA – B:LEU367:O
:SER426:N - :TYR441:O :SER425:N - :TYR440:O A:SER426:N - A:TYR441:O A:SER426:N - A:TYR441:O C:SER426:N - C:TYR441:O

A:TYR441:CA - A:LEU381:O C:TYR441:CA - C:LEU381:O
:TYR441 - :LYS439 :TYR440 - :LYS438 x2 A:TYR441 - A:LYS439 A:TYR437 - A:LYS435 :TYR437 - :LYS435 :TYR442 - :LYS440 :TYR442 - :LYS440 A:LYS438:CE - A:TYR440:OH B:TYR432 - B:LYS430
:ARG398:CD - :TYR441:O :ARG397:NE - :TYR440:O A:ARG394:NE - A:TYR437:O :ARG394:NE - :TYR437:O :ARG399:NH1 - :TYR442:O :ARG399:CD - :TYR442:O B:ARG388:CD - B:TYR432:O A:ARG397:CD - A:TYR442:O

Active-site residues (DUAL / 6PGAL / 6PGLU) 7M1R (BlBglC) 6WGD (BlBglH)

LEU431 / PHE427 / VAL429 VAL429 (Hbond)

ASN174 / 4/5 ILE164 / 0

GLU378 / 4/5 CYS375 / 4/5 GLN375

GLU378 / 4/5 CYS375 (Mut) / GLN375 (Mut) 4/5 CYS375:ASN376 (amide-pi stacked interaction)
4/5 TYR401 / TYR397 / 4/5 TYR398

TRP352 / TRP347 / TRP347

SER348 / THR343 / SER345
4/5 TRP350 / TRP345 / TRP347
LYS439 / LYS435 / LYS438

GLN302 / 4/5 MET300 / 4/5 MET314
0 / 4/5 ARG342 / 0

ARG80 / ARG72 / ARG85

TYR300 / TYR298 / TYR312
TYR301 / 4/5 TYR299:ASN376 / TYR313

4/5 TYR299:ASN376 (amide-pi stacked)
TRP425 / TRP421 / TRP423
GLU170 / 4/5 GLU160 / 4/5 GLU176

ASN379 / ASN376 / ASN376

GLU378 / CYS375 (Mut) / GLN375 (Mut)
GLY380 / GLY377 / 0
TYR441 / TYR437 / TYR440

ALA18 / ALA14 / 4/5 ALA13:VAL14 4/5 ALA13:VAL14 (amide-pi stacked)

4/5 GLY436 / GLY432 / 4/5 GLY434

GLU435 (Hbond) insert

TRP433 / TRP429 / TRP431

0 / TYR44 / 0

LEU434 / SER430 / GLY432

TRP350 / TRP345 / TRP347
TRP352 / TRP347 / 4/5 TRP347

TRP425 / TRP421 / TRP423

LEU381:GLY382 / LEU378:GLY379 / PHE378:GLY379
SER426 / 0 / 0 SER426
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Supplementary Table 4.3. Residue-residue interactions of non-active site residues that are highly conserved across the GH1 
activities or conserved in one or two activities. Five structures per activity were used and compared in terms of differences and 
similarities of sequence position, sequence identity, and interactions. Rows in the table contain residues in the same sequence 
position across all of the enzymes, according to the MSA from Chapter 3 (Supplementary Figure 3.1).   
 

Dual-phospho activity (BlBglC num): BAD77499.1 model CAB12135.1 model 5OKB 5OKE 6P-galactosidase activity (4PBG num): 4PBG = AAA25183.1 3PBG AAA16450.1 model AAD15134.1 model BAA07122.1 model 6P-glucosidase activity  (4GPN num): 4GPN = AAN59243.1 3QOM = CAD63073.1 4IPN = AAK74732.1 2XHY = AAC75939.1    
TYR123 / HIS115 / SER129 TYR123 TYR123 TYR123 TYR123 TYR123 HIS115 HIS115 HIS115 HIS115 HIS115 SER128 SER129 ALA133 SER124 SER133
SER167 / THR157 / THR173 SER167 :TYR123:N - :THR167:O :TYR123:N - :THR167:O A:TYR123:N – A:SER167:O A:TYR123:N - A:THR167:O C:TYR123:N - C:THR167:O THR157 A:HIS115:N – A:THR157:O A:HIS115:N - A:THR157:O :HIS115:H - :THR157:O :HIS115:H - :THR157:O :HIS115:H - :THR157:O THR173 B:SER128:N - B:THR172:O A:SER129:N - A:THR173:O A:ALA133:N - A:THR177:O B:SER124:N - B:THR168:O A:SER133:N - A:THR177:O
4/5 LEU127 / THR119 / 0 4/5 LEU127 :VAL127:N - :TYR123:OH A:LEU127:N - A:TYR123:OH A:VAL127:N - A:TYR123:OH C:VAL127:N - C:TYR123:OH

THR119
A:THR119:N - A:HIS115:NE2 A:THR119:N - A:HIS115:NE2 :HIS115:HE2 - :THR119:OG1 :THR119:HG1 - :HIS115:NE2 :HIS115:HE2 - :THR119:OG1
A:THR119:OG1 - A:HIS115:NE2 A:THR119:OG1 - A:HIS115:NE2 :THR119:HA - :HIS115:NE2

4/5 PHE138 / PHE129 / 0 4/5 PHE138

:TRP138:NE1 - :TYR123:OH A:TYR123 - A:PHE138 A:TRP138:NE1 - A:TYR123:OH C:TRP138:NE1 - C:TYR123:OH

PHE129

A:HIS115 - A:PHE129 A:HIS115 - A:PHE129 :HIS115 - :PHE129 :HIS115 - :TRP129 :HIS115 - :PHE129
:TRP138:CZ2 - :TYR123
:TYR123 - :TRP138 A:TYR123 - A:TRP138 C:TYR123 - C:TRP138

A:TRP125:N - A:TYR123 A:TRP125:N - A:TYR123 C:TRP125:N - C:TYR123 :PHE117:H - :HIS115:ND1 :PHE117:H - :HIS115:ND1
:TYR123 - :PHE174 A:TYR123 - A:PHE174 C:TYR123 - C:PHE174 :MET164:SD - :HIS115

ASN169 / ASN159 / ASN175 ASN169 :ASN169:N - :TYR123:O :ASN169:N - :TYR123:O A:ASN169:N - A:TYR123:O A:ASN169:N - A:TYR123:O C:ASN169:N - C:TYR123:O ASN159 A:ASN159:N - A:HIS115:O A:ASN159:N - A:HIS115:O :ASN159:H - :HIS115:O :ASN159:H - :HIS115:O :ASN159:H - :HIS115:O ASN175 B:ASN174:N - B:SER128:O A:ASN175:N - A:SER129:O A:ASN179:N - A:ALA133:O B:ASN170:N - B:SER124:O A:ASN179:N - A:SER133:O
A:ASP126:OD1 - A:TYR123 C:ASP126:OD1 - C:TYR123 4/5 ASP118 A:ASP118:OD1 - A:HIS115 :ASP118:OD1 - :HIS115 :ASP118:OD1 - :HIS115 :ASP118:OD1 - :HIS115

A:TRP125:C,O;ASP126:N - A:TYR123
:PHE158:HA - :HIS115:O :ILE158:HA - :HIS115:O :ILE158:HA - :HIS115:O

A:TYR157 - A:ALA133
A:PHE178 - A:ALA133

ASN205 / HIS196 / SER218 ASN205 ASN205 ASN205 ASN205 ASN205 HIS196 HIS196 HIS196 HIS196 HIS196 SER212 SER218 SER222 SER208 SER222
SER167 / 3/5 THR157 / THR173 SER167 :THR167:OG1 - :ASN205:OD1 :THR167:OG1 - :ASN205:OD1 A:SER167:OG - A:ASN205:OD1 A:THR167:OG1 - A:ASN205:OD1 C:THR167:OG1 - C:ASN205:OD1 3/5 THR157 A:HIS196:ND1 - A:THR157:OG1 A:HIS196:ND1 - A:THR157:OG1 :HIS196:HD1 - :THR157:OG1 THR173 B:THR172:OG1 - B:SER212:OG A:THR173:OG1 - A:SER218:OG A:THR177:OG1 - A:SER222:OG B:THR168:OG1 - B:SER208:OG A:THR177:OG1 - A:SER222:OG

:ASN205:N - :ALA201:O :ASN205:N - :ALA201:O A:ASN205:N - A:ALA201:O A:ASN205:N - A:ALA201:O C:ASN205:N - C:ALA201:O A:HIS196:N – A:MET192:O A:HIS196:N - A:MET192:O :HIS196:H - :MET192:O :HIS196:H - :GLN192:O :HIS196:H - :GLN192:O B:SER212:N - B:LEU208:O A:SER218:N - A:GLU214:O A:SER222:N - A:GLU218:O B:SER208:N - B:GLU204:O A:SER222:N - A:GLN218:O
B:SER212:CB - B:LEU208:O A:SER222:CB - A:GLN218:O

:ASN205:N - :ASN202:O :ASN205:N - :PHE202:O A:ASN205:N - A:PHE202:O A:ASN205:N - A:ASN202:O C:ASN205:N - C:ASN202:O A:HIS196:N - A:MET193:O A:HIS196:N - A:MET193:O B:SER212:N - B:PHE209:O A:SER218:N - A:LEU215:O A:SER222:N - A:LEU219:O B:SER208:N - B:LEU205:O
:VAL208:N - :ASN205:O :ALA208:N - :ASN205:O A:ALA208:N - A:ASN205:O A:VAL208:N - A:ASN205:O C:VAL208:N - C:ASN205:O A:ALA199:N - A:HIS196:O A:ALA199:N - A:HIS196:O :ALA199:H - :HIS196:O :ILE199:H - :HIS196:O :ALA199:H - :HIS196:O B:ALA215:N - B:SER212:O A:ALA221:N - A:SER218:O A:ALA225:N - A:SER222:O A:ALA225:N - A:SER222:O
:ILE209:N - :ASN205:O :ILE209:N - :ASN205:O A:ILE209:N - A:ASN205:O A:ILE209:N - A:ASN205:O C:ILE209:N - C:ASN205:O A:VAL200:N - A:HIS196:O A:VAL200:N - A:HIS196:O :VAL200:H - :HIS196:O :VAL200:H - :HIS196:O :VAL200:H - :HIS196:O B:VAL216:N - B:SER212:O A:VAL222:N - A:SER218:O A:VAL226:N - A:SER222:O B:THR212:N - B:SER208:O A:VAL226:N - A:SER222:O

A:HIS196 - A:VAL200 A:HIS196 - A:VAL200 :HIS196 - :VAL200 B:THR212:OG1 - B:SER208:O

0 / VAL214 / 0 VAL214
A:VAL214:CG1 - A:HIS196 A:VAL214:CG1 - A:HIS196 :HIS196 - :VAL214 :HIS196 - :ILE214 :HIS196 - :ILE214
A:VAL214:CG2 - A:HIS196

:HIS196:HE2 - :ASN291:OD1 :HIS196 - :LEU291 :HIS196:HE1 - :GLN291:OE1
:HIS196:HE1 - :GLY213:O :HIS196:HE1 - :GLY213:O

A:HIS270:CE1 - A:SER218:OG A:HIS274:CE1 - A:SER222:OG A:SER222:OG - A:GLN274:OE1

ASN299 / ASN297 / SER311 ASN299 ASN299 ASN299 ASN299 ASN299 ASN297 ASN297 ASN297 ASN297 ASP297 SER305 SER311 SER315 SER301 SER315
TYR227 / LEU218 / 4/5 MET240 TYR227 :TYR227:N - :ASN299:O :TYR227:N - :ASN299:O A:TYR227:N - A:ASN299:O A:TYR227:N - A:ASN299:O C:TYR227:N - C:ASN299:O LEU218 A:LEU218:N - A:ASN297:O A:LEU218:N - A:ASN297:O :LEU218:H - :ASN297:O :LEU218:H - :ASN297:O :LEU218:H - :ASP297:O MET240 B:ALA234:N - B:SER305:O A:MET240:N - A:SER311:O A:MSE244:N - A:SER315:O B:ALA230:N - B:SER301:O A:MET244:N - A:SER315:O
PHE225 / HIS216 / 4/5 VAL238 PHE225 :ASN299:N - :PHE225:O :ASN299:N - :PHE225:O A:ASN299:N - A:PHE225:O A:ASN299:N - A:PHE225:O C:ASN299:N - C:PHE225:O HIS216 A:ASN297:N – A:HIS216:O A:ASN297:N - A:HIS216:O :ASN297:H - :HIS216:O :ASN297:H - :HIS216:O :ASP297:H - :HIS216:O VAL238 B:SER305:N - B:ILE232:O A:SER311:N - A:VAL238:O A:SER315:N - A:ILE242:O B:SER301:N - B:VAL228:O A:SER315:N - A:LEU242:O
ASN169 / 3/5 ASN159 / 0 ASN169 :ASN299:ND2 - :ASN169:OD1 :ASN299:ND2 - :ASN169:OD1 A:ASN299:ND2 - A:ASN169:OD1 A:ASN299:ND2 - A:ASN169:OD1 C:ASN299:ND2 - C:ASN169:OD1 A:ASN297:ND2 - A:ASN159:OD1 :ASN297:HD22 - :ASN159:OD1 :ASN297:HD22 - :ASN159:OD1

:ASN299:ND2 - :GLU170:OE2 :ASN299:ND2 - :GLU170:OE2 A:ASN299:ND2 - A:GLU170:OE2 A:ASN297:ND2 - A:GLU160:OE2 4/5 GLU176 A:SER311:OG - A:GLU176:OE2 A:SER315:OG - A:GLU180:OE2 B:SER301:OG - B:GLU171:OE2 A:SER315:OG - A:GLU180:OE2
3/5 THR377 / THR374 / 0 3/5 THR377 :THR377:OG1 - :ASN299:OD1 :THR377:OG1 - :ASN299:OD1 A:THR377:OG1 - A:ASN299:OD1 THR374 A:THR374:OG1 - A:ASN297:OD1 A:THR374:OG1 - A:ASN297:OD1 :THR374:HG1 - :ASN297:OD1 :THR374:HG1 - :ASN297:OD1 :THR374:HG1 - :ASP297:OD1
4/5 SER224 / 0 / 0 4/5 SER224 :SER224:CB - :ASN299:OD1 :SER224:CB - :ASN299:OD1 A:SER224:OG - A:ASN299:OD1 C:SER224:OG - C:ASN299:OD1
0 / 4/5 ALA217 / 4/5 ALA239 4/5 ALA217 A:ALA217:CA - A:ASN297:O :ALA217:HA - :ASN297:O :ALA217:HA - :ASN297:O :ALA217:HA - :ASP297:O 4/5 ALA239 A:ALA239:CA - A:SER311:OG A:ALA243:CA - A:SER315:OG B:LEU229:CA - B:SER301:OG A:ALA243:CA - A:SER315:OG

A:ASN299:ND2 - A:GLU378:OE1 C:ASN299:ND2 - C:GLU378:OE1 :ASN297:HA - :GLU375:O :ASN297:HA - :GLU375:O :ASP297:HA - :GLU375:O B:SER305:CA - B:GLU368:O B:SER301:CA - B:GLU364:O A:SER315:CB - A:GLU377:OE1
B:SER305:CB - B:GLU368:OE1 B:SER301:CB - B:GLU364:OE2

:ARG72:NH1 - :ASP297:OD1
:ARG72:NH2 - :ASP297:OD2

TRP350 / TRP345 / TRP347 TRP350 TRP350 TRP350 TRP350 TRP350 TRP345 TRP345 TRP345 TRP345 TRP345 TRP340 TRP347 TRP347 TRP336 TRP349

SER348 / THR343 / 4/5 SER345 SER348
:TRP350:N - :THR348:OG1 :TRP350:N - :SER348:OG A:TRP350:N - A:SER348:OG A:TRP350:N - A:THR348:OG1 C:TRP350:N - C:THR348:OG1

THR343
A:TRP345:N - A:THR343:OG1 A:TRP345:N - A:THR343:OG1 :TRP345:H - :THR343:OG1 :TRP345:H - :THR343:OG1 :THR318:C,O;GLY319:N - :TRP345

4/5 SER345
A:TRP347:N - A:SER345:OG A:TRP347:N - A:SER345:OG B:TRP336:N - B:SER334:OG A:TRP349:N - A:SER347:OG

:LYS318:C,O;GLY319:N - :TRP345 :ASP318:C,O;GLY319:N - :TRP345

ASN320 / 0 / 0 ASN320
:TRP350:CD1 - :ASN320:O :TRP350:CD1 - :ASN320:O A:TRP350:CD1 - A:ASN320:OD1 A:TRP350:CD1 - A:ASN320:O

A:TRP350:CD1 - A:ASN320:O A:TRP350:CD1 - A:ASN320:OD1
4/5 TRP352 :TRP352:CD1 - :TRP350:O A:TRP352:CD1 - A:TRP350:O A:TRP352:CD1 - A:TRP350:O C:TRP352:CD1 - C:TRP350:O TRP347 A:TRP347:CD1 - A:TRP345:O A:TRP347:CD1 - A:TRP345:O :TRP347:HD1 - :TRP345:O :TRP347:HD1 - :TRP345:O :TRP347:HD1 - :TRP345:O A:TRP349:CD1 - A:TRP347:O A:TRP349:CD1 - A:TRP347:O A:TRP351:CD1 - A:TRP349:O

LYS439 x3 / LYS435 x3 / LYS438 x2 LYS439 x3

:LYS439:NZ - :TRP350 :LYS438:NZ - :TRP350 A:LYS439:NZ - A:TRP350 A:LYS439:NZ – A:TRP350 x2 C:LYS439:NZ – C:TRP350 x2

LYS435 x3

A:LYS435:NZ - A:TRP345 A:LYS435:NZ - A:TRP345 :LYS435:HZ3 - :TRP345 :LYS440:NZ - :TRP345 :TRP345 - :LYS440 x2

LYS438 x2

B:LYS430:NZ - B:TRP340 A:LYS438:NZ - A:TRP347 A:LYS438:NZ - A:TRP347 B:LYS430:NZ - B:TRP336 A:LYS440:NZ - A:TRP349
:LYS439:CD - :TRP350 :LYS438:CD - :TRP350 A:LYS435:CD - A:TRP345 A:GLU434:C,O;LYS435:N - A:TRP345 :LYS435:HD2 - :TRP345 :LYS440:HD2 - :TRP345 :LYS440:NZ - :TRP345 B:LYS430:NZ - B:TRP340 A:TRP347 - A:LYS438 A:TRP347 – A:LYS438 x2 B:TRP336 - B:LYS430 A:TRP349 – A:LYS440 x2
:TRP350 - :LYS439 :TRP350 - :LYS438 A:TRP350 – A:LYS439 x2 A:TRP350 – A:LYS439 x2 C:TRP350 – C:LYS439 x2 A:TRP345 - A:LYS435 A:TRP345 - A:LYS435 :TRP345 - :LYS435 :TRP345 - :LYS440 A:TRP347 - A:LYS438 B:TRP336 - B:LYS430

A:TRP345 - A:LYS435
0 / GLY317 / 0 GLY317 A:TRP345:NE1 - A:GLY317:O A:TRP345:NE1 - A:GLY317:O :TRP345:HE1 - :ALA317:O :TRP345:HE1 - :GLY317:O :TRP345:HE1 - :GLY317:O
0 / 4/5 ASN316 / 0 4/5 ASN316 A:TRP345:CD1 - A:ASN316:O A:TRP345:CD1 - A:ASN316:O :TRP345:HD1 - :ASN316:O :TRP345:HD1 - :ASN316:O
4/5 THR322:GLY323 / 0 / 0 4/5 THR322:GLY323 :THR322:C,O;GLY323:N - :TRP350 X2 :THR322:C,O;GLY323:N - :TRP350 A:THR322:C,O;GLY323:N – A:TRP350 x2 A:THR322:C,O;GLY323:N - A:TRP350

:TRP345:HD1 - :ASN436:OD1 A:TRP347:NE1 - A:GLN435:OE1
A:TRP350 - A:PHE384 C:TRP350 - C:PHE384 :TRP345 - :LEU380

THR377 / THR374 / VAL374 THR377 THR377 THR377 THR377 THR377 THR374 THR374 THR374 THR374 THR374 VAL367 VAL374 VAL374 VAL363 VAL376

4/5 ARG80 / ARG72 / ARG85 4/5 ARG80

:ARG80:CD - :THR377:O A:ARG80:CD - A:THR377:O A:ARG80:NE - A:THR377:O C:ARG80:NE - C:THR377:O

ARG72

A:ARG72:NH1 - A:THR374:O A:ARG72:NH1 - A:THR374:O :ARG72:HH11 - :THR374:O :ARG72:HE - :THR374:O :ARG72:HD2 - :THR374:O

ARG85

B:ARG84:NH1 - B:VAL367:O A:ARG85:NH1 - A:VAL374:O A:ARG89:NH1 - A:VAL374:O B:ARG80:NH1 - B:VAL363:O A:ARG89:CD - A:VAL376:O
A:ARG80:NH1 - A:THR377:O A:ARG80:NH2 - A:THR377:O C:ARG80:NH2 - C:THR377:O A:ARG72:CD - A:THR374:O A:ARG72:CD - A:THR374:O :ARG72:HD2 - :THR374:O A:ARG89:CD - A:VAL374:O

:ARG72:HD3 - :THR374:O A:ARG89 - A:VAL374

VAL298 / 4/5 ILE296 / PHE310 VAL298
:THR377:N - :VAL298:O :THR377:N - :VAL298:O A:THR377:N - A:VAL298:O A:THR377:N - A:VAL298:O C:THR377:N - C:VAL298:O

4/5 ILE296
A:THR374:N - A:ILE296:O :THR374:H - :ILE296:O :THR374:H - :VAL296:O :THR374:H - :VAL296:O

PHE310
B:VAL367:N - B:PHE304:O A:VAL374:N - A:PHE310:O A:VAL374:N - A:PHE314:O B:VAL363:N - B:PHE300:O A:VAL376:N - A:PHE314:O

:THR377:OG1 - :VAL298:O :THR377:OG1 - :VAL298:O
0 / 0 / 4/5 MET172 4/5 MET172 B:VAL367 - B:MET171 A:VAL374 - A:MET172 A:VAL374 - A:MSE176 A:VAL376 - A:MET176
4/5 SER224 / 0 / MET237 4/5 SER224 :SER224:CB - :THR377:OG1 A:SER224:OG - A:THR377:OG1 A:SER224:OG - A:THR377:OG1 C:SER224:OG - C:THR377:OG1 MET237 B:VAL367 - B:MET231 A:VAL374 - A:MET237 A:VAL374 - A:MSE241 B:VAL363 - B:MET227 A:VAL376 - A:MET241
0 / 3/5 TYR372 / 4/5 PHE372 :THR374:H - :TYR372:O :THR374:H - :TYR372:O :THR374:H - :TYR372:O 4/5 PHE372 A:PHE372 - A:VAL374 A:PHE372 - A:VAL374 B:PHE361 - B:VAL363 A:VAL376:CG1 - A:PHE374
3/5 ASN299 / ASN297 / 0 :THR377:OG1 - :ASN299:OD1 :THR377:OG1 - :ASN299:OD1 A:THR377:OG1 - A:ASN299:OD1 ASN297 A:THR374:OG1 - A:ASN297:OD1 A:THR374:OG1 - A:ASN297:OD1 :THR374:HG1 - :ASN297:OD1 :THR374:HG1 - :ASN297:OD1 :THR374:HG1 - :ASP297:OD1
0 / 0 / 4/5 THR421 4/5 THR421 B:THR413:OG1 - B:VAL367:O A:THR421:OG1 - A:VAL374:O B:THR413:OG1 - B:VAL363:O A:THR423:OG1 - A:VAL376:O

ASN379 / ASN376 / ASN376 ASN379 ASN379 ASN379 ASN379 ASN379 ASN376 ASN376 ASN376 ASN376 ASN376 ASN369 ASN376 ASN376 ASN365 ASN378
TYR300 / TYR298 / 4/5 TYR312 TYR300 :ASN379:ND2 - :TYR300:O :ASN379:ND2 - :TYR300:O A:ASN379:ND2 - A:TYR300:O A:ASN379:ND2 - A:TYR300:O C:ASN379:ND2 - C:TYR300:O TYR298 A:ASN376:ND2 - A:TYR298:O A:ASN376:ND2 - A:TYR298:O :ASN376:HD21 - :TYR298:O :ASN376:HD21 - :ASN298:O :ASN376:HD21 - :TYR298:O 4/5 TYR312 B:ASN369:ND2 - B:TYR306:O A:ASN376:ND2 - A:TYR312:O A:ASN376:ND2 - A:TYR316:O B:ASN365:ND2 - B:TYR302:O
4/5 TYR401 / 4/5 TYR397 / TYR420 4/5 TYR401 :ASN379:ND2 - :TYR401:OH A:ASN379:ND2 - A:TYR401:OH A:ASN379:ND2 - A:TYR401:OH C:ASN379:ND2 - C:TYR401:OH 4/5 TYR397 A:ASN376:ND2 - A:TYR397:OH :ASN376:HD22 - :TYR397:OH :ASN376:HD22 - :TYR402:OH :ASN376:HD22 - :TYR402:OH TYR420 B:TYR412:OH - B:ASN369:OD1 A:TYR420:OH - A:ASN376:OD1 A:TYR420:OH - A:ASN376:OD1 B:TYR412:OH - B:ASN365:OD1 A:ASN378:ND2 - A:TYR422:OH
TYR422 / TYR418 / 0 TYR422 :TYR422:OH - :ASN379:OD1 :TYR421:OH - :ASN379:OD1 A:TYR422:OH - A:ASN379:OD1 A:TYR422:OH - A:ASN379:OD1 C:TYR422:OH - C:ASN379:OD1 TYR418 A:TYR418:OH - A:ASN376:OD1 A:TYR418:OH - A:ASN376:OD1 :TYR418:HH - :ASN376:OD1 :TYR423:HH - :ASN376:OD1 :TYR423:HH - :ASN376:OD1
TRP425 / TRP421 / TRP423 TRP425 :TRP425:N - :ASN379:O :TRP424:N - :ASN379:O A:TRP425:N - A:ASN379:O A:TRP425:N - A:ASN379:O C:TRP425:N – C:ASN379:O TRP421 A:TRP421:N - A:ASN376:O A:TRP421:N - A:ASN376:O :TRP421:H - :ASN376:O :TRP426:H - :ASN376:O :TRP426:H - :ASN376:O TRP423 B:TRP415:N - B:ASN369:O A:TRP423:N - A:ASN376:O A:TRP423:N - A:ASN376:O B:TRP415:N - B:ASN365:O A:TRP425:N - A:ASN378:O

:ASN376:H - :TRP421:H :ASN376:H - :TRP426:H :ASN376:H - :TRP426:H
HIS405 :ASN379:ND2 - :HIS405 :ASN379:ND2 - :HIS404 A:ASN379:ND2 - A:HIS405 A:ASN379:ND2 - A:HIS405 C:ASN379:ND2 - C:HIS405 4/5 HIS401 A:ASN376:ND2 - A:HIS401 A:ASN376:ND2 - A:HIS401 :ASN376:HD22 - :HIS401 :ASN376:HD22 - :HIS406 A:ASN376:ND2 - A:HIS402 A:ASN376:ND2 - A:HIS402

:ASN376:H - :PHE419:O :ASN376:H - :PHE424:O :ASN376:H - :PHE424:O
:ILE420:HA - :ASN376:O :ILE425:HA - :ASN376:O :ILE425:HA - :ASN376:O

A:ASN376:CA - A:TYR312:O A:ASN376:CA - A:TYR316:O A:TYR316:O - A:ASN378:OD1

SER426 / SER422 / GLY424 SER426 SER425 SER426 SER426 SER426 SER422 SER422 SER422 SER427 SER427 GLY416 GLY424 GLY424 GLY416 GLY426
TYR441 / 0 / 0 TYR441 :SER426:N - :TYR441:O :SER425:N - :TYR440:O A:SER426:N - A:TYR441:O A:SER426:N - A:TYR441:O C:SER426:N - C:TYR441:O
4/5 THR428 / MET424 / 0 4/5 THR428 :SER426:OG - :THR428:O A:SER426:OG - A:THR428:O A:SER426:OG - A:THR428:O C:SER426:OG - C:THR428:O MET424 A:SER422:OG - A:MET424:O A:SER422:OG - A:MET424:O :SER422:HG - :MET424:O :SER427:HG - :GLN429:O :SER427:HG - :MET429:O
PHE443 / LEU439 / 0 PHE443 :PHE443:N - :SER426:O :PHE442:N - :SER425:O A:PHE443:N - A:SER426:O A:PHE443:N - A:SER426:O C:PHE443:N - C:SER426:O LEU439 A:LEU439:N - A:SER422:O A:LEU439:N - A:SER422:O :LEU439:H - :SER422:O :LEU444:H - :SER427:O :LEU444:H - :SER427:O
4/5 GLY442 / GLY438 / 0 4/5 GLY442 :GLY442:CA - :SER426:O :GLY441:CA - :SER425:O A:GLY442:CA - A:SER426:O A:GLY442:CA - A:SER426:O GLY438 A:GLY438:CA - A:SER422:O A:GLY438:CA - A:SER422:O :GLY438:HA3 - :SER422:O :GLY443:HA2 - :SER427:O :GLY443:HA2 - :SER427:O

:SER426:CB - :TRP425 :SER425:CB - :TRP424 A:SER426:CB - A:TRP425
:SER422:HA - :ILE420:O :SER427:HA - :ILE425:O :SER427:HA - :ILE425:O

:SER425:OG - :ALA18:O :SER422:HB3 - :ALA14:O :SER427:HB3 - :ALA14:O :SER427:HB3 - :ALA14:O GLY424 B:GLY416:N - B:ALA17:O A:GLY424:N - A:ALA13:O A:GLY424:N - A:ALA17:O B:GLY416:N - B:ALA13:O A:GLY426:N - A:ALA17:O
:SER422:HA - :ALA14:O :SER427:HA - :ALA14:O :SER427:HA - :ALA14:O

B:GLY433:CA - B:GLY416:O B:GLY433:CA - B:GLY416:O

LEU431 / PHE427 / VAL429 LEU431 LEU430 LEU431 LEU431 LEU431 PHE427 PHE427 PHE427 PHE432 PHE432 VAL421 VAL429 VAL429 VAL421 VAL431

GLN23 / GLN19 / GLN18 GLN23
:GLN23:NE2 - :LEU431:O :GLN23:NE2 - :LEU430:O A:LEU431:N - A:GLN23:O A:GLN23:NE2 - A:LEU431:O C:GLN23:NE2 - C:LEU431:O

GLN19
A:GLN19:NE2 - A:PHE427:O A:GLN19:NE2 - A:PHE427:O :GLN19:HE21 - :PHE427:O :GLN19:HE21 - :PHE432:O :GLN19:HE21 - :PHE432:O

GLN18
B:VAL421:N - B:GLN22:O A:GLN18:NE2 - A:VAL429:O A:GLN22:NE2 - A:VAL429:O B:GLN18:NE2 - B:VAL421:O A:GLN22:NE2 - A:VAL431:O

:LEU431:N - :GLN23:O :LEU430:N - :GLN23:O A:LEU431:N - A:GLN23:O C:LEU431:N - C:GLN23:O A:VAL429:N - A:GLN18:O A:VAL429:N - A:GLN22:O B:VAL421:N - B:GLN18:O A:VAL431:N - A:GLN22:O
TYR437 / TYR433 / 3/5 MET436 TYR437 :LEU431:CD1 - :TYR437 :LEU430:CD1 - :TYR436 A:LEU431:CD1 - A:TYR437 A:LEU431:CD1 - A:TYR437 C:LEU431:CD1 - C:TYR437 TYR433 A:PHE427 - A:TYR433 A:PHE427 - A:TYR433 :PHE427 - :TYR433 :PHE432 - :TYR438 :PHE432 - :TYR438 B:VAL421 - B:MET428 B:VAL421 - B:LEU428 A:TYR438 - A:VAL431
0 / ALA46 / 1/5 ASN59 ALA46 A:PHE427 - A:ALA46 A:PHE427 - A:ALA46 :PHE427 - :ALA46 :PHE432 - :PRO46
0 / 0 / PRO58 PRO58 B:VAL421 - B:LEU57 A:PRO58 - A:VAL429 A:PRO62 - A:VAL429 B:VAL421 - B:LEU53 A:PRO62 - A:VAL431

A:ALA57 - A:LEU431 C:ALA57 - C:LEU431 A:PHE427 - A:ALA49 A:PHE427 - A:ALA49 :PHE432 - :ALA49 A:ALA62 - A:VAL429 A:ALA66 - A:VAL429 A:ALA66 - A:VAL431
B:TYR58 - B:VAL421 B:LYS54 - B:VAL421

B:ALA426 - B:VAL421

Non active-site conserved residues (DUAL / 6PGAL / 6PGLU) 7M1R (BlBglC) 6WGD (BlBglH)
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